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Thus, Uncertain Inheritance traces the heiress in Anglo-Irish Big House novels
situated at key times of change for the Irish Ascendancy. The Gothic triad of orphaned
heiress, dead mother, and sinister uncle does not belong exclusively to the realm of Irish
Gothic authors, but rather this triad is used for different discursive purposes than in its
English counterparts. Sheridan Le Fanu’s Uncle Silas (1864), Sommerville and Ross’s
An Irish Cousin (1903), and Elizabeth Bowen’s The Last September (1929) use the
Gothic trope of absent mothers both to address anxieties about and to question the Irish
“half” of the Ascendancy Anglo-Irish identity, and use a feminist, postcolonial
framework to show how Ascendancy women were both privileged and oppressed by the
patriarchal structure of Ascendancy families. This dissertation examines the intersection
of Big House and Gothic scholarship in the form of the feminine Irish Gothic: the Gothic
trope of the dead mother plays a different role in Irish Gothic novels than in the English
counterparts. Namely, the dead mother is used in these Irish Gothic texts to signal AngloIrish anxieties about their declining political, social, and cultural power in Ireland, and
about the ambivalent political and cultural relationship of the Ascendancy Anglo-Irish to
Great Britain. This dissertation argues that the absent mother, and thus absence of
maternal lineage, in these texts directly mirrors concerns and uncertainties about the Irish
half of Anglo-Irish identity, and that the quest for the mother in these Irish Gothic texts is
also a quest for origins.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
May she become a flourishing hidden tree,
That all her thoughts may like the linnet be,
And have no business but dispensing round
Their magnanimities of sound;
Nor but in merriment begin a chase,
Nor but in merriment a quarrel.
Oh, may she live like some green laurel
Rooted in one dear perpetual place.
(excerpt from “A Prayer for My Daughter” by W.B. Yeats).
In W.B. Yeats’s 1919 poem, “A Prayer for My Daughter,” the speaker paces as a
storm rages and outlines what he wishes for his infant daughter’s life: namely, that she be
kind rather than too beautiful, more gracious than educated, and without the strong
political opinions that lead to “hate” and a waste of beauty. In the final stanza, he
expresses hope that she will marry a husband who will bring her to live at an Irish Big
House, presumably similar to Coole, the estate of his patron Lady Gregory: “. . . may her
bridegroom bring her to a house /Where all's accustomed, ceremonious” (73-74). His
daughter’s final movement, in Yeats’s poem, will be in the passive transfer of a woman
from one man (father) to another (husband). In short, the poet wishes that his daughter be
quiet, inoffensive, and not too powerful either by means of beauty or intellect. His main
wish for her is passivity—like the laurel, she will provide adornment but have no agency.
If Yeats had recalled another Anglo-Irish writer, Sheridan Le Fanu, perhaps he
would have hesitated at so strongly prescribing his daughter’s life (then again, this is the
man who could not take a “no” from forceful women, particularly Maud Gonne, in his life,
so probably not). Several elements of Yeats’s poem—a raging storm that surrounds an
isolated father and daughter, confinement of the daughter to a Big House, the wish to limit
knowledge (and thus power) in favor of “courtesy,” the overbearing father who places his
1

own ideals about family honor above his daughter’s agency—occur in Uncle Silas (1864),
Le Fanu’s Gothic novel about a motherless young heiress, Maud, sent to live with her
mysterious uncle after her father’s death. In Le Fanu’s novel, this paternal decision
endangers Maud’s life and nearly ends in her death.
Thus, Uncertain Inheritance traces the heiress in Anglo-Irish Big House novels
situated at key times of change for the Irish Ascendancy.1 The Gothic triad of orphaned
heiress, dead mother, and sinister uncle does not belong exclusively to the realm of
Irish Gothic authors, but rather this triad is used for different discursive purposes than in
its English counterparts. Sheridan Le Fanu’s Uncle Silas (1864), Sommerville and
Ross’s An Irish Cousin (1903), and Elizabeth Bowen’s The Last September (1929) use
the Gothic trope of absent mothers both to address anxieties about and to question the
Irish “half” of the Ascendancy Anglo-Irish identity, and use a feminist, postcolonial
framework to show how Ascendancy women were both privileged and oppressed by the
patriarchal structure of Ascendancy families.
Sydney Owenson’s romance The Wild Irish Girl: A National Tale (1806) first
presents the allegory of marriage for the Irish political relationship between Great Britain
and Ireland that frames the Anglo-Irish maternal inheritance as distinctly Irish. The novel
sets up patterns that are repeated in the other texts: a motherless heiress, a dilapidated
ancestral home, a dominating male relative, and an English or Anglicized male suitor.

Roy Foster’s definition is useful here: “Membership of the Ascendancy . . . revolved around Anglicanism:
this defined a social elite, professional as well as landed, whose descent could be Norman, Old English,
Cromwellian or even (in a very few cases) ancient Gaelic. Anglicanism conferred exclusivity, in Ireland as
in contemporary England; and exclusivity defined the Ascendancy, not ethnic origin. They comprised an
elite who monopolized law, politics and ‘society’” (Modern Ireland 170).
1

2

I use the terms Big House novel and Irish Gothic throughout this dissertation
because the texts I examine are all Big House novels and Irish Gothic novels;
however, that should not imply that the terms are interchangeable. An Irish Gothic novel
may not be a Big House novel, but a Big House novel is usually an Irish Gothic
novel. The Big House novel is based around, well, a Big House—a family estate and the
surrounding demesne. These estates were almost always owned by Protestant landlords
whose ancestors either emigrated from England, or whose ancestors were Gaelic Roman
Catholics who converted to Protestantism in order to keep their land (Foster 170). The
Big House novels, then, are written mainly by and about Ascendancy Anglo-Irish1: the
(mainly Southern Irish) landlords who were defined by their religion (Church of
England), class, and property ownership (Lyons 18-19). Big House novels usually
include the Gothic themes of decaying house, a decaying family line, and inherited guilt
and family secrets (Kreilkamp 23-24). But the Big House is only one facet of the
literature generally classified as “Irish Gothic.” Critics such as Vera Kreilkamp and
Jarlath Killeen argue that due in part to Ireland’s marginalized status as “Other” to the
civilized English, “Gothic is the only tradition of Irish writing” (Killeen, Emergence 10).
However, for the purposes of this dissertation, I lean more heavily toward Christina
Morin’s definition of Irish Gothic as “fiction that explores the mixed fears and desires of
a minority Anglo-Irish population threatened—imaginatively if not actually—by the
unsettled native Catholics over whom they maintained precarious control” (2). It is this
intersection of Big House, Irish Gothic fiction by Anglo-Irish writers with which this
dissertation is concerned, because it is primarily in Big House, Irish Gothic novels that
the figure of the motherless heiress recurs.
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The trope of the absent/dead mother is also nothing new to Victorian or Gothic
studies. Carolyn Dever’s 1998 book The Absent Mother from Dickens to Freud shows
how the absent mother in Victorian fiction “shaped ideas of normative development,
gender roles, and sexuality” (xiv), and argues that “maternal absence . . . exposes issues
at stake in the containment of all that is potentially transgressive in the mother
embodied” (xiv, xii). Diane Hoeveler, whose work on Gothic feminism appeared the
same year as Dever’s book, reads the narrative of the motherless daughter in Gothic
fiction as “a specifically oedipal quest, a need to rewrite history from the vantage point of
a beleaguered daughter intent on rescuing her mother . . . from the nightmare of the
alienating and newly codifying and commodifying patriarchal family” (xvii).
My dissertation does something new, however, in looking at the intersection
of these points in the form of the feminine Irish Gothic: the Gothic trope of the dead
mother plays a different role in Irish Gothic novels than in the English counterparts.
Namely, the dead mother is used in these Irish Gothic texts to signal Anglo-Irish
anxieties about their declining political, social, and cultural power in
Ireland, and about the ambivalent political and cultural relationship of the Ascendancy
Anglo-Irish to Great Britain. Carolyn Dever notes that in Victorian fiction, “maternal loss
prompts anxieties that undermine a protagonist’s efforts to construct an identity, to
consolidate a life story; it therefore motivates the act of detection. The function of
maternal absence . . . indicate[s] a crisis of origin” (xiii). The absent mother, and thus
absence of maternal lineage, in these texts directly mirrors concerns and uncertainties
about the Irish half of Anglo-Irish identity. The quest for the mother in these Irish
Gothic texts is also a quest for origins.
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This question—and often erasure of—the mother’s genealogy in the texts
inevitably intersects with the issues of class and religion, namely, the Protestant and
Roman Catholic divide. Irish nationalist literature of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries relies heavily on the mother figure of both the Virgin Mary and Mother Ireland
(also called Kathleen ni Houlihan), who were often conflated. The absent mother in
Ascendancy literature not only signifies uncertainty about what it meant to be Irish and
Protestant, but also suggests anxiety about Roman Catholic claims to religious truth and
property rights based on religious and familial genealogies.
In these texts, I argue that the authors insert the Gothic trope of absent mothers
into the marriage allegory of English/Irish relations. The absent mother trope, well
documented in both Gothic tales and Victorian novels (Carolyn Dever), was often used as
a means to explore origin and identity, since mothers are the only ones who know
the true identity of their children’s fathers. In the hands of Ascendancy authors, this
search for origins is figured within the metaphor of Irish wife and English husband; in
Irish Gothic novels, the absent mother trope addresses anxieties and questions about the
Irish “half” of Anglo-Irish identity and establishes an Irish genealogy—a genealogy
which would justify the Anglo-Irish presence in Ireland and ownership of Irish land.
Additionally, the situation of motherless heiresses is used to interrogate the effects of the
patriarchy on Ascendancy women. The absence of competent maternal figures exposes
the heiresses in these texts to manipulation by patriarchs, and those who act for
patriarchal structures.
In this respect, I explain the creation of the Anglo-Irish heiress figure in
Sydney Owenson’s 1806 novel, The Wild Irish Girl thus serves as a foundational text for
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the heiresses of the Big House novels. Owenson's epistolary novel is written from the
perspective of the dissolute second son of an English earl. For his sins of gambling,
womanizing, and general dissolution, Horatio is banished to his father's estate in Ireland.
He sullenly explores his new surroundings where he encounters the Prince of Inismore,
the descendant of an Irish noble who was murdered by Horatio's own ancestor—and
whose ancestral land is now owned by Horatio’s father. Disguising himself as a tutor,
Horatio spends more and more time with the Prince, the Prince’s daughter Glorvina, and
the likeable priest Father John and receives “an education in the facts of Irish politics,
culture, and society” (O'Malley 28). He also falls in love with Glorvina, the Irish girl of
the title. The book almost ends disastrously: Horatio’s father, unaware of his son’s
relationship with Glorvina, attempts to marry Glorvina in a noble effort to rescue her
from a life of poverty and prevent inappropriate suitors from hounding her. Horatio
crashes the wedding at the last minute, revealing his true identity and taking his place
by Glorvina’s side with the blessing of both English and Irish fathers.
Owenson intends us to read the marriage as a happy union between England and
Ireland; after all, the Act of Union had passed only six years before the publication of the
text. As Klaus Lubbers explains, “The principal theme [of the novel] . . . is that of the
reconciliation of the new and the old upper classes, the Anglo-Irish and the true Milesians
born and bred” (23). It is important to note a tragedy that occurs at the aforementioned
wedding: the Prince, Glorvina’s father, actually dies in his daughter’s arms during the
wedding. Owenson briskly disposes of the Irish patriarch to make way for an English
husband and patriarchal figure, in the form of Horatio and his father, the Earl of M---.
Owenson presents the Prince as noble and admirable, but he has two faults against him:
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Horatio judges that “the tone of his mind” is “not as strong” as his daughter’s, stating that
he belongs to the “old” Ireland, and must give way to the new Ireland. Owenson figures
the Prince as a character who cannot exist in the “new” Ireland being created in the Act
of Union. The Prince functions as an important vessel of the cultural riches of Irish
history which he has passed down to his daughter. It is essential that his heir is a
daughter, so that she can be incorporated into her husband's English family and become
Anglo-Irish. O'Malley points out that the “disinheritance in The Wild Irish Girl is
ultimately less about choosing which son will prosper than it is about choosing
which father, which ‘history,’ is most useful to the (romantic, ideological, colonial)
interests of the present” (43). The female heiress here acts as an anchor of Irish identity
(and thus right to land ownership) for her English husband and Anglo-Irish children. The
marriage preserves her property inheritance and incorporates it into English ownership.
Owenson certainly attempts to re-write history with the marriage of Glorvina and
Horatio, with the goal that Ireland will “lose its (bloody) historical inheritance in order to
gain a (romantic) antiquarian one” (O'Malley 44-45). Owenson attempts to create a new
kind of Anglo-Irish, where the English landowners gain legitimacy by uniting with
impoverished Irish aristocracy. Most interesting about this union, though, are its
gendered, familial implications for the Anglo-Irish. In this marriage, England is clearly
depicted as paternal, and Ireland as maternal. According to Owenson's vision, the new
political union of England and Ireland suggests that the English community of AngloIrish will trace their identity in clearly gendered ways. Mother Ireland, figured
as Glorvina, is beautiful, intelligent, noble—and in need of a male protector, provided by
the English Horatio. The book was written for an English audience, meant to dispel
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stereotypes of Ireland as savage and backward, and to prompt them to take an interest in
Ireland—to model the political union along the lines of romantic, companionate
marriage. Owenson’s novel attempts to convince her English audience of both Ireland’s
value and beauty, and “her” need of a strong protector and guide
This depiction of Ireland as female—beautiful, passionate, but in need of male
(English) rationality—anticipates and perhaps even influences Matthew Arnold's
structuralist reading of Ireland in his essay, “On the Study of Celtic Literature”: “the
dreamy, imaginative Celt . . . at home in wild landscapes far from the
metropolitan centres of modern social and political life, could cure anxious Europe of the
woes inherent in Progress” (25). Glorvina, to a large degree, inhabits this role: she herself
declares, “I never can devote myself partially to any thing---I am either all enthusiasm or
all indifference” (Owenson 222). Her passionate, “Celtic” nature acts as an antidote to
Horatio’s London-grown ennui, and re-awakens his senses, mind, and heart. He critiques
English faults by comparing English romantic heroines to Glorvina; he admits that while
English novels are always morally upstanding, they “rarely seize on the imagination
through the medium of the heart; and, as for their heroines, I confess, that, though they
are the most perfect of beings, they are also the most stupid. Surely virtue would not be
the less attractive for being united to genius and the graces” (Owenson 185). Ireland may
need England’s protection and support, but Owenson argues that England also needs
Ireland’s beauty, passion, and energy to stir its intellectual life.
Glorvina embodies this Irish energy with a much more developed sense of self
than the other heiresses I will discuss. Her identity, opinions, and desires are welldefined; Lubbers notes that her “immense learning would have put Poe's Ligeia to
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shame” (23), and Horatio continually rhapsodizes about her “intelligence of mind and
feeling” (Owenson 255). Glorvina is quite different from anxious Maud, unreflective
Theo, and vague Lois, the heiresses who comprise the focus of this dissertation. Yet
Glorvina is the literary mother of these Anglo-Irish heiresses; she marries an Englishman,
and their children will be Anglo-Irish in the most literal sense of the term.
Thus A Wild Irish Girl foregrounds my readings of the Gothic texts that follow,
yet some will surely object that Owenson’s novel is a Romantic national tale; indeed, it
even proclaims itself to be “a national tale” in the subtitle. But the link between this
Romantic tale and the Gothic novels that follow is much stronger than first appears. For
one, Christina Morin makes the argument that the genre boundaries between Romantic
National tale and Gothic overlap a good deal more than usually allowed2. She argues
that The Wild Irish Girl is indeed a Gothic novel.
Glorvina is an heiress, yes, but one who has been robbed of her material
inheritance. She carries all the cultural and familial responsibilities of a noble's daughter;
she has rank, but no wealth to support that rank. Her father is elderly, and often ill, and
her mother is dead. In short, Owenson places Glorvina at the brink of disaster. Glorvina is
in many ways the classic Gothic heiress: young, vulnerable, motherless. However, she
differs from them in important ways. Glorvina faces danger not because of the wealth she
stands to inherit, but because she has already been disinherited. As a penniless young
single woman, she will have no male protectors after her father dies, and thus no source
of income. Like the other heiresses, Glorvina’s position is fraught with danger and
dependent on men, as in the classic Gothic situation. This dependence, in addition to her
isolated home in the Irish wilderness and her motherlessness, links her to the heiresses in
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the primary texts in this study. But unlike the other heiresses, Glorvina’s strong sense of
self is directly linked to her Irish identity; the novel is a series of debates between
Glorvina and Horatio about the sophisticated culture and history of Ireland versus
England, with Glorvina repeatedly demonstrating the riches of Ireland’s history, music,
literature, and art. Having been raised Roman Catholic and in her family’s ancestral
home, Glorvina is directly in touch with the “essence” of Irish identity. The absence of
her mother in the novel is only necessary to emphasize her need for a male protector; it is
not tied to her nationality. In fact, the reader even learns that the Prince did not consider
his own wife, Glorvina’s mother, high-born enough to dine at the same table with him. In
Glorvina, Ireland is depicted as feminine, grafted from a failing patriarchal branch (her
Irish father) to a stable tree of patriarchy (her English husband). But in the stories of the
heiresses that follow her, this grafting will begin to disintegrate and weaken because the
Ascendancy’s very existence as a long-standing colonial class in Ireland is based on an
imperial, patriarchal relationship with England. In addition to comprising a common
Gothic and Victorian trope, the absent mother-motherless heiress configuration in the
following Anglo-Irish texts signals the Ascendancy’s weakening political, cultural, and
social position and their increased dependence on Great Britain over the course of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; it also signals Ascendancy authorial anxieties
about the use of the Mother Ireland trope in nationalist, largely Roman Catholic,
narratives. Irish nationalist narratives claimed allegiance to “Mother Ireland,” often
conflated with the Virgin Mary and her maternal role, and such claims left Protestant
Ascendancy narratives essentially “motherless” in the Father England-Mother Ireland
allegory of union.
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Chapter One: Uncle Silas
Chapter One examines Sheridan Le Fanu’s classic Irish Gothic novel Uncle
Silas (1864). Maud Ruthyn, the first-person narrator, recounts her childhood growing up
on a large estate with a distant father. Her father Austin Ruthyn, a wealthy social hermit
and devotee of the religious cult Swedenborgianism, soon dies and his will dictates that
Maud must go to live with her father’s brother, her Uncle Silas. Silas is the black sheep
of the family: he married a commoner, wasted his inheritance on gaming, and is even
suspected of a murder. Austin’s will directs Maud to live with her uncle, a man she has
never met, for four years until she comes of age at twenty-one; if she dies before she
comes of age, Silas will inherit Austin’s wealth. The guardianship is meant as a public
display of Austin’s trust in his brother, a test that will finally restore the family’s honor
and clear Silas from guilt. Maud dutifully goes to live with Silas and finds herself both
fascinated and frightened by her strange uncle.
In the novel the theme of the absent mother exposes how the patriarchy maintains
its power by guarding knowledge, and how it guards that knowledge through
contradictory communication. The absence of a mother figure to teach her that the
patriarchy cares about power, not truth, leaves the heroine Maud vulnerable to the
manipulation of both her benign father and her sinister uncle. Her distant father trains her
to mistrust her own judgment, and so Maud trusts the evil Silas in spite of the warnings of
both friends and her own sound instincts. Only through developing female friendships,
specifically female friendships that are modeled on a mother-daughter relationship, does
Maud come to trust herself, recognize her danger, and save herself. Moreover, Maud’s
move from blind reliance on patriarchal figures to trusting other women and herself
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connects directly to the political and cultural position of the mid-nineteenth century
Anglo-Irish. Read in light of allegories of union such as The Wild Irish Girl, the
dominant father signifies England (Great Britain) and the dead mother signifies Ireland.
As such, through Maud’s developing confidence and escape from the clutches of her
greedy uncle point, Le Fanu suggests that the future of the Anglo-Irish in the nineteenth
century depends on a turn away from dependence on the imperialist patriarchy of
England and toward Ireland through Home Rule and a self-sufficient Anglo-Irish power
bloc.
Chapter Two: An Irish Cousin
The second chapter investigates a much more obscure text: E.Œ Somerville and Martin
Ross’s An Irish Cousin (1903). The authors were cousins Edith Somerville and Violet
Martin, who wrote under male pseudonyms and are known primarily for their sharply
comic and social realism novels such as The Real Charlotte (1894) and Some
Experiences of an Irish R.M. (1899). An Irish Cousin, their first novel and only Gothic
novel, draws many comparisons to Uncle Silas. Like Le Fanu’s thriller, the cousins’ first
foray into dual authorship features an orphaned heroine sent to live with her strange,
reclusive uncle at a family estate. While the plot is putatively derivative, Somerville and
Ross’s “Shocker,” as they called it, keenly reflect its political and cultural context in finde-siècle Ireland. Unlike Uncle Silas, for example, An Irish Cousin is openly set in
Ireland. It is also a feminist gothic novel not only in the sense that its protagonist is a
woman, but that its authors are also women. Somerville and Ross were an anomaly of
their time, women writers who were able to support themselves and their families through
the financial earnings from their writing. An Irish Cousin reflects this professional
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ambition and success in its spunky heroine, Theo Sarsfield, and the novel’s preoccupation
with the tug of tradition and the pull of progress in fin-de-siècle Ascendancy Ireland.
While the absent mother in Uncle Silas pointed to the dangers of how the patriarchy
hoards and hides knowledge in order to maintain power, the absent mother plays a related
but distinct role in this novel. The dead mothers in An Irish Cousin—namely, Theo’s
mother and Willy’s mother—point to both the inequalities experienced by Ascendancy
women within their society, and the importance of educated Ascendancy women for the
Anglo-Irish future. The absence of genteel wives and mothers in the text leads directly to
its three main tragedies: the death of Theo’s father, the self-imposed exile of her cousin
Willy to Australia, and the death of her uncle Dominick. The novel also underscores
differences in class much more heavily than Uncle Silas; in fact, a crucial part of what
drives the tragedies is landlord Dominick’s inappropriate sexual relationship with a
tenant woman, Moll Sarsfield. This relationship exposes the authors’ preoccupation with
boundaries between classes, and no wonder: they were writing at a time when Big House
estates were being parceled up and sold to tenants. The novel suggests a precarious
balance between tradition and progress as the way forward for Ascendancy culture.
Crucially, the authors suggest it is Ascendancy women who can correct the past sexual
and financial transgressions of Ascendancy men, by forming Ascendancy marriages
which respected the independence and equality of educated women.
Chapter 3: The Last September
The third chapter makes another thirty-year jump to Elizabeth Bowen’s The Last
September (1929). The novel is set during the Irish War for Independence (1919-1921)
and covers the comings and goings of guests at Danielstown, an Irish Big House. The
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novel follows Lois, the daughter of the house, as she experiences her first romance and
courtship against the backdrop of the war. Just as in the previous texts, this novel
follows a young orphaned heiress living in her uncle’s house. However, The Last
September departs abruptly from the preoccupation with the patriarch and shifts to center
maternal genealogy. Lois lives with her maternal uncle and aunt who are childless; she is
the heiress to Danielstown, but that inheritance comes through her mother, Laura. Lois
clearly remembers Laura, as do other characters in the novel, and Laura’s presence
haunts the text. But her absence, palpable as it may be, is still important for the narrative.
Through characters’ recollections of Laura, the absent mother in The Last September is
used to center the themes of home, homelessness, and hospitality. Laura’s ghostly
character reveals a preoccupation with how the women of the text extend, receive, and
refuse hospitality. Through its explication of Ascendancy hospitality, the novel
demonstrates both the way the patriarchal Ascendancy society limits women’s options for
a meaningful, financially independent life, and shows how women also use hospitality to
prop up the heavily classed, imperialized Ascendancy system from within.
Further, Bowen contrasts English, Ascendancy, and Gaelic Irish practices of
hospitality and visiting as parallel to British colonialism in Ireland. The Irish Ascendancy
unwillingly “hosts” the English military presence which has been galvanized to fight the
Irish Republican Army; they socialize with the officers but view them as temporary
invaders. Similarly, though, the Ascendancy are blind to how they are perceived by the
(native) Gaelic Irish, who view estates such as Danielstown as British colonialism.
In the coda, I briefly discuss how William Trevor’s 2002 novel The Story of Lucy
Gault continues the tradition of motherless heiresses in the Big House novel. The novel
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begins in 1921, during the Irish War for Independence, and traces the life of a young girl
separated from her parents and raised alone in her family’s Big House. Trevor uses
Lucy’s life—and her devotion to her home, Lahardane—to eulogize the Ascendancy’s
contribution to Irish culture and history. In my reading, however, Lucy’s guilt and search
for her lost innocence are directly tied to both her gender and her identity as a member of
the Protestant Ascendancy. This dissertation links works that were previously regarded as
unconnected and argues that the motherless heiress in Irish Gothic novels is deployed
with different purposes and shades of meaning than in English Gothic novels, purposes
which reflect cultural and political considerations of the authors’ Anglo-Irish contexts.
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CHAPTER 2 Lost Girls: Absent Mothers and Patriarchal Coding in Uncle Silas
In the very last scene of Sheridan Le Fanu’s Uncle Silas (1864), the heroine Maud
rises from her desk after writing the tale of how she narrowly escaped death at the hands
of her treacherous governess, violent cousin, and sadistic uncle. Moving to the window
with hands that are “cold and damp,” she gazes on the reassuringly bucolic fields through
the window, until the voice of her young child startles her from her reverie. Drawn back
to the present by her son’s welcome intrusion, Maud utters two sentences: “I am
Lady Ilbury, happy in the affection of a beloved and noblehearted husband. The shy
useless girl you have known is now a mother—trying to be a good one; and this, the last
pledge, has lived” (Le Fanu 315-316). This curious utterance provides a key framework
for reading the novel. After finishing her story and laying down her pen, Maud reflects
not on her own trauma and survival, or even her father’s culpability in placing her under
the guardianship of treacherous Silas. In comparing the past and present, she focuses on
herself: the seeming disdain with which she views her adolescent self, her current
identity as wife and mother, and the children she has lost. Maud’s contrast of her past and
current selves, with its emphasis on her maternity, becomes clearer in light of her status
as motherless child herself. Maud, as the classic Gothic heroine in this Irish Gothic novel,
is also placed in the classic Gothic family formation of losing her mother at a young
age. In Uncle Silas, the absent mother points to the difficulty of navigating the conflicting
messages of the patriarchy2. Without a mother, the Gothic heroine is left in the confusing
world of mazes and coded language perpetuated by the patriarchy to maintain control
over property. These codes are often represented “through an elaborate system of walls
Diane Hoeveler’s definition of “patriarchy” is both succinct and useful: “the broader
masculine enterprise . . . a codified system of inheritance and property transfer” (31).
2
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and locked rooms . . . or through the power of language to dissemble, to reveal and
conceal at the same time” (Hoeveler 21-22). Both “good” and “bad” characters in Uncle
Silas code their words and actions to say something other than what is meant, and Maud’s
inability to read this code brings her face to face with death. Uncle Silas is a novel about
the dangers of blindly trusting in patriarchy, even benevolent patriarchy. Austin, Maud’s
father, places his trust in Silas and Madame Rougierre; he asks Maud to submit herself to
these two bad actors as a sign of her trust in him. She is forced to deny her own reason
and intuition for the sake of faith, and this turns out to be a terrible decision. Nearly every
time Maud exercises her own judgment of people, she is correct and keeps herself
safe. Because her father has trained her to trust male authority above all, she does not
learn to trust her own judgment until it is almost too late. Precisely the absence of Maud’s
mother makes her vulnerable to this type of bad faith—faith in the patriarchy. Without
her mother, Maud does not have a woman to teach her that the patriarchy contradicts
itself in its words and actions: it claims to protect women, but often endangers and abuses
them. It is only through creating nurturing relationships with other women, acting as a
surrogate daughter and a surrogate mother to other women, that Maud learns to trust
her own judgment, and, ultimately, to listen to the voice of the mother. At a key point
toward the end of the novel, Maud, straining despite her rational fears to trust her uncle,
hears a woman’s mysterious voice warn her to flee, even though no one has spoken.
Maud recalls, “There could be no doubt it was a trick of the imagination, and yet to this
hour I could recognize that clear stern voice among a thousand, were it to speak again”
(Le Fanu 250).3 The warning voice, which supports the conclusions of her own
For a more extensive reading of this passage and persuasive argument for the mysterious warning as the
voice of Maud’s mother, see Alison Milbank, especially pages 20-22.
3
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discernment, is the turning point in the novel and Maud obeys—and saves her own
life. This chapter investigates how the absence of the heroine’s mother, a trope in Big
House/Gothic fiction, hinders Maud’s confidence and ability to communicate in Uncle
Silas, and points to unexplored connections between the absent mother trope and the
complexities of figuring Ireland as the maternal origin in Anglo-Irish narratives of
national identity. In the context of nationalist, largely Catholic use of the maternal to
represent Irish identity, the trope of the dead mother in Protestant Irish Gothic fiction is
used to express Anglo-Irish anxieties about the Anglo-Irish political and cultural role in
Ireland, as well as their hybrid Irish identity.
The Big House and Gothic Traditions
As an Irish Gothic novel in the Big House tradition, Uncle Silas embodies what
Roy Foster calls “the essence of the Anglo-Irish Big House novel”; in other words,
typical Gothic tropes of “loneliness, uncertainty, a solitary house in implicitly threatening
countryside, unknown natives, the threat of death” (Foster 93). But the genre of the Big
House novel, which takes its name from the fact that it situates itself within the so-called
“Big Houses” or manor houses of landowning gentry in Ireland, is not merely an Irish
adaptation of the Gothic genre; while it often utilizes the Gothic mode, the genre exists
independently. The “Big House” genre spans over two centuries, beginning with Maria
Edgeworth’s seminal Castle Rackrent (1800), and still appears in contemporary literature,
such as in the works of William Trevor and Jennifer Johnston. As
Vera Kreilkamp defines it, the genre describes “novels in which the gentry life of the
Protestant ascendancy appears as setting, subject, or motif” (2). The term “Big House”
applies to the often-modest country estates that housed the gentry, who were charged by
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the British crown with acting as landlords to their Catholic tenants. The novel often
functions as a way to "dramatize tensions between several social groups: the landed
proprietors of a Protestant ascendancy gentry; a growing, usually Catholic, middle class;
and the mass of indigenous, rural Catholic tenantry” (Kreilkamp 6).
In the mid-nineteenth century, a “gothic strain” was introduced to the form, which
Matt Eatough attributes to “misgivings over landlords’ leadership failures on the national
level” (76). This introduction of the Gothic is seen in works such as
Maturin's Melmoth the Wanderer (1820) and Sheridan Le Fanu's Uncle Silas (1864), and
these novels are often read as admission of Ascendancy guilt over landlord
mismanagement. Kreilkamp points out that in using “Gothic conventions to explore
power and powerlessness” these novels “represent complex literary responses to AngloIreland’s preoccupation with and negotiation of waning social and economic power
structures” (96-97). Uncle Silas, in particular, Kreilkamp urges us to read as a “masked
and symbolic exposure of Protestant Anglo-Ireland guilt” (104). These readings are
important in pointing out the historical and cultural context for the Irish Gothic, and the
failed Irish rebellion of 1838 and the 1848 nationalist revolutions in Europe, along with
the potato famine, certainly provoked political discussion and critique of landlords even
among the Ascendancy. However, these texts are less concerned with the oft-cited
Protestant guilt, and more concerned with responding to the Gaelic, Roman Catholic
nationalist narrative which claimed “true” Irish identity, as well as the “true” religion.
In Uncle Silas, rather than articulating landlord guilt, Le Fanu instead expresses anxieties
about the Irish “half” of Anglo-Irish identity (and subsequent claims to Irish land)
and does so through the Gothic trope of the absent mother and thus absent maternal
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genealogy. In addition, the lesson of Uncle Silas is that even benevolent or well-intended
patriarchy can be harmful, a lesson which reflects and reiterates Anglo-Irish concerns
about their status as both colonizers and colonized, with the imperialist center of
government residing in far-away London.
Absent Mothers in Gothic Fiction
Big House fiction often adopts Gothic strategies, especially the trope of the
orphaned heiress and absent mother. To be clear, the absent mother trope is important not
only to Gothic fiction, but to the nineteenth century novel in general. Carolyn Dever, in
her psychoanalytic approach to the dead mother in Victorian fiction, points out, “the
mother’s absence creates a mystery for her child to solve, motivating time and again the
redefinition – in the absence of role-models – of female decorum, gender roles, and
sexuality” and that “[i]n the absence of the mother, the child is left with a personal
mystery, too, that motivates a formal search for ‘origins’ . . . “ (xi). Diane Hoeveler,
whose work on Gothic feminism appeared the same year as Dever’s book, supports and
expands upon this definition, reading the narrative of the motherless daughter in Gothic
fiction as “a specifically oedipal quest, a need to rewrite history from the vantage point of
a beleaguered daughter intent on rescuing her mother . . . from the nightmare of the
alienating and newly codifying and commodifying patriarchal family” (xvii). In her
reading of the absent mother in Gothic fiction as a way of warning female readers of the
dangers of the patriarchy-controlled legal system, Ruth Bienstock Anolik points to Maria
Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent (1800) as an example of a text where women subvert the
patriarchy to an extent (37-39). Castle Rackrent, written by the daughter of an AngloIrish landholder, is often named as the first Big House novel, with its themes of absentee
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landlordism, dissolute owners, and the ultimate ruin of ancient families. Anolik points out
that the women of the novel, who variously leave their husbands and refuse to give up
their personal wealth, and all of whom fail to provide heirs, manage to hold onto a
measure of autonomy and resistance. However, “through the refusal of motherhood, they
actually follow in the tradition of the villainous husbands by abjecting the mother. This
instance of resistance to paternal effacement of the mother is far from satisfying, an
instance of incomplete self-possession” (Anolik 38). In other words, their refusal to
become mothers does resist patriarchal control, but also devalues the role and importance
of mothers.
The lack of a mother is also important to the Gothic novel from the perspective of
pure plot; as Ruth Bienstock Anolik points out, “if [Gothic heroines] had mothers to
protect them from their evil male relatives, their stories would end before they began”
(28). The trope of the absent mother in Victorian and Gothic fiction has been expertly
investigated by the likes of Dever and Hoeveler, and the use of Gothic tropes in Big
House texts has been well documented. However, relatively little exists that has
examined the overlap of these areas of focus: the absence of the mother in Irish Gothic
fiction. The one that comes closest is Jarlath Killeen’s excellent article on perverse
maternity in Le Fanu’s novella Carmilla (1872). Killeen notes that the story contains a
number of missing mothers, and also three motherless daughters who are then forced to
seek out maternal substitutes, substitutes which often happen to be predatory female
vampires (“Perverse Maternity,” 363). In Carmilla, a work noted most often for being not
only an early example of vampire fiction but also originating the lesbian vampire trope,
both horizontal and vertical relationships--the relationships between young girls, and
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between these girls and maternal figures—are dangerous. Laura, the motherless teenage
heroine, is targeted by the vampire Carmilla and Carmilla’s mother, who use Laura’s
isolation, absence of a mother, and hunger for friendship to insinuate Carmilla into the
household. However, similar to the ghostly warning in Uncle Silas, a vision of Laura’s
dead mother appears to warn her at the very moment Carmilla strikes. Killeen argues that
in the novella, “the missing mother becomes an ideal lost and in need of being re-found”
(“Perverse Maternity 364). Not so coincidentally, Uncle Silas contains the same: three
daughters, Maud, Milly, and Meg, all motherless and subject to varying degrees of
neglect and abuse at the hands of their fathers.
My argument extends and complicates Killeen’s conclusions. First, Uncle Silas
highlights the importance—and potency—of female relationships. While the text does
contain a predatory or “vampiric” maternal figure in the character of Madame de la
Rougierre, Uncle Silas primarily focuses on the power of female friendships that feature
one woman mentoring or “mothering” the other woman. In Cousin Monica’s care of
Maud, in Maud’s care of her cousin Milly and the peasant girl Meg, women gain safety
and strength, and learn social fluency. Uncle Silas shows how mothers are vital to
teaching daughters to navigate the “language” of the patriarchy, which is also the
language of society. In addition, while I agree with Killeen and Dever that the trope of
the dead mother represents a lost ideal and the need to define one’s origins, in the AngloIrish context, the dead mother trope speaks to the Ascendancy’s need to more clearly
define their Irish genealogy (and thus right to land ownership) in a time when Irish
nationalist narratives relied on Gaelic myths and the Roman Catholic religion to deny the
Ascendancy’s power claims.
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Motherless Daughters and Neglect in Uncle Silas
Several critics have noted the importance of gender to Uncle Silas; by way of its
female narrator, it is categorized as female gothic (as opposed to male gothic).4 Alison
Milbank argues that with its “confident girl narrator,” in Uncle Silas Le Fanu created “a
novel written for a woman, with an implied female reader” (176). Marjorie Howes
explains that due to marriage allegories of union between Ireland and Britain, and
racialized theories aligning Celts with femininity, “it is not surprising that Anglo-Irish
texts interrogated the prevailing political structures and issues through representations of
romance, sexuality, and gender” (58). Alison Milbank reads Uncle Silas as “a way of
describing the situation of any woman within what Le Fanu views as a debilitated and
debased patriarchy” (175). However, the theme of mothers, their absence and importance
in the narrative, as well as the symbolic and psychological importance of maternity in the
text, has been neglected. The extent of criticism on motherhood in the text notes the
association of Maud’s mother with death, and several critics read her ending role as wife
and mother as renewing the cycle of patriarchal control.5 But motherhood
and motherlessness in the text are highlighted repeatedly, from the opening scene which
frames Maud as the motherless daughter of a distant father, to the final scene of the book
where Maud awakens from her dark reverie at the sound of her child’s voice. The
emphasis on mothers, and their absence, is even emphasized aurally by the repetition of

I rely on critical definitions of female gothic such as that provided by Alison Milbank, who argues that the
female Gothic depends not on author’s gender, but on “choice of a male or female protagonist” -- (9).
Milbank continues, “the nature of both ‘male’ and ‘female’ Gothic becomes clear when one looks at the
ways in which each form structures the relation of the protagonist to the house, castle or abbey which he or
she inhabits” (10). The female gothic, Milbank posits, is structured around heroines escaping house, while
the male gothic focuses on “attempt of the male will to penetrate that interior” (10-11). In other words,
female gothic focuses on “the heroine and the house” (Milbank 13).
5
See Foster (Words Alone, 111), McCormack (152-54), Milbank (178).
4
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“M” names associated with nearly all the women in the text: Maud, Monica, Milly, Meg,
Mary, Mrs. Rusk, Maud's mother—only ever addressed as “mamma”— and
Madame Rougierre, more often called simply “Madame.” Just as Maud weeps her
mother’s name repeatedly at her grave—“Oh! mamma, mamma, little mamma!,” this
repeated use of “M” names for all the women has the effect of amplifying the absence—
and haunting presence—of not only Maud’s mother, but the complete absence of mothers
in the text until Maud reveals she has a child.6 Even Monica and Madame de
la Rougierre, the substitute mother figures, are themselves childless, making Maud the
only living mother in the text.
In the first chapter, Maud tells us that her mother died when she was eight, that she
was young and beautiful, and that her husband was a good deal older; other than this, we
have very little information about her. All that we have of Maud’s relationship with her
mother is the fact that she always refers to her with affectionate adjectives: “dear
mamma,” “little mamma,” “my beloved mother,” “poor mamma.” In fact, Maud’s mother
figures most prominently in the text through her grave, which will anchor several key
scenes throughout the novel. Early in the text, for example, a Swedenborgian clergyman
appears at Knowl two days after her mother’s death. He takes the grieving child on a
walk to the “lonely sepulchre in which I had the morning before seen poor mamma laid.
At the sight the fountains of my grief reopened, and I cried bitterly, repeating, ‘Oh!
mamma, mamma, little mamma!’ and so went on weeping and calling wildly . . .
(Le Fanu 15). The clergyman goes on to tell Maud that her mother is “alive but too far
away to see or hear us,” and describes her “mov[ing] along an airy path, ascending
See Roman Jakobson’s “Why Mama and Papa?” for a theorization of “m” and “n” consonants for
maternal names across languages.
6
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among mountains of fantastic height” (Le Fanu 16). Rather than being comforted by such
descriptions, Maud is frightened. As a child, she imbues the woods that surround the
grave as the realm of the dead, and fears that the clergyman is going to take her further
into the woods where they shall encounter the dead; for a long time after this, she was
“very nervous” (Le Fanu 16). Little wonder then, that when we encounter her in the first
chapter, she describes her face as “rather sensitive and melancholy” (Le Fanu 1). Her
repeated descriptions of herself as “nervous”—which other characters echo as well—can
easily be traced to this uncanny experience in the woods. One of the most basic ways she
sees herself stems from her mother’s death and the fear of encountering the dead that this
Swedenborgian clergyman provokes.
Maud’s lack of a mother leaves her to father’s care, or rather, lack of care. While
Maud is careful to defend Austin, she suffers varying levels of physical and emotional
neglect at his hands. Austin is an older father, which might account for part of his
distance, but the main blame is laid at the feet of his religion. He is a Swedenborgian, a
member of a small Christian sect which followed the teachings of Emanuel Swedenborg
(1688-1772), an eighteenth-century Swedish theologian (or heretic, depending on the
source).7 His religious devotion is cloaked in secrecy, viewed with suspicion by the
household servants, and takes up a good deal of Austin’s time. The emotional neglect is
clear from the first chapter, when Maud introduces her father as strange and silent but
claims: “I am sure my father loved me, and I know I loved him. With the sure instinct
of childhood I apprehended his tenderness, although it was never expressed in common

“As a physical scientist and a mystic, Swedenborg brought together in his own personality the warring
claims of reason and inspiration, and attempted to reconcile the categories of matter and spirit . . . [t]he
Swedenborgian Doctrines expounded a revelation additional to that of the Christian Church, disclosing the
essential unity of matter and spirit, appearance and reality” (McCormack 173).
7
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ways” (Le Fanu 2). This sentence perfectly articulates the way Maud pendulates between
defending her father’s detached parenting and hinting at its flaws. On the one hand she
claims, “singular and even awful as were sometimes my tête-a-têtes with my father, I had
grown so accustomed to his strange ways, and had so unbounded a confidence in his
affection, that they never depressed or agitated me in the manner you might have
supposed” (Le Fanu 9-10). While Maud claims she was accustomed to “this monotony
and silence,” she admits, “As it was, it had its effect . . . I was also much in awe of him”
(Le Fanu 2-3).
Indeed, the effect of his silence and emotional distance is clear: it both antiquates and
infantilizes her. Like the portrait of handsome young Silas that Maud admires as a young
girl, her seclusion at Knowl keeps her trapped in a previous time that is out of keeping
with contemporary society and keeps her dependent on her father. As a teenager she is
“more childish than most girls of my age and trained in all [my father’s] whimsical ways,
never to interrupt a silence, or force his thoughts by unexpected question or remark out of
their monotonous or painful channel” (Le Fanu 44-45). Instead of exploring her own
tastes and interests and learning to negotiate relationships—in other words, developing
independence—she is instead kept in an unnaturally childlike state through her
confinement with her father. In a telling moment, Austin reveals that he does not even
know how old his only child is and defers the question to Maud. This lack of basic
knowledge about his daughter reveals his parental neglect. In many ways, his existence
ignores the passage of time and even contemporary issues, and he chooses instead to
focus on the non-material and eternal world, to the neglect of his earthly responsibilities.
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The social skills that Maud does have, she retains due to the influence of Mrs. Rusk
and Mary Quince, with whom she enjoys “quite a different type of chat” than the silent
conferences with her father (Le Fanu 10). It is the women in the household who are
responsible for any social normalcy Maud develops. However, as important as this
female influence is, it is clearly not enough to fully prepare her for society
beyond Knowl. The first extended contact she has with a woman outside of Knowl is
when her father’s cousin Monica Knollys visits. Cousin Monica is “energetic, bright,
saucy” and stands up “quite like a young person” (Le Fanu 29); her energy, warmth, and
openness are unlike Maud’s father in every way, and when Monica visits, for the first
time the reader sees Maud as an outsider of equal status must. Monica drily points out to
Austin that Maud’s clothes are old-fashioned, and scolds Austin that he allows his
daughter to be dressed as “a dowdy—such a dust!” (Le Fanu 50). Monica insists that
Maud needs “someone to take [her] out, and look after her, and who's to do it? . . . a
clever woman could make her quite charming” (Le Fanu 50). Monica is concerned for
Maud’s wellbeing, especially in terms of her meeting social norms, engaging in society,
and making a good marriage that will ensure her financial and class stability. Notably,
Monica does not suggest a governess for the job of transforming Maud from shy dowdy
to charming socialite, but rather a step-mother. Underlying this suggestion is the
assumption that there is a specific kind of care young girls need that can only be given by
a maternal figure, one motivated by not by wages but by affection and family ties.
According to Monica, Maud needs a mother, not a mere governess, to prepare her for and
introduce her to the world outside of Knowl.
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Despite Monica’s argument, Austin shows little practical concern for Maud’s future
wellbeing. At Monica's urging that he should take a wife who will oversee Maud's
appearance and entry into society, he responds, “we must take care of little Maud some
other way” (Le Fanu 51). This is also the only time that Austin mentions caring for
Maud. When he brings up his plans for her sojourn with Silas, he phrases the
arrangement in the rhetoric of Maud’s sacrifice:
But I think little Maud would like to contribute to the restitution of her family name.
It may cost you something—are you willing to buy it at a sacrifice? . . . [I]s there any
other honourable sacrifice you would shrink from to dispel the disgrace under which
our most ancient and honourable name must otherwise continue to languish? … I am
sure there is no risk; but you are to suppose there is. Are you still willing to accept it?
(Le Fanu 75)
When Maud, eager to please her father, gives her assent, her father responds, “You are
worthy of your blood, Maud Ruthyn . . . you must not let people like Monica Knollys
frighten you . . . You shall promise me not to mention this conversation to Monica
Knollys” (Le Fanu 75). Notably, with this command Austin isolates his daughter from
Monica’s influence, the closest thing she has had to a maternal figure since the death of
her own mother. He is not concerned with what will best suit Maud and prepare her for a
successful entrance into society, but rather uses his daughter as a tool to further his own
preoccupations: the family honor. Austin’s purpose gradually becomes clear: his brother,
Silas, “lies under an intolerable slander” (Le Fanu 75), namely, the suspicion of murder
for monetary gains. Even though he is not close at all to his brother, he plans to entrust
Maud’s guardianship to his brother after his own imminent death. The black sheep Uncle
Silas, however, will inherit Maud’s entire inheritance if she dies in his care before she
reaches the age of twenty-one. By this public display of trust, Austin hopes to clear the
Ruthyn name. But he does not tell Maud the nature of the slander, and thus does not give
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her all the information necessary to make an informed decision. Even though he acts as if
he leaves the decision open to Maud, he warns her from listening to the counsel of others
(namely, other women!) in making her decision, and his language does not allow Maud to
refuse him without gravely disappointing the father who dominates her isolated life.
Maud is not the only daughter to suffer paternal neglect as the result of her
mother’s absence. While Maud suffers from emotional neglect, her cousin Milly's
situation is more severe. Milly's clothing is even more out of date than Maud's, and her
speech is uneducated; she has not had a governess or indeed any schooling at all. While
Milly has sustenance and shelter, she must make do with leftover clothes and has very
few new belongings. She fingers Maud's clothes and assists in unpacking her cousin's
trunk with “barbarous curiosity” (Le Fanu 203). In our first introduction, Milly is
depicted as rustic and socially grotesque; where Maud is socially shy and undeveloped,
Milly is open and rough. Maud may not be socially confident at this point, but
she is socially aware, and Milly is not. When Maud meets her cousin, Milly examines her
frankly: “She stared me full in the face . . . she felt the material of my mantle pretty
carefully between her finger and thumb, and manually examined my chain and trinkets,
and picked up my hand as she might a glove, to con over my rings” (Le Fanu 200). This
open staring and invasion of personal space is curious rather than malicious, and points to
Milly's lack of familiarity with social norms.
The neglect Milly suffers is not simply the absence of attention; Silas regards her
with open distaste. In Maud’s first encounter with her uncle, he takes Milly’s hand with
“a chilly smile” and then drops his daughter’s hand “as a man might drop something he
did not want from a carriage window” (Le Fanu 205). He mocks Milly for her lack of
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education, for which, as Maud notes, he is himself responsible. Maud outlines Milly's
situation for us:
. . . that she had no domestic companion of the least pretensions to education—
that she ran wild about the place—never, except in church, so much as saw a
person of that rank to which she was born—and that the little she knew of reading
and writing had been picked up, in desultory half-hours, from a person who did
not care a pin about her manners or decorum, and perhaps rather enjoyed her
grotesqueness—and that no one who was willing to take the least trouble about
her was competent to make her a particle more refined than I saw her.
(Le Fanu 209-210)
While Maud counts herself as young for her age, Milly is even more infantilized
by her father’s neglect. Not only does she look younger than her age, but she is also
dressed as a very young girl, with a dress “made almost as short in the skirt as that of the
prints of the Bavarian broom girls” (Le Fanu 200-201). As evidenced in her first
encounter with Maud, and later with Lord Ilbury, she also lacks awareness of social
customs. Her mistakes are those of a very young child who is not old enough to recognize
patterns of social behavior: touching Maud’s clothing without respect for personal
boundaries, staring, sudden shyness with strangers, and being unable to follow adult
conversation. For example, when Maud and Milly encounter Lord Ilbury (Maud’s future
husband) in the woods, the usually outspoken Milly becomes shy and quiet. She
misunderstands his speech, and Maud must whisper the meaning in her ear to prevent her
from making social faux pas (Le Fanu 225). While Maud might not have all the maturity
and confidence that seventeen years usually might imply, Milly is much worse off. In her
dress, education, and understanding of social signs, Milly functions in many ways at the
level of a very young child, not a young teenager.
Although Maud and Milly are variously neglected, both emotionally and
physically, neither suffers the violent abuse that torments Meg, the third motherless
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daughter of the text. Meg, the daughter of Silas’s servant, is not only neglected but beaten
by her father. With no mother to protect her, she is completely at the mercy of a cruel,
callous father who shows no regard for her wellbeing and threatens to kill her on multiple
occasions. As the daughter from the lowest socio-economic class, Meg is also the most
physically vulnerable, although the text represents her father’s abuse as natural for his
class and as a sign of Silas’s failure to discipline his laborers. Maud emphasizes the
importance of mothers in the scene highlighted at the beginning of the chapter, when she
sets up an equation where “shy useless girl” is the opposite of “mother.” If this is true,
then it follows that “mothers” are confident and useful. As we shall see later, building
community and performing maternity become essential to Maud’s survival.
A Labyrinth of Words: Patriarchal Signs and Symbols
All three motherless daughters experience emotional and physical paternal
neglect, to varying degrees (though only Meg suffers outright physical abuse). But
Monica underscores the most important facet of this neglect when she points out that
Maud needs a stepmother to make her presentable to society: society is a system of signs
and symbols controlled by the patriarchy, Uncle Silas implies, and in this patriarchal
labyrinth, daughters need mothers to translate the language. This is represented
throughout the novel in the way that characters use embodied communication—a form of
code—to guard and disseminate the way knowledge is guarded and disseminated. In
other words, a key part of the novel is the way that knowledge, is communicated in ways
that are nonverbal, even contradicting the words that a character might be saying.
We see this first in the way that Austin carefully guards knowledge from Maud,
using his sternness and silence to awe her and ensure her compliance. In the first
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interaction he has with Maud, she opens her eyes to find her father staring at her. Then
without speaking, he commands her: “taking one of the heavy candlesticks in his gnarled
hand, he beckoned me to follow him; which, in silence and wondering, I accordingly did”
(Le Fanu 6). Indeed, Maud’s father only speaks directly to her for half of the entire
interaction. The rest of the time he beckons or gestures and talks about her in the third
person, substituting gestures for words and a mumbled monologue for direct
conversation.
As he takes Maud into his study to show her a key, he muses to himself
(notably not directly speaking to Maud), “She won't understand . . .No, she won't. Will
she? . . . I had better do it another way—another way; yes—and she'll not suspect—she'll
not suppose” (Le Fanu 6-7). Austin is here planning aloud how to code a message in such
a way that Maud will not understand. He is about to communicate to Maud an important
message: where to find a key in the event of his death. However, he intends for her to
understand only half of it (the logistics of where the key is kept, not that his health is
rapidly declining and his death is imminent). Notably, he doubts her ability to remember
even this simple instruction: “Pity she's a girl, and so young—ay, a girl, and so young—
no sense—giddy” (Le Fanu 7).
The message here is clear: females, especially young females, must not be
entrusted with secrets, in large part because they lack sense. Maud internalizes this
message and as a result doubts her well-developed intuition, senses, and judgment, as we
shall see later on. Austin teaches his daughter to doubt herself by acting as the keeper of
knowledge, as seen most clearly in his devotion to the teachings of Emmanuel
Swedenborg. The Swedish mystic preached a Christian-based cosmology that viewed the
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physical world as correspondent to spiritual realities (Zuber 75); as Foster explains,
Swedenborg taught that “an ‘inner-eye’ could be opened to access a whole universe of
correspondences, where the imperfections of the everyday would be traded in for their
angelic archetypes” (108). In accordance with Swedenborg’s system of symbols, Austin
keeps knowledge from Maud or shares it with her in half-truths and metaphors that
confuse more than enlighten. Instead of telling her plainly that he will soon die, he refers
death as a visitor, and as a long journey that he must make.
In the same way that he uses gestures to substitute for speech, and metaphors to
substitute for plain meaning, the text’s insistence on symbol is reflected in the
way uses objects to substitute for his physical presence:
He refused the Lord Lieutenancy of his county; he declined every post of personal
distinction connected with it. He could write an able as well as a genial letter
when he pleased; and his appearances at public meetings, dinners, and so forth
were made in this epistolary fashion and, when occasion presented, by
magnificent contributions from his purse. (Le Fanu 142)
His letters—or his words—and money substitute for his physical presence; or rather, to
some degree even constitute his presence. He conducts his relationships through written
language and gifts. Maud defends this, explaining that her father “was neighborly in
everything except in seeing company and mixing in society” (Le Fanu 141), even though
social interaction is the key component to neighborliness; she attests to his virtues at the
same time as she provides evidence that he does not necessarily live up to those virtues.
She must twist the definition of neighborliness to allow her father to partake in that
virtue. Marjorie Howes notes this substitution of objects for physical presence, and draws
a connection to absentee landlords, the oft-critiqued failure of Ascendancy land holders
(61). Austin’s distance, and his supply of objects—letters and money—for his presence,
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are also tied to his Swedenborgian religion. One of Emmanuel Swedenborg’s primary
ideas was that the physical world we occupy is not reality; rather, it is a collection of
signs and symbols that point to the spiritual realm, which is the true basis of reality. In
Swedenborg’s foundational text, Heaven and Hell, he describes the “natural” world as
deriving from the “spiritual” world:
The whole natural world corresponds to the spiritual world, and not merely the
natural world in general, but also every particular of it; and as a consequence
everything in the natural world that springs from the spiritual world is called a
correspondent. It must be understood that the natural world springs from and has
permanent existence from the spiritual world. (73)
According to this Neoplatonic view, each rock, tree, and bird in the natural (or physical)
realm is merely a shadow of its true form in the spiritual realm.8 In Austin’s religion, the
entire world is a text to be decoded, a collection of signs and symbols that must be read
and interpreted. Little wonder, then, that he withdraws from society and expects his
neighbors to be content with messages and symbolic gestures of neighborliness such as
financial support for the community. For him, as a follower of Swedenborgianism, what
is most importance is not physical presence but learning to see past it to the spiritual
realm.
This substitution of objects for presence, metaphor for meaning, gestures for
words, abstract Swedenborgian metaphors for the Church’s plain parables also attests to
how the patriarchy maintains its power by embedding knowledge in coded systems. This
is unsurprising, given both the Gothic trope of mazes, labyrinths and secret languages
posed by the patriarchy and Le Fanu’s own context as an Anglo-Irish novelist writing
about Ireland for an English audience; Howes asserts that for Anglo-Irish writers, the
For a thorough discussion of Swedenborgianism in Uncle Silas, see Foster (Words Alone), McCormack,
and Zuber.
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English publishing market “often dictated that Anglo-Irish writers present Irish political
concerns and questions in indirect and encoded form” (56).9 In addition, the
Swedenborgian idea of parallel realms mirrors the political reality of mid-nineteenth
century Ireland: after the Act of Union dissolved the Irish Parliament, the country was
ruled from afar by the British Parliament in London. To an Ascendancy landowner of a
modest estate, the political orchestrations in England had direct effects on his life but
must have seemed impossibly far away—like a different realm, in fact, that was as
impossible to penetrate as it was for mere mortals to see from the physical world into the
spiritual world.
Austin’s coded communication trains Maud to ignore her own instincts and trust
those who are in authority; we can see how his guarding of knowledge and distance from
his daughter have affected her self-perception in both the opening paragraph of the novel
and the end. In the sentence in question at the end of the narrative, the older Maud rejects
her former self as a “shy, useless girl” and asserts that she is now “a mother—trying to be
a good one” (Le Fanu 467). In this wildly swinging pendulum of a sentence, Maud
repudiates her former self, asserts her current identity, and then seems to make a sudden
step back into self-doubt. This is consistent with her negative self-assessment throughout
the novel: she continually calls herself “nervous,” “shy,” and “childish.” Howes
also notes that “the text applies the adjective ‘nervous’ to Maud with a frequency that
borders on the obsessive” and reads Maud’s continuous near-hysteria as reflecting AngloIrish racialized fears about Celtic assimilation, the idea that the “womanish” Celtic race

See Hoeveler, who defines the central attraction of the gothic in “an ‘enigmatic code’” or a secret that
heroines must uncover. Hoeveler explains that this code “generally clusters around questions of properly
gendered behavior, power/property, and the relation of both to sexuality” (21).
9
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would corrupt the “masculine” Saxon families (63-64). What Howes does not recognize
is that Maud’s fears are well-founded, and that her nervousness and self-doubt are not an
inherent characteristic of her femininity but rather are the direct result of patriarchal
gaslighting: the system of secret-keeping, masking reality, and putting forth contradicting
messages. For example, when Maud asks to speak to her uncle about something, his
words are inviting but his expression is suspicious:
“Uncle, may I mention an occurrence—which I witnessed?”
“Certainly, child,” he answered, fixing his eye sharply on me. (Le Fanu 167)
After Maud describes how Silas’s servant Hawkes beat his own daughter, Meg Hawkes,
and states her fear that Hawkes will kill the girl, Silas dismisses it: “To be sure it is
brutality; but then you must remember they are brutes and it suits them” (Le Fanu 167).
With this callous remark, he dismisses Maud with an affectionate gesture: “And Uncle
Silas smoothed my hair with his thin aged hand, and kissed my forehead” (Le Fanu 168).
Later, Maud complains to her uncle about his son Dudley’s unwanted and overly forceful
proposal of marriage. Silas speaks sweetly—“how has Dudley insulted you, my dear
child? Come, you’re excited; sit down; take time, and tell me all about it”—but he looks
at her with “cold curiosity . . . smiling, which somehow frightened me, and his
countenance looked to me wicked, like the face of a witch, with a guilt I could not
understand” (Le Fanu 229). With a few sentences, in which he merely repeats Maud’s
complaint as a question to her, he causes Maud to doubt herself: “I began to feel just a
very little disconcerted, and a suspicion was troubling me that possibly an indifferent
person might think that, having no more to complain of, my language was perhaps a little
exaggerated, and my demeanour a little too tempestuous” (Le Fanu 229). The contrast
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between his calculating gaze and words of invitation confuses Maud and causes her to
doubt her own experience.
This self-doubt, however, is present from the first time we see Maud. We are
introduced to her through her own eyes, of course, but we do not realize this at first. The
novel, in the opening paragraph, sets the scene—a high-ceilinged, antiquated room and
November storm—and describes the room’s inhabitant: “A girl, of little more than
seventeen, looking, I believe, younger still; slight and rather tall, with a great deal of
golden hair, dark grey-eyed, and a countenance rather sensitive and melancholy, was
sitting at a tea-table, in a reverie. I was that girl” (Le Fanu 3).
Maud’s description of herself is brief and ephemeral. With her thin body and
golden hair, she comes across as ethereal and otherworldly, indeed, almost angelic. This
directly contrasts descriptions of characters such as her father (with a figure “strongly
made, thick-set”) and Monica (“on the whole a good firm figure”) who are described in
adjectives of solidity and presence (Le Fanu 6, 42). In other words, they take up space,
while Maud’s corporeality is seldom noted. In addition, while even good characters, such
as Dr. Bryerly, are described as dark, Maud’s complexion is associated with light. She is
from the beginning pictured in angelic terms, and indeed, her ties to the earthly world are
few. Due to her father’s isolated existence and the lack of a mother, she has no friends or
obligations outside Knowl.
This lack of physicality corresponds to a lack of cohesive or strong sense of self.
In a text where so many characters – Madame la Rougierre, Austin Ruthyn, and of
course, Silas himself—are described in monstrous, vivid terms, Maud’s description of
herself is distinct for its vagueness. The more unnatural figures who are commonly
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described in terms that indicate they are non-human in some way (or lack human
sympathies), are visually very concrete in the book. Madame Rougierre’s gaping mouth,
wild hair, and large body are terrifyingly present, as are Silas’s glowing eyes, pale face,
and sweet, diabolical smile. The characters most closely aligned with non-human
characteristics are the ones who are most often described in visceral, physical terms.
This contrast between Maud’s vague embodiment and Silas and Madame
Rougierre’s vivid physicality signals danger to the reader: after all, Rougierre and Silas
are supposed to guard her, but their physical presence is always fraught with terror. When
Maud resists Madame’s attempts to endanger her, Madame scoffs at her as a silly child.
Even when she is being held prisoner and awaiting her death, Rougierre dismisses her
fears as “niaiserie” [simplicity; foolishness] (Le Fanu 442). When Maud escapes from her
chamber and runs into the room where Uncle Silas and Madame are conferencing, she
whispers “ . . . death! Death!” confronting him with her fears and accusations
and begging him to be merciful (Le Fanu 447). He is, of course, the mastermind behind
her (planned) murder, but Maud doubts herself when he dismisses her fears as
“imagination” and responds, “You were always odd, niece. I begin to fear you are
insane” (Le Fanu 447). When, in desperation and fear, Maud asks if she is insane, he
replies, “I hope not; but you'll conduct yourself like a sane person if you wish to enjoy
the privileges of one”(Le Fanu 447). A contemporary reader recognizes Silas’s response
as “gaslighting”—a manipulation tactic recognized and named in the mid-twentieth
century, in which the a person is “manipulate[d] . . . by psychological means into
questioning his or her own sanity” (“Gaslight”). As she continues to note suspicious
events, as her freedom is restricted under the pretext of protection, Maud begins to
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wonder: “Am I—am I mad? . . . Is this all a dream, or is it real?” (Le Fanu 448). Her trust
in her own senses and judgment erodes even further.
Silas began his assault on Maud’s self-trust long before the plans for the murder
are set in motion. After all, he first hopes to gain control of her wealth through marrying
her to his son Dudley; he finds her resistant to manipulation in this area though. He
undermines her confidence not through his direct suggestions that Maud is insane, but by
the way his words and actions consistently contradict each other. Starting with his first
letter to Maud, he professes affection and care for her, along with a deep religiosity. In
her first encounter with him, he greets her with “an expression so bewildering—
was it derision, or anguish, or cruelty, or patience?” and speaks to her in “his clear,
gentle, but cold voice” (Le Fanu 205). It is this juxtaposition of messages that makes him
so “inscrutable” to Maud (Le Fanu 245). This is also demonstrated in the scene where
Maud informs Silas that she witnessed his servant, Hawkes, beating his daughter. She
expects her uncle to be horrified, and instead he shrugs off the abuse as natural, a brutish
act befitting brutish people (Le Fanu 247). Maud, who fears for Meg’s life in the hands of
such a father, cannot reconcile Silas’s dismissal with his demeanor: “I was disappointed.
I had fancied that Uncle Silas's gentle nature would have recoiled from such an outrage
with horror and indignation; and instead, here he was, the apologist of that savage ruffian,
Dickon Hawkes” (Le Fanu 247). Silas completes the cycle of gaslighting by gently
chiding Maud and justifying his behavior through religion: “Yes, we must make
allowances; we must be kind. What says the Book? —‘Judge not, that ye be not
judged.’ Your dear father acted upon that maxim—so noble and so awful—and I strive to
do so” (Le Fanu 247). This response emotionally manipulates Maud in its appeal to her
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father and religion; how can she argue against the father she reverences and the sacred
text reverenced by her society?
Silas’s reaction to the beating is simply another example of the contradiction
between his words and his actions, between his verbal communication and his embodied
communication. His words to Maud are affectionate, pious, and solicitous; however, his
looks are “wild,” “piercing,” and “suspicious” (Le Fanu 246). Maud, at first desperate to
think well of him, cannot ignore the dissonance between his words and his actions:
Gentle he had been to me—kindly he had nearly always spoken; but it seemed
like the mild talk of one of those goblins of the desert, whom Asiatic superstition
tells of, who appear in friendly shapes to stragglers from the caravan, beckon to
them from afar, call them by their names, and lead them where they are found no
more. Was, then, all his kindness but a phosphoric radiance covering something
colder and more awful than the grave? (Le Fanu 365)
Silas embodies the patriarchy in the way he professes to care for and protect Maud, but
actually intends her harm. His words contradict their intentions and actions, and this takes
time and practice to decode correctly. Usually, a mother or maternal figure would step in
to teach her daughter how to navigate the conflicting messages of the patriarchy. Maud,
however, has no mother to educate her in how to interpret and safely navigate these
messages. What is more, as the representation of a bad mother, Madame Rougierre
indirectly upholds the patriarchy by teaching Maud not to trust maternal figures.
The effect of these contradicting messages causes Maud to doubt herself even
more severely. Sylvia Burrow, in her article on the dismissal of women’s emotions as a
political tactic, points out, “gaslighting paradigmatically undermines one's capacity for
free agency by way of instilling doubt and distrust of oneself as a worthy moral agent”
(35). This is evident in the interview between Silas and Maud when Silas has pressured
her to marry his son, the loathsome Dudley. After Maud stammers that she cannot and
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will not marry her cousin, Silas “heaved a great sigh, and turning his eyes slowly to the
right and the left, like a man in a helpless distraction, he whispered, ‘God’s will be done.’
I stood gazing at him, feeling almost as if I had murdered the old man . . .” (Le Fanu 232233). In this moment, Silas decides to murder Maud, as becomes apparent later in the
book. Indeed, as Silas plots a heinous crime, his gaslighting of Maud is so complete
that she is the one who feels guilty.
Even though several characters (Austin, Maud, Silas, and Maud herself)
pathologize Maud as irrationally anxious and nervous, the text itself reveals that Maud is
actually quite self-possessed and sensible. Throughout the text, she continually stands up
to villains. At Knowl, her father’s home, she continually resists Madame de
la Rougierre’s schemes after the woman is brought in as governess, stating her
preferences plainly and distrusting Silas’s hired accomplice from the start. When
Dudley tries to court her, she clearly rebuffs his attempts and states her
preferences. When Dudley pretends to misunderstand her meaning, she fires, “I think I've
said very plainly, sir, that I wish to be alone. You’ve nothing to say, except utter
nonsense, and I’ve heard quite enough. Once for all, I beg, sir, that you will be so good as
to leave me” (Le Fanu 213-214). Dudley continues to wheedle: “Didn't I say I'd do
whatever ye wished?” to which Maud responds plainly: “And you won’t,’ said I” (Le
Fanu 214). In all of her dealing with Dudley, Maud is direct about her wish to be left
alone. Soon after this episode, she receives a note from potential suitor Captain Oakley at
Bartram Haugh. Distancing herself from the young girl she was, the older narrator Maud
reflects on the way she dealt with the gold-digging Captain:
I must have been, I think, naturally a rather shrewd girl; and considering how very
little I had seen of the world---nothing in fact—I often wonder now at
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the sage conclusions at which I arrived. Were I to answer this handsome and
cunning fool according to his folly . . . No doubt my reply would induce a
rejoinder, and that compel another note from me . . . Was it is his impertinent
plan, with this show of respect and ceremony, to drag me into a clandestine
correspondence? Inexperienced girl as I was, I fired at the idea of becoming his
dupe. (Le Fanu 215)
After her first infatuation with Captain Oakley earlier in the text, Maud now accurately
reads through his flattery and sees his scheme. This reflective passage is telling; she is
surprised at her own wisdom and shrewdness, but we see her common sense and
practicality throughout the text. Though she continually refers to herself as nervous, her
actions and words are brave, sensible, and confident: she stands up to Madame Rougierre,
firmly and continually refuses Dudley, competently undertakes the education of her
neglected cousin Milly, sees through the flattery of the Captain’s amorous advances,
and repeatedly resists pressure from Silas to marry Dudley. If she does misjudge
someone, as in her first suspicious assessment of Dr. Bryerly, she is flexible enough to
change her opinion after being presented with sound evidence. When she is “nervous,” as
she calls it, it is with good reason. Not only is Maud competent and intelligent, she
is accurate in her fear and loathing of Rougierre, Dudley, and Silas—after all they have
specific plans to coerce her into marriage, rob, kidnap, and murder her. Her nervousness
is not the irrational fear of a child imagining ghosts; it is an accurate intuition that these
characters intend her evil. She has internalized her father’s view of her in which he
assesses her as “a girl, and so young—no sense—giddy” (Le Fanu 7). Thanks to his
emotional distance, neglect of her social needs, and minimization of her gender, it is no
wonder that she has so little trust in herself and estimation of her worth when her father
values her so little because of her gender. Her fears are continually dismissed throughout
the text, yet, when she realizes that her attackers are at hand, she becomes level-headed
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and purposeful: “I felt myself grow all at once resolute and self-possessed”
(Le Fanu 451). As she watches her attacker from a place of concealment, she has, “a
terrible composure” and is ready “to struggle like a tigress for my life when discovered”
(Le Fanu 452). When faced with a threat to her own survival, Maud shows herself to be
active, rational, and quick-witted—not at all “useless” or “shy.”
Maud herself cannot easily recognize these positive qualities; in her role as
narrator, she seems surprised to judge her past actions as “shrewd” or “sensible,” and
mainly describes her girlhood self as “nervous.” Her self-doubt is also present in the way
she uses the third person to describe herself, as do other characters. Except for the
opening paragraphs, and the curious sentence at the end where Maud says, “the shy,
useless girl you have known is now a mother,” the entire narrative is in first person.
However, the opening third person narrative stance, and the strange one-sentence dip into
third person toward the end point to a key element of the novel. Maud enters the story
through distance to herself, but quickly takes up the mantle of first person—and
empowerment. Her use of first person signifies her ownership of her story, and therefore
of her trauma. Even so, Maud is continually observing and trying to understand her past
self; at times, she seems to have trouble conceiving of a stable self. The third person
observer’s standpoint that opens the text remains on some level throughout the narrative
in her occasional asides that evaluate her younger self and actions. If we look at the end
of the novel, Maud closes her story by returning to viewing herself in the third person;
thus, Maud begins and ends her narrative by distancing herself from herself, or at least
the self who underwent the trauma described within. She dives from third into first
person in the opening paragraphs when she describes “[a] girl, of a little more than
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seventeen, looking, I believe, younger still . . . with a countenance rather sensitive and
melancholy, was sitting at the tea-table, in a reverie” (Le Fanu 1). After providing us with
this description, she starkly asserts, “I was that girl,” and uses third person only once
more—when she emerges from the process of writing her story and declares “the shy
useless girl you have known is now a mother” (Le Fanu 316, italics mine). Though this
might at first be read as self-loathing for herself as a young girl, trauma internalized into
self-blame, the utterance is one of survival, assertion, and power. The seeming dismissal
of herself is an indictment of her father, who raised her to be “useless” in the face of the
dangers she faced at Bartram Haugh. While she mentions all the other characters in the
conclusion, she is silent about her father, letting her refusal to comment stand in stark
contrast to her praise of Meg, Milly, Monica, and Dr. Bryerly. Maud comes to recognize
her father’s abusive neglect and to trust herself through building community with other
women.
Practicing Maternity: Female Relationships and the Voice of the Mother
How do the three motherless daughters within the text cope with paternal neglect?
They react by forming a community of women who care for each other, nurturing each
other in ways that often resemble a mother’s care. In Maud’s relationships with her
cousin Milly and the miller’s daughter Meg, she gives and receives maternal nurturance;
that is, she shares her knowledge of the world as she knows it with women who know
less. While Maud and Milly are close friends, as are Maud and Monica, each relationship
is based on a mentor model that echoes the mother-daughter relationship: in each case, a
more experienced woman takes the less experienced woman “under her wing” (again,
echoes of mother hens and maternity), and teaches the less experienced woman the
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knowledge and skills necessary to navigate her world. Through these relationships with
women, Maud learns to listen to the voice of the mother, e.g. the female warning that unwounded males are often dangerous, and ultimately begins to learn to trust herself.
Milly and Maud, both motherless daughters, shape their relationship in the form
of a mentor dynamic, rather than that of equals. Just as Cousin Monica breezes into
Maud’s life and holds up a mirror for the girl to see how she looks to society, Maud both
shows Milly what she lacks and seeks to fill that lack. Milly, however, is no wild Irish
girl, isolated but refined. As a result of her mother’s class and her father’s neglect, she is
socially handicapped, with no future befitting her station in life. As the old caretaker
whispers, Milly is “wild—wild—she will be wild” (Le Fanu 231). Maud steps in to
remedy this lack.
Milly turns to Maud as a source of affection, childishly demanding her preference.
Maud, shocked as she is at her cousin’s neglected condition, responds with familial
affection and loyalty. She consistently calls her, “my cousin Milly,” choosing to highlight
their relationship instead of the difference in their backgrounds; for Maud, their blood
relationship is tantamount. Even though Maud does not depict Milly using motherly or
maternal language, she does make clear both the imbalance of education that frames their
relationship, and her instant affection for this female family member. Milly is also a
source of entertainment for Maud; her “absurdities,” as Maud terms them, are so
abundant that “she made me again and again quiver with suppressed laughter”
(Le Fanu 213). Maud suppresses the laughter when she sees that it hurts
Milly’s feelings; she is sensitive to her cousin’s situation and strives not to humiliate or
demean her. Maud notes that even though “in all her life, [Milly] had never read three
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books,” her cousin is intelligent and so resolves to teach her with the purpose of
“effect[ing] some civilising changes in her language, and, as they term it in boardingschools, her demeanour” (Le Fanu 213-14). She vows to her cousin, “you shall know
everything that I know; and I'll manage to have your dresses better made”
(Le Fanu 228). Maud here is taking on the role of mother and teacher for Milly, a female
caretaker and nurturer who will teach her how to negotiate society’s rules and
expectations. She is fulfilling the role of stepmother or governess that Monica suggested
for Maud, acting as a kind of mother substitute for Milly in preparing her to enter
society.
Milly craves Maud’s attention like the neglected child she is. For example, on
Maud’s first morning at Bartram-Haugh, Milly barges into Maud’s room and demands
that Maud decide who she likes better between Silas and Milly: “Was not she nicer? was
not she? was not she?” (Le Fanu 143). Maud responds to this childish plea with affection
and maturity: “Upon this point she was so strong and urgent that I was obliged to reply
by a protest against awarding the palm of elegance between parent and child, and
declaring I liked her very much, which I attested by a kiss” (Le Fanu 143). Their
relationship begins with Milly demanding affection and Maud readily supplying it,
having been a neglected daughter herself. Maud sees past the neglect to Milly’s
possibilities:
. . . her ways and her talk were so indescribably grotesque that she made me again
and again quiver with suppressed laughter. But there was a pitiable and even a
melancholy meaning underlying the burlesque. This creature, with no more
education than a dairy-maid, I gradually discovered had fine natural aptitudes for
accomplishment---a very sweet voice, and wonderfully delicate ear, and a talent
for drawing which quite threw mine into the shade. (Le Fanu 145)
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The difference between Milly and her brutish brother, Dudley, is that Milly has an innate
refinement. Milly is like Bartram Haugh: a beautiful structure subject to the ravages of
neglect and poverty. As a result, Maud takes Milly under her tutelage; when Milly is
eager to see Maud sketch, she offers to teach her cousin.
Sit you down beside me and I'll tell you why I begin with one part and not
another, and you'll see how I make trees and the river, and---yes that pencil, it is
hard and answers for the fine light lines; but we must begin at the beginning, and
learn to copy drawings before we attempt real views like this. And if you wish it,
Milly, I'm resolved to teach you everything I know, which, after all, is not a great
deal . . . (Le Fanu 151)
Milly responds in kind, looking up to Maud and giving her small offerings
reminiscent of childhood gifts; when she quarrels with Maud, for instance, she gives her a
small ring, which Maud wears ever after. Maud impresses again and again on us that the
two main matters of improvement that Milly requires are her speech and her appearance,
telling Milly that she must “take the trouble to quite unlearn all [her] odd words and
ways, and dress yourself like other people” (154). She dresses Milly, teaches her how to
navigate social expectations and roles/mores, and even deals with her cousin’s tantrums,
as childlike Milly is quite volatile and easy to take offense. In Maud, Milly finds not only
a mother replacement, but, according to the novel, a better maternal replacement –
Milly’s own mother, as the daughter of a publican, was ignorant of everything Milly
needs to know if she is going to enter into the social class of her father’s family.
Not only does Maud feel responsible for Milly, but she also finds a great deal of
satisfaction in this relationship (Le Fanu 233, 280). In mothering Milly, she suddenly is
thrust into the role of the one with the knowledge. For someone who has been continually
kept in the dark, and excluded from secrets, her knowledge of facts that are “secrets” to
Milly places her in a position of authority. To Milly, she is indeed a secret keeper, as
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exemplified in the scene between Ilbury/Carysbroke, Maud, and Milly, where Milly
stands dumb and terrified. When Lord Ilbury does address Milly to show her some
drawings, she misunderstands him:
As he was about returning this little sketch-book to his pocket, still chatting to me,
he suddenly recollected poor Milly, who was looking rather lowering; but she
brightened a good deal as he presented it to her, with a little speech which she
palpably misunderstood, for she made one of her odd curtsies, and was about, I
thought, to put it into her large pocket, and accept it as a present.
‘Look at the drawings, Milly, and then return it,’ I whispered. (Le Fanu 153)
She does not understand the communication; it is a mystery to her, as she tells Maud later
in frustrated embarrassment: “I could not make head or tail of what he was saying . . . a
precious lingo it is—dang it—why, the devil himself could not understand it; an' I'm like
a fool among you” (Le Fanu 227). The conversation between Maud and the man are
spoken in a language of understood social knowledge that is as unintelligible to Milly as
French or German. For what must be one of the first times in her life, Maud is on the
“inside” of a secret code. But instead of hoarding this knowledge, as her father and Uncle
Silas do, she teaches Milly to understand the language of the patriarchy, which is also the
language of society.
For the first time in her life, she has someone to look up to her, and someone to
care for and nurture. By assuming the maternal role, Maud takes on authority, and most
of all, the role she has (presumably) idealized and longed for herself: the mother. In
performing a maternally-infused mentorship, Maud is the one in power for the first time
in her life. Unlike her father (and by consequence, the patriarchy), Maud practices the
essence of matriarchy that the novel defines by sharing that power in the form of
knowledge. Not only does performing maternity develop her self-confidence, but it also
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subtly critiques Silas’s neglect of his daughter and emphasizes the importance of
feminine knowledge.
Indeed, Maud is successful in her education of Milly. Not only does Maud enjoy
the process of preparing Milly to inhabit her social world/strata, but she achieves concrete
results. We see the effects of Maud’s tutelage in the difference between the cousins’
encounter with Lord Ilbury, where Milly finds the exchange unintelligible and remains
silent, and a later encounter with Captain Oakley. As Captain Oakley engages Maud in
flirtation, Milly is able to understand and engage in the conversation:
Captain Oakley: I just have ten days’ leave unexpired; I wish I could induce you
to advise me how to apply them . . . What is this pretty plant?
Milly: We call that Maud’s myrtle. She planted it, and it’s very pretty when it’s
full in blow. (Le Fanu 217)
Under Maud’s tutelage, Milly quickly gains fluency in the language of the upper
class. Maud also achieves a suitable marriage for Milly to a gentle and companionate
husband, ensuring her cousin’s financial and social security. While Milly does not marry
a lord, as does Maud, she makes a highly respectable marriage to a minister, as “the
happy wife of that good little clergyman, Sprigge Biddlepen” (Le Fanu 458). Importantly,
the jolly clergyman is a pastor in mainstream religion, not of the odd Swedenborgian sect
that Austin and Silas followed. In her successful mothering of Milly, Maud achieves the
supreme goal for her cousin: a companionate marriage of good social standing and
financial stability.
Maud also mothers the third motherless daughter, Meg. Her father is not only
neglectful, but emotionally and physically abusive. He beats her and neglects her care
when she is ill; when Maud confronts Dickon about his daughter’s illness, he complains
that Meg will “be costin’ [him] a handful, like her mother did” (208). Just like Maud and
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Milly, Meg is daughter to a father who sees her only in terms of his own gain or loss. In
response, Maud takes over Meg’s care. She bargains with the doctor to hire a nurse
to look after Meg and enters the hut where the sick girl is and: “Her looks showed how ill
she was. We adjusted her bedclothes, and darkened the room, and did what we could for
her—noting, beside, what her comfort chiefly required” (Le Fanu 208). Unlike Meg’s
father, Maud does not let the nurse substitute for her own care. She visits Meg every day,
and though the girl is “surly” she surveys Maud’s maternal ministrations with “wonder
and inquiry” (Le Fanu 208). Finally, she spontaneously breaks into weeping and showers
Maud with affection, claiming “ye’re better to me than father or mother”
(Le Fanu 209). As Maud takes on the maternal role, providing nurture and care where
Meg’s father fails, she gains a devotion that will ultimately assist in saving her life. It is
Meg who effects the final stage of Maud’s escape from Bartram-Haugh after the murder
of Madame de la Rougierre, after promising to do her a good turn one day
(Le Fanu 210).
In this performance of maternity, Maud expands the classic quest of the Gothic
heroine: the search for the lost mother. Diane Hoeveler notes that in the classic Gothic
novel, “the woman left standing is the one who has successfully navigated her way
through labyrinthine corridors and out of towers and catacombs, bringing back into the
light of day her long-lost mother” (31). Maud excavates her mother
by performing maternity, by nurturing the women around her and then actually becoming
a mother. In building a female community through mutual nurturance and support, Maud
also becomes capable of hearing both the voice of her mother and thus the voice of the
mother as the value of feminine wisdom. As a result, the siren song of the patriarchy
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fades and she is capable of recognizing the truth of her father’s misguided plan and her
uncle’s deviousness. Trapped in Bartram Haugh at the end of the novel, she gazes at
a print of a Swiss girl fleeing from wolves and hears a warning.
. . . I heard a voice near the hearthstone, as I thought, say in a stern whisper, ‘Fly
the fangs of Belisarius!’
‘What’s that?’ said I, turning sharply to Mary Quince.
‘You spoke? Did you speak?’ I said, catching her by the arm, very much
frightened myself.
‘No Miss; no dear!’
. . . There could be no doubt it was a trick of the imagination, and yet to this hour
I could recognize that clear stern voice among a thousand, were it to speak again.
(Le Fanu 250)
This voice cannot be the voice of her father but must be a feminine voice, as Maud
initially thinks it is her maid Mary Quince. Unlike the end of the first section, where
Maud is frightened into going to Bartram Haugh by a dream of her angry father, she is
urged toward safety while fully awake—her tutelage and care of other women, her trusted
relationship with Monica, a mentor figure, and her rejection of Captain Oakley, which is
a rejection of the patriarchy which sees her in terms of property, have gradually built her
trust in herself as a woman and prepared her to hear her mother, or at least to hear her
own intuition by associating it with her mother. At first, Maud thinks the voice is Mary
Quince, her maid. But this is not the first time she has heard voices—when she had nearly
decided to go to Cousin Monica instead of Silas, her dead, angry father appeared and
expressed his displeasure. At this time, of course, in the middle of the novel, Maud was
conditioned to fear her father and distrust her own judgment. That earlier omen, where
she “distinctly heard papa’s voice say outside the bed-curtain: ‘Maud, we shall be late at
Bartram-Haugh’”(Le Fanu 123) is now contrasted with a “clear” voice which (accurately)
warns her to flee. Maud says of the voice that though she must have imagined it, “to this
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hour I could recognize that clear stern voice among a thousand, were it to speak again”
(Le Fanu 251). In addition to Alison Milbank’s reading of this voice as the voice of the
mother, evidence for the warning as the voice of Maud’s mother can also be found in Le
Fanu’s later novella Carmilla, where the motherless heroine is awakened to danger by her
dead mother’s voice warning her to flee.
Whether the voice is imagined or real, just as whether Uncle Silas is a spirit or
human, is less important than its personal significance for Maud. Hearing her mother’s
voice affirms for Maud that her mother is not, after all, confined to a realm which
requires male mediation. In the passage in Maud’s childhood where the Swedenborgian
clergyman describes Maud’s mother’s existence in heaven, he explains that we depend on
Swedenborg to see into this spiritual realm, and in turn, that Maud must depend on the
Swedenborgian clergyman to explain it to her. As Maud weeps for her mother, the
clergyman explains that her mother is now in a place which they cannot see, but
“Swedenborg sees beyond it, over, and through it, and has told me all that concerns us to
know . . .[y]our mamma is alive but too far away to see or hear us. Swedenborg, standing
here, can see and hear her, and tells me all he sees” (Le Fanu 10-11).
Since Swedenborgianism is continually associated with secret, exclusively male
knowledge in the text (Milbank 179), this episode in young Maud’s life taught her that
access to her mother lay through powerful, knowledgeable males. Luce Irigaray provides
a helpful framework for reading this separation of mother and daughter, positing that the
system of patriarchy cuts off daughters from mothers by erasing the maternal genealogy
and substituting the father’s name (14). Pointing to the story of Clytemnestra and Orestes,
she points out that when Freud theorizes patricide as “the founding act” of civilization,
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“he is forgetting an even more ancient murder, that of the woman-mother” (Irigaray 1113). Irigaray argues that this separation of mother and daughter, especially in the way the
daughter is taught to desire the male body and reject the female (maternal) body, teaches
a woman to reject her own female body and thus fragments her identity (Irigaray 1821). In other words, by being taught to despise the body of her mother, the daughter hates
her own female body and seeks wholeness through relationship with males. For Maud,
this rejection of the female body is mainly seen in the predominance of male voices and
Maud’s silence throughout the text. Austin does not allow Maud to speak to him for days
at a time, and their conversations are largely monologues from Austin, which require
only Maud’s silent attention. One of the most striking examples of the dominance of the
male voice (and thus male body) in Maud’s life comes shortly after her father’s death.
After a chapter of conversation with her Cousin Monica, Maud has decided to ignore her
father’s last wishes, and live with Monica instead of Silas. However, the angry voice of
her father that Maud hears or imagines later that night is enough to sway her, even though
Monica spends paragraphs imploring her to reconsider. At this point in the novel, Maud
desires the male voice/body in listening to the voice of her death father and rejects the
female body in the form of ignoring Cousin Monica’s arguments.
The pattern Irigaray describes is easily traceable in Uncle Silas, especially in the
first half of the novel. Austin effectively erases Maud’s maternal genealogy through his
silence about her mother and the emphasis he places on the Ruthyn family name. Indeed,
it is the Ruthyn family that dominates Maud’s imagination, from the ghosts that
supposedly haunt Knowl to her fascination with the portrait of Silas. This is apparent in
how Maud seeks the approval of her father, even trying to fulfill his post-mortem wishes,
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and in her wish to please Uncle Silas. In the text, Swedenborgianism, with its insistence
on codes and unseen realms that must be mediated by males, serves the purpose of further
separating Maud from her mother after her mother’s untimely death. Until her mother’s
voiced warning, she has only two points of connection to her mother: her mother’s
gravesite, and her own body. We also know from Monica that Maud physically resembles
her mother and does not resemble the Ruthyns—especially her father—at
all (Le Fanu 43). Maud’s resemblance to her mother—who is dead and clothed in
Swedenborgian (patriarchal) language by the clergyman—teaches her not trust her own
body.
Still, her mother’s supernatural warning and Maud’s ability to hear it prove
that the male claim to secret, spiritual knowledge is untrue. At the end of the
novel, Maud claims direct spiritual knowledge, unmediated by Swedenborg. In the last
sentence of the book, she declares: “May the blessed second-sight be mine—to recognize
under these beautiful forms of earth the Angels who wear them; for I am sure we may
walk with them if we will, and hear them speak” (Le Fanu 316). Milbank points out that
rather than pointing to the hidden power of Swedenborgian ideas, as W.J. McCormack
suggests, Maud positions herself as capable of direct interpretation, with no need for male
assistance: “ . . . she presents her own version of the text, again taking upon herself the
mantle of the prophet, who interprets Swedenborg for her own audience” (191). By
setting up “shy useless girl”—read, “motherless girl”—in antithesis to “mother,” and
declaring that she has moved from one position to the other, Maud declares that she has
moved from a position of powerlessness—blind trust in the patriarchy, secret male
knowledge—to a position of power, a mother who clearly sees the dangers of
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unrestrained male power and a partaker in “forbidden” male knowledge, represented by
the spiritual realm.
Good Mothers/Evil Mothers
While Maud and Milly’s relationship modeled on a mother-daughter structure is
positive, not all mothers are good mothers, as Maud notes in her curious sentence at the
end, explaining that she is trying to be a good mother. There are two main mother
substitutes in the book: the good mother figure in the (notably childless) Cousin Monica,
and the evil mother in the governess Madame Rougierre. As a suitably nurturing and
protective maternal figure, Monica as a guardian would successfully keep the narrative
from deviating into any dangerous, murderous plots. This is why, for the sake of the
Gothic plot, she must be removed as Maud’s caretaker through the promise that Austin
extracts from Maud and Silas’ insistence that Maud join Silas at Bartram-Haugh. In
addition to the removal of good mothers, Anolik argues that evil mother figures assist in
the advancement of the Gothic plot, and Madame Rougierre plays this role
(Le Fanu 28).
Le Fanu frames Madame Rougierre as a deviant maternal figure in several ways: her
ostensible way into the plot as governess, linguistically with Maud calling her
“Madame,” Maud's relationship to her, and in how she is described throughout the text.
One of the most compelling ways that Le Fanu forces us to see Madame as a mother
figure is through the introduction to her character. The entire chapter preceding Madame
de la Rougierre's entrance into the story concerns Maud’s memories of the days directly
after her mother's funeral. Maud is gazing through the window onto the wood where her
mother’s sarcophagus lies, and this scene prompts the memories of the Swedenborgian
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clergymen’s visit two days after her mother's funeral. At the end of the chapter, Maud
tells us that in the midst of these reveries she was “now looking upon that solemn wood,
white and shadowy in the moonlight, where, for a long time after that ramble with the
visionary, I fancied the gate of death, hidden only by a strange glamour, and the dazzling
land of ghosts, were situate” (Le Fanu 17). She is caught up in thoughts of her dead
mother and the Swedenborgian clergymen’s picture of her mother's existence in the
world of spirits. It is at this instance that Madame Roougierre appears: “On a sudden, on
the grass before me, stood an odd figure—a very tall woman in grey draperies, nearly
white under the moon, courtesying extremely low, and rather fantastically” (Le Fanu 17).
While the ghostly evocations in the scene have been recognized, what I want to point out
is the clear link between Maud’s mother and Madame de la Rougierre, between mamma
and Madame. Alison Milbank suggests, “the suddenness of Madame’s arrival and her
ghostly dress . . . makes her seem a terrifying supernatural figure, a false mother risen
from the grave in the wood behind her” (178). Madame Rougierre appears when Maud is
thinking of her mother as a substitute for the maternal lack in Maud's life; her depiction
as a shadow mother figure, an evil mother, could not be clearer.
In fact, it is almost as if the ghoulish figure of Madame is called forth by Maud’s
melancholic thoughts of her mother. Maud is immediately frightened and repelled by the
figure, and especially by Madame's attempts to communicate with her. Madame’s
“shrilly gabble” repulses Maud, and she seems to be speaking another language entirely.
Maud’s reaction is similar to the terror one might feel at an encounter with the
supernatural, especially a direct address by the supernatural. Madame Rougierre is
continually described in ways that align her with ghosts. Maud, speaking of Rougierre to
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Monica, asks, “But there is something, is not there, ghosty, you know, about her?”
(Le Fanu 55). Madame Rougierre also repeatedly exhibits an affinity for the dead and
places of burial:
Don't you love the dead, cheaile? I will teach you to love them. You shall see me die
here to-day, for half an hour, and be among them. That is what I love . . . I am
Madame la Morgue—Mrs. Deadhouse! I will present you my friends,
Monsieur Cadavre and Monsieur Squelette. (Le Fanu 36)
McCormack, in his argument that Uncle Silas is a Swedenborgian allegory, makes the
case that Silas is the post-mortem existence of Austin (169). In this vein of reading, it is
not unreasonable to interpret Madame de la Rougierre as the post-mortem existence or
shadow side of another maternal figure, Silas’s vulgar wife who was the daughter of a
publican. If Silas, in his greed, self-indulgence and isolation, embodies the worst of
Austin, then Rougierre embodies an unnatural mother. This reading is supported when
Mrs. Rusk, the housekeeper, compares Rougierre to a wolf:
I hate them French-women; they're not natural, I think . . . She eats like a wolf,
she does . . . I wish you saw her in bed as I did . . . you never saw such a sight.
The great long nose and hollow cheeks of her, and oogh! Such a mouth! I
felt a'most like little Red Riding Hood . . . . (Le Fanu 19-20)
Rougierre is clearly compared to a mother figure here, but an evil mother figure. In the
well-known story of Little Red Riding Hood, the grandmother figure—a source of safety
and maternal love—is killed and the wolf then masquerades as the grandmother. The
maternal figure of safety and nurture becomes a dangerous figure bent on consuming the
daughter. Madame may wear the clothes of a mother figure, so to speak, but she is intent
on using Maud to satisfy her desire to consume objects. As Maud tells us later, Madame
loves shopping and purchasing (Le Fanu 97). She is the consummate consumer, bartering
human lives so that she may consume more goods.
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The wolf comparison is repeated later, and Madame brings it up herself. At the
end of the novel, as she stands guard over kidnapped Maud, she accuses Maud when the
girl pleads for mercy: “You would never listen to me—you 'ad no mercy for me—you
join to hunt me away from your house like wolf. Well, what you expect to find me
now?” (Le Fanu 443). In this curious passage, Madame accuses Maud of making her the
way she is. Because you treated me like a wolf, she implies, I am acting like a wolf. I am
only fulfilling your expectations of me. Madame continues by comparing herself to a hare
and Maud to the hound that hunts it, and then says, “I do not care—I ought not care. It is
your turn to suffer” (Le Fanu 443). Rougierre clearly sees herself as the victim. We know
she was working for Silas from the beginning, so it is not as if she is the persecuted
innocent. However, it is true that the household of Bartram-Haugh despises her from the
beginning, with Austin as the only exception. She is clearly not from an educated
background; she is a fraud in every way. She somehow still sees herself as the one who
has suffered, as the victim, and indeed her depiction of herself in this way will shortly be
realized in her murder. Madame Rougierre, whose name means “reddened” in
French, will indeed be reddened with her own blood. The text’s treatment of Madame is
particularly harsh compared to the men: Dudley, the murderer, promptly escapes to
Australia, and Silas avoids prosecution by overdosing on laudanum. It is the woman in
the conniving trio that is punished the most viciously, and this is in large part due to her
gender, class, and status as “Other” through being French.
In addition, Maud continually tries to prompt a maternal response from
Madame. Maud tells us, “This confidential talking with Madame, strange to say, implied
no confidence; it resulted from fear—it was deprecatory. I treated her as if she had human
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sympathies, in the hope that they might be generated somehow” (Le Fanu 30). When she
is locked in a room at Bartram-Haugh, she appeals to her governess for comfort: “‘Oh,
Madame! Madame! I'm frightened,’ cried I, with a wild and piteous voice, grasping her
arm” (Le Fanu 302). This action resembles a child appealing to her mother for comfort,
including the reaching out for physical touch. It is also reminiscent of Maud as a child by
her mother’s grave, piteously crying, “oh mamma, mamma! Little mamma!” She
desperately cries out to her governess to save her, promising her whatever she wants in
exchange for salvation—she tells us that she “was clinging to Madame as to my guardian
angel in my agony” (Le Fanu 302). This comparison is poignant in light of the
Swedenborgian belief that the dead become angels. Every appeal emphasizes
Madame Rougierre’s role as an evil mother; she looks at Maud with a “witchlike stare,”
stares at her like “a sorceress,” and her eyes are those of “a shadowy
Atropos” (Le Fanu 302). In all of these metaphors, Madame Rougierre is compared to a
female figure of dark magic or power.
Le Fanu further highlights Madame’s role as a mother figure when she insists on
taking Maud in a walk to the mother’s grave. The mother, typically a figure of safety and
protection, in this instance functions as a source of danger and threat. When Maud states
that she does not want to go into the wood, Madame is curiously excited:
“I don't wish to go into the wood, Madame.”
“And for what?”
“Poor mamma is buried there.”
“Is there the vault?” demanded Madame eagerly.
I assented. (Le Fanu 28)
When they approach the vault, Madame Rougierre sits down in a “languid” pose and
studies the tomb intently: “How very sad—how solemn! . . . What noble tomb! How
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triste, my dear cheaile, your visit ‘ere it must be, remembering a so sweet maman. There
is new inscription—is it not new?” (Le Fanu 28). However, though she asks Maud to read
it, we never learn what the inscription says. Maud looks back, and sees Madame gazing at
her with ‘vile, derisive, distortion’ (Le Fanu 28). Madame then says she would not have a
tomb or epitaph, saying of epitaphs: “We regard them first for the oracle of the dead, and
find them after only the folly of the living. So I despise” (Le Fanu 28). What could the
inscription be? As Austin Ruthyn knows his death is near, he has probably had his own
epitaph inscribed on the sarcophagus. Madame Rougierre continues that she loves to be
near dead people, and questions Maud about ghosts that haunt Knowl. Her fascination
with the tomb is not only morbid and painful to Maud, but suggestive of her role as the
shadow mother, the dark mother.
The mother’s grave is a place hidden and darkened by trees. The light is shut out.
There is further darkening and hiding by the sarcophagus which houses the grave of
Maud’s mother. As Madam describes it, “How dark is this place! . . . How high and thick
are the trees all round! And nobody comes near” (Le Fanu 29). It is evident that Madame
is thinking of the location as a possible place for a dark deed, possibly Maud’s abduction.
This is the fourth scene that features the grave of Maud’s mother as a key
element. The novel opens with her meditating on it, she vividly remembers visiting the
grave with the Swedenborgian clergymen, and Madame Rougierre emerges while she
looks at her mother’s grave. Her mother is buried in a sarcophagus surrounded by a grove
of trees, which Maud gazes at under the moonlight in the second chapter: “in the
background . . . were piled those woods among which lay the solitary tomb where the
remains of my beloved mother rested” (Le Fanu 13). The image of an isolated white
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building among a grove of trees, quiet with the hush of death, is repeated in the
description of Bartram-Haugh which resides in “a sable mass of wood . . . between
somber files of magnificent forest trees” (Le Fanu 193, 196-97). Maud first approaches
the house in moonlight, which shows both its white front and rich carvings, but also the
stains of rust and overgrown moss and ivy, which give it “a forlorn character of desertion
and decay” (Le Fanu 198). As McCormack notices, “The structure of the novel as a
whole is a vast series of symmetrical details, often dislocated from their immediate
context but corresponding with details secreted elsewhere in the text” (Ascendancy 186),
and Bartram-Haugh is clearly meant as a correspondent to the grave of Maud’s mother.
Indeed, Bartram-Haugh nearly becomes Maud’s grave, as she vividly pictures when she
surveys the courtyard where her grave had been prepared: “The weeds would have grown
over me, and I should have lain in that deep grave where the corpse of Madame de
la Rougierre was unearthed in the darksome quadrangle of Bartram-Haugh”
(Le Fanu 314).
The novel also climaxes with the death of a mother figure in the murder of
Madame Rougierre. The death is extremely graphic and horrible, and especially traumatic
for Maud. Even though she escapes as the intended victim, she still must watch what is
supposed to be her own murder, in effect. In a way that is at once Oedipal and
reminiscent of the Christian crucifixion narrative, the death of the mother figures as the
substitution for her own death. Furthermore, Maud must witness this death; the
psychological trauma must be horrific, as Maud is forced to view what is supposed to be
her own murder, “the act that would have turned her from an heiress, entitled to vast
estates and wealth, into a corpse, dispossessed at once of her property and her life”
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(Gaylin 87). Significantly, it is the death of this mother figure, evil as she may be, that
saves Maud and allows her the opportunity to escape. In a way that anticipates Freud’s
Oedipus complex and applies it to the daughter, the bad mother must die in order for
the good daughter to live. Austin had spoken to Maud of her time at Bartram-Haugh in
the language of sacrifice (Maud’s sacrifice), but it is Madame Rougierre who becomes
the sacrifice. Her death reverses the cycle of “child sacrifice” that Austin practiced.
Children as Pledges
“[A]nd this, the last pledge, has lived” (Le Fanu 462). Here Maud values
the state of active motherhood over the child himself. Her living child and dead children
are strangely de-personalized and objectified in this phrase. She refers to her son with a
genderless article—“this”—which objectifies and distances him from her. We never learn
his name, and we do not even know how many children she lost in infancy. She says
only, “I am not going to tell of sorrows—how brief has been my pride of early maternity,
or how beloved were those whom the Lord gave and the Lord has taken
away” (Le Fanu 462). They form an unknown, faceless number, externally realized only
as the tears on her cheek, or as a series of pledges, of which, as she tells us, her living
child is the last.
Why then, this use of the word “pledge” for a child? If a pledge affirms of loyalty
and trust, she may view her son as an affirmation of trust in her abilities, presumably
from a divine source (e.g., children as a gift from God, which she does mention). But this
is not the first time in the text that a parent views a child as a pledge; the other child who
functioned as a pledge of trust in this text is Maud herself. As McCormack outlines, in
the scene where Austin asks Maud to prepare for a sacrifice during his journey (e.g., after
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his death), “[t]heir relationship is formalized into a Trust, after which obligations are
accepted by Maud and confidences spoken by Austin” (159). In other words, Austin uses
Maud as an external symbol of his inner trust, a kind of down payment on the price of his
family’s reputation. Maud agrees to be this sacrifice, this pledge, but the transaction is
one made in bad faith; Maud nearly loses her life. Austin’s faith, while sincere and
earnest, is placed in an undeserving object in his brother.
In referring to her son as a pledge, Maud declares a new pattern for the ancient
families of Ireland, one based not on inflexible ideas of family honor, but on affection
and engaged, nurturing care. Instead of using her child as leverage or viewing him as an
object that she might offer as a pledge, Maud views her son as a pledge of God’s trust
in her. Unlike her father, he views her child as a gift, not a means to serving her own
ends. Austin’s insistence on his own genealogy dominates Maud’s life and puts her in
grave danger. For Austin, children are important insofar as they can contribute to the
distinction and continuation of the family line. It is worth noting that Austin’s attempts to
save his family’s name fail spectacularly; the Ruthyn name is neatly abolished with the
death of Silas, the escape of Dudley under a different name, and the marriage of Maud
and her transformation to Lady Ilbury. While the Ruthyn bloodline may live on in
Maud’s son, the Ruthyn name does not—and that is a key part of Maud’s triumph. In
Austin’s attempt to clear the family name, he not only endangered his daughter but also
provided the means of proving Silas’s guilt. The end of the novel sees his worst
nightmare come true, as the family name is proved blemished by Silas’s crimes. Further,
the daughter he kept shielded from the secrets of his male-centered religion now speaks
as a Swedenborgian herself, and one who is independently capable of understanding and
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interpreting spiritual matters. None of Austin’s wishes are fulfilled, and Maud is freed
and empowered.
Absent Mothers and the Anglo-Irish Gothic
The absent mother in Uncle Silas points to how even benevolent patriarchy is
damaging, as it trains girls not to trust their own senses and judgment. But what
distinguishes Le Fanu’s Gothic from the contemporary English Gothic? What
distinguishes the motherless Maud from motherless heroines in English Gothic novels
(Laurie Fairlie in English novelist Wilkie Collins’s The Woman in White, for
example)? The absent mother in Uncle Silas is specific to the Protestant form of Irish
Gothic, and further, the Gothic trope of the absent mother plays a specific role in the
Anglo-Irish context that is the setting for Uncle Silas. While Uncle Silas purportedly
takes place in Wales, the novel’s Irish setting has been openly acknowledged since
Elizabeth Bowen’s penetrating foreword to the novel:
Uncle Silas has always struck me as being an Irish story transposed to an English
setting. The hermetic solitude and the autocracy of the great country house, the
demonic power of the family myth, fatalism, feudalism and the ‘ascendency’
outlook are accepted facts of life for the race of hybrids from which
Le Fanu sprang. (Bowen 8, “Introduction”)
Indeed, the story is an Irish setting disguised as a Welsh setting. The earliest form of the
novel was an 1838 novella called “Passage in the Secret History of an Irish Countess,”
and Le Fanu’s publisher later compelled him to change the setting. The distinct Irishness
of the novel means that Le Fanu deploys Gothic themes for his own specific context. In
Uncle Silas, not only does the dead mother expose Maud to the dangers of both
benevolent and malevolent patriarchy, but her situation as a motherless daughter with
distant father is also a way of talking about being Anglo-Irish and Protestant in the mid-
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nineteenth century. Victor Sage explains, “Uncle Silas takes place in the failing twilight
of established Protestantism (the Irish church was four years away from disestablishment
when it was published) between Catholic emancipation on the one side . . . and a
proliferation of radical dissenting sects on the other” (“Irish Gothic“ 144). The Gothic
trope of absent mother and vulnerable daughter provides Le Fanu with the means of
expressing contemporary cultural and political anxieties about Protestant Ireland’s
relationship to England and real and perceived political threats from Catholic
nationalism.
Le Fanu responds to the Irish nationalist (and largely Catholic) use of a maternal
figure to embody Irish national identity (as seen in Cathleen ni Houlihan and the Virgin
Mary), and to what was perceived as Britain’s lack of support for Protestant Ireland, by
deploying the absent mother trope. In this figuration, Maud becomes a stand-in for
Protestant Ireland, blindly trusting the goodwill of her patriarch (Britain) and
disconnected from her maternal origins (Ireland).
Le Fanu was at the crux of the political maelstrom of nineteenth century Ireland.
He was born in Dublin, the son of a Church of Irish clergyman of Huguenot descent, and
grew up in various towns in the south of Ireland. He was a lawyer at one point had Tory
political aspirations (the party typically aligned with Protestant interests in Ireland),
aspirations which were ultimately disappointed.10 His youth and early adulthood saw the
slowly increasing power of Catholic interests. The Irish Church Temporalities Act (1833)
and Tithe Rent Charge Act of (1838) both reduced the power of the Church of Ireland

See Victor Sage for more about Le Fanu’s political aspirations: “[T]rained as a lawyer, journalist,
magazine writer, newspaper editor, and even would-be Tory politician . . . [Le Fanu] anatomizes, through
the repeated motif of the Faustian bargain, the contemporary insecurity of the Big House and the fears of a
contemporary landed aristocracy betrayed, as they already felt, by Whig commercialism” (141).
10
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and were a symbolic victory for Catholics, as “dissenting tithe-payers would thus no
longer be affronted by the task of supporting bishops from an alien church in princely
style” (Jackson 41). Le Fanu’s own childhood was directly affected by these acts; in the
absence of tithes which had formerly payed the rector’s salary, Le Fanu’s clergyman
father was left with very little income and died in debt. Le Fanu attended law school and
was politically active; he contributed to the political and literary magazine Dublin
University Magazine, founded in 1832. The magazine was founded during a decade when
Protestant political interests were increasingly threatened. Alvin Jackson notes, “[b]y
1840-1 it has been estimated that one-third of the key legal and executive positions in
Ireland were held by ‘anti-Tories’, as opposed to the virtual Tory and ascendancy
monopoly at the beginning of the 1830s” (Jackson 46). The perceived Catholic threat to
Protestant power was such that the Church of Ireland and the Presbyterian Church, two
major but distinct power blocs, began to unite politically under the leadership of Henry
Cooke (1788-1868). Lyons describes the ascendancy of the Church of Ireland, dominant
in the south, as “strikingly incompatible” with the Scottish-descended Ulster Presbyterian
Protestant ascendancy of the north (24), so the alliance of the separate Protestant
institutions speaks to the concerns over growing Catholic power and influence. Jackson
explains, “Cooke anticipated the Unionist architects of Protestant union in the early
1880s; and he forged a bond between Presbyterianism and Toryism and (ultimately)
Ulster Unionism which retains a political significance to this day” (65).11 In other words,
when Le Fanu published Uncle Silas in 1864, the Catholic threat to Protestant political

Sage emphasizes the length of Le Fanu’s career in relation to nineteenth-century Irish history, explaining
that his writing career “spann[ed] the tithe war and the Repeal of the Union movement in the 1830s, the
years of the famine and ‘Young Ireland’ (indeed, the European upheavals of 1848), in which his father had
been a dean, and finally the beginning of the land agitation” (141).
11
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power was very real indeed, and Le Fanu felt the consequences both personally and
professionally.
Given Le Fanu’s deep investment in Ascendancy culture, we must read Uncle
Silas with an eye to his context and concerns. After all, the main Irish political issues of
the early to mid-nineteenth century—Britain and Ireland’s political relationship, and
Catholic emancipation—found literary expression in works by other authors.12 As
established by scholars such as Mary Jean Corbett and Joseph Valente, the nature of the
constitutional relationship was already increasingly framed in terms of husband and wife,
in both political rhetoric and literary texts. Corbett explains, “[b]ecause efforts to
legitimate English rule in Ireland so often involve disputed rights to land and property,
[familial and marital relationships] all take on broader implications in that these ‘private’
relations are thoroughly enmeshed with the political and economic relations of colonial
rule” (6). Irish nationalists responded to this British allegory of marriage with the “image
of Ireland as sexually pure Mother” (Valente 196). Valente explains that this re-framing
did not “reject the imperialist iconography,” but served rather to “engage it in a sort of
family romance, to set up a conflict between seniors and juniors, fathers and sons, over
the allegorical body of the wife/mother” (Valente 196). In nineteenth century Ireland, the
maternal figure was fraught with political and cultural implications. Seen in this light, the
trope of absent mother in the Irish Gothic assumes different layers of meaning that
distinguish it from use in contemporary English Gothic novels.

Alvin Jackson tells us that, “[t]he two issues that dominated Irish high politics in the first half of the
nineteenth century were interconnected and had already assumed a recognizable shape in the 1780s and
1790s: the nature of the constitutional relationship between Britain and Ireland, and the civil rights of
Catholics” (23).
12
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What is more, this mid-nineteenth century figuration of Ireland as mother was
deeply nationalist and Catholic. The fight for civil rights of Catholics relied on a deep
sense of nationalist, Catholic history, articulated by political leaders such as Daniel
O’Connell. Jackson explains, “by reinforcing a sense of the Catholic past, of historical
grievance, by reinforcing popular antipathy toward the ‘Saxon,’ O’Connell exposed a
bedrock of nationalist sentiment upon which he, and the inheritors of his constitutional
tradition, would attempt to build” (36). Key to this “nationalist sentiment” was the idea of
the Poor Old Woman, Kathleen ni Houlihan, figured as “Mother Ireland” in need of her
sons’ protection (Valente 194). Cathleen ni Houlihan and the Virgin Mary were often
merged into a unified mother figure; Diane Stubbings describes how the Virgin Mary and
Cathleen ni Houlihan, the two “mythical mothers” of religion and national identity, were
used to personify the Irish nationalist cause and “seduc[e] men to service” in the
nineteenth century (6-7).
Through these two literary tropes – allegories of union and nationalist myths of
the mother – interwoven with the two main issues of nineteenth century Irish politics, it is
not going too far to suggest that the Irish nationalist figure of the mother, as well as
patriarchal depictions of monarchy, were politically charged for the Anglo-Irish. While
the Irish Literary Revival of the fin-de-siècle included many Protestant Irish writers who
sought to create a sense of unified national identity, the mid-nineteenth century was much
more fraught for Protestant writers in some ways, as Protestant Home Rule advocate,
Charles Parnell, was yet to come. While Protestant Irish writers such as Yeats would later
participate in creating texts that depict Ireland as mother, in Le Fanu’s writing career, the
figure of “Mother Ireland” was firmly aligned with Catholic nationalist politics. If
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members of the Ascendancy saw themselves in terms of English-Irish union, with
England aligned with the father and Ireland with the mother, the Catholic nationalist
reclamation of Ireland as mother left the Anglo-Irish writers “motherless,” in a cultural
and political allegorical sense. Several scholars, such as Roy Foster, have noted that Irish
Gothic novels “mirror a sense of displacement, a loss of social and psychological
integration, and an escapism motivated by the threat of a takeover by the Catholic middle
classes” (Foster, Paddy 220). In the Irish Gothic, this sense of displacement is amplified
by the absent mother. Displacement, loss of integration, and the threat of non-existence:
our heroine Maud undergoes all these trials. She is removed from her home, has trouble
developing a cohesive sense of self, and nearly loses her life. Maud’s position as
motherless, vulnerable heiress in many ways mirrors the Ascendancy position in the midnineteenth century.
For the Gothic genre and nineteenth century in general, the absent mother is an
important trope; as Diane Hoeveler articulates, “[i]n redeeming her mother . . . the female
gothic heroine reasserts her inheritance in a long-lost female-coded tradition” (23). But
what has hitherto remained unexplored is how the trope of the absent mother and the
orphaned heiress might be used in a specific and different way in Irish Gothic texts. The
search for the mother, which Carolyn Dever articulates in the Victorian context, is in the
Irish Gothic context also a search for an identity based in Ireland and Anglo-Irish
identity, rather than in England. Maud learns to trust other women and herself and ends
the book confident in herself and proud in her maternity. By disconnecting from her
father and paternal lineage and connecting with herself and her maternal nurturance she
achieves empowerment. If the paternal represents England’s political and cultural
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influence and power, then the turn toward the maternal suggests a turn back to a political
and cultural identity based in Ireland, and to reconstructing Ascendancy self-sufficiency.
At a time when Catholic nationalist rhetoric and literature based its claim to
Ireland in the figure of a mother, both religious and mythological, Maud’s absent
maternal genealogy reflects corresponding Irish Protestant anxieties about property
ownership and religion. In other words, if Roman Catholicism and Catholic Irish largely
pre-date Protestant religion and the Anglo-Irish presence in Ireland, what ensures the
right of the Anglo-Irish to political power and property? Maud finds salvation through
rejecting the voice of the father, trusting herself, and building strong alliances with other
women. For Sheridan Le Fanu, who had been largely disappointed in politics—the locus
of which resided in England—the answer for the Anglo-Irish, read through Maud’s
narrative, seems to be a growing self-reliance and journey to establish oneself as a mother
of future generations, so that “the last pledge” of a new Anglo-Irish generation might
survive.
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CHAPTER 3 The New Irish Girl: Fin-de-Siècle Ireland and the Changing World of the
Big House in An Irish Cousin
An orphaned heiress, an uncle with dark secrets, a remote and dilapidated manor
house: the plot devices of the previous chapter’s novel, Uncle Silas, appear again
in A.E. Somerville and Martin Ross’s An Irish Cousin (1889, 1903). The novel was the
first collaboration of cousins Edith Somerville and Violet Martin, who published under
the male-gendered pseudonyms listed above. Critics generally dismiss the novel as
derivative in plot and unformed in craft, an early clumsy effort of writers who would later
find their footing in comedic depictions and realist drama. While some of the plot devices
are familiar, especially after an examination of Uncle Silas, the novel’s preoccupations
are distinct. Although other Irish novels of the time—for example, George Moore’s A
Drama in Muslin (1886), Sarah Grand’s The Heavenly Twins (1893), and the authors’
own The Real Charlotte (1894)—address the vulnerable position (e.g. financial
dependence on males) of young women in Ireland, they do so through the genre of social
realism. With An Irish Cousin’s focus on transnational fluidity versus national identity,
its sharp recognition of class and gender disparities, and its attempts to resolve the
tensions of traditional Ascendancy values with the authors’ suffragist proclivities, this
fin-de-siècle Gothic novel underscores the urgency of Ascendancy women’s precarious
position in a rapidly changing world. This chapter shows how the tension between
progress (signified by technology), and the traditional Ascendancy lifestyle (represented
by the countryside) in An Irish Cousin implicates the ambivalence in the hybrid
authorship’s competing progressive and conservative views. Somerville and Ross attempt
to resolve the inevitability of political change and power transfer with the love triangle
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and a new vision for a kinder, gentler Ascendancy. In ways that reference
Sydney Owenson’s Irish-English marriage in The Wild Irish Girl (1806) a century before,
the authors use the heroine’s choice of two suitors to critique past Ascendancy wrongs
and to construct a new allegory of Anglo-Irish union.
As in Le Fanu’s classic thriller, Somerville and Ross’s heroine Theo Sarsfield, a
young girl orphaned by her mother’s recent death and her father’s death shortly after her
birth, travels from Canada to live with her mysterious uncle, Dominick Sarsfield, in his
dilapidated, isolated mansion, and uncovers a web of lies and hidden crimes. As in Uncle
Silas, Theo finds a ready companion in her cousin—but instead of a cousin Milly,
Theo becomes fast friends with her cousin Willy. Willy takes on aspects of both the
cousin-companion and the role of unwanted cousin suitor, played respectively by Milly
and Dudley Ruthyn in Uncle Silas. Somerville and Ross also differ from Le Fanu in
their explicit use of Ireland as setting. As Vera Kreilkamp points out, the choice to set the
story in Ireland means that unlike Uncle Silas, the novel “no longer encodes or disguises
the society that it exposes” (115). Indeed, the novel delights in introducing its (largely)
English audience to the beauty and peculiarities of the Irish countryside and its
inhabitants; through Theo’s “New World” narrative stance, the novel reads almost like a
travelogue in places. Theo quickly befriends her cousin Willy, and the two only children
enjoy each other’s companionship as they explore the Irish countryside. The only clouds
in Theo’s Irish idyll are the strangely cold behavior of her Uncle Dominick and the
unsettling appearances of Moll Hourihan, a mute country woman and Durrus’s own
madwoman in the attic. A love triangle soon develops as Willy loses interest in his
childhood sweetheart—the tenant girl Anstice Brian, Moll’s daughter—and develops
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feelings for his cousin at the same time as Nugent O’Neill, a neighboring country
gentleman, shows interest in Theo. As Theo attempts to gently rebuff her cousin’s
romantic overtures and encourage Nugent’s attentions, secrets from the past surface.
Willy discovers that Durrus was left to Theo’s father Owen, but that Moll and Dominick
conspired during Owen’s visit sixteen years earlier and left him to die from a sudden
illness, dumping his body in the bog and making way for Dominick to inherit Durrus.
The guilt from their crime caused Moll’s muteness and mental instability and Dominick’s
alcoholism. At the end of the novel Moll follows Dominick as he flees to the bog in a
drunken, guilty hallucination, and the co-conspirators drown together in the bog at the
site of their deception. Disgraced by his father’s deception, Willy marries Anstice and
leaves for Australia, leaving Theo mistress of Durrus and engaged to Nugent.
While critical material abounds on Somerville and Ross, it tends to focus on their
better-known novels such as The Real Charlotte (1894) and the exceedingly
popular Some Experiences of an Irish R.M. (1899). The cousins, who met in
1886, produced An Irish Cousin as their first literary collaboration in 1889. As the
bibliography for this chapter attests, however, An Irish Cousin has received sparse critical
attention when compared to the material on the novelists’ other works. Most critics
dismiss An Irish Cousin as Somerville and Ross’s freshman sensationalist prelude to their
masterpiece The Real Charlotte, the Le Fanu imitation that paved the way for later
successes. An Irish Cousin is Somerville and Ross’s first published work, a project that
was both a financial success for the cousins and the start of highly fruitful writing
collaboration that would continue until Violet Ross’s death in 1915.
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Vera Kreilkamp reads the moral indictment of the landlord class as a “powerfully
subversive vision of their own culture” and even argues that the authors recognize of a
“new ascendancy” in the peasant woman’s voice keening over the countryside toward the
end of the novel (121-123). Rather than indict landlord guilt, Holly Laird sources the
horror at the heart of An Irish Cousin as the threat of intrafamilial marriage and even
incest (105). Laird notes that Theo experiences the most horror in scenes that feature
Willy; she enjoys her “sibling’s companionship” with Willy, but “her deepest feeling
about Willy is horror and repeated horror,” such as when Willy kisses her against her
wishes (Laird 106, 111-112). Laird reads the novel ultimately as the surfacing of the
uncanny—“familial inbreeding, cross-class relationships, a dissolute patriarchy, and
even fratricide”—which is returned, through Dominick’s death in the bog and the
“artificially happy ending” to the place it has been buried (107, 113). I complicate
these arguments by reading the text through the intersection of transnationalism in
Ireland, gender, and class and suggest that far from “an awkward piece of gothic
apprentice work” (Kreilkamp 112), An Irish Cousin is one of the most critically
rewarding texts in the authors’ canon. The authors’ choice of a “shocker” (sensationalist
fiction) for their first novel, the changes made to the Uncle Silas plot, and the current
of transnational progress and resistant Big House tradition in the text make the cousins’
first work a far more richly complicated and contradictory text than most critics have
recognized. While critics such as Julie Ann Stevens admit complexity in later works,
including how the authors’ “depiction of Ireland in the text as a shifting locus of national
loyalties and hybridised local identities” in their many novels relies upon their dual
narrative voice (10), no such appreciation of nuance has been applied to An Irish
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Cousin. In their first book together, Somerville and Ross articulate the powerful hybridity
of their varied and contradictory identities: as women writers in a men’s world, loyal
British subjects but decidedly Anglo-Irish culturally, Protestants in a largely Catholic
nation, and even as co-writers who debated, negotiated, and compromised throughout the
writing process.
This duality is further complicated by the fact that two versions of the novel exist:
the original 1889 text, and a heavily revised 1903 version. After over a decade of a
successful writing career, Somerville and Ross were given the opportunity to reprint their
highly successful first novel. They agreed to the second printing, but only
after making substantial revisions to the 1889 version. Not only that, but they made a
concerted effort to suppress the original novel, going so far as to offer libraries a reduced
rate for the new version of An Irish Cousin if they agreed to destroy or discard the
original version (“Comparison” Greene 322). Why were the authors so eager to erase the
earlier version? Gifford Lewis suggests the reason might be to avoid “reader
recognition,” as the Sarsfield family fate strongly resembled that of the Yelvertons, a
family scandal of the mid-nineteenth century involving seduction, bigamy, and an
infamous trial (Lewis 216, 50). Lewis also explains that the heaviest edits are the love
scenes and poetry epigraphs which open each chapter in the original text, but also notes
the removal of Aunt Jane, a mother figure to Theo, and suggests the reason might be
Jane’s disapproval of Irishmen as husbands (216). Nicole Pepinster Greene’s careful
comparison of the two versions finds that from a craft standpoint, the 1903 sentence level
revisions use much more powerful verbs and imagery; the authors also condensed the
original three volume novel, tightening the plot and making it a better work of
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craftsmanship overall. However, the cousins’ own notes about the revisions strongly
suggest that sales, rather than artistic vision, were the driving force behind the revisions.
Greene explains that in the fourteen years between the first publication and the revised
version, Ireland underwent political change and upheaval that affected both the
Ascendancy authors and their audience. As Greene points out, the 1898 Government of
Ireland Act and the 1903 Wyndham Act shifted political power away from the landlord
class to the middle class, which was strongly Catholic (“Comparison” 330). Greene
argues that these political events influenced Somerville and Ross’s decisions when
editing the plot An Irish Cousin; most notably, the blame for Owen Sarsfield’s death
shifts from Moll Hourihane—the tenant class—to Dominick Sarsfield, the landlord class
(“Comparison” 328). They also changed the depiction of Willy; in the first version, he is
more noble and heroic, blackmailed into marrying Anstey after she discovers that Theo is
the rightful heir (“Comparison” 328). In short, Greene suggests, the changes to the novel
demonstrate the authors’ knowledge of their changing world—and audience—and reveal
that “their overarching intention in revising An Irish Cousin was to make it more
marketable to all their audiences, English, Irish, colonial, and Irish American” (331).
This analysis relies on the 1903 version of the text for two reasons. For one,
there is the matter of bald convenience. Due to the authors’ active suppression of the
1889 version, it is difficult to access, to the point that I was not even aware of the two
versions until after I began this chapter.13 Apart from availability, the 1903 version is
more interesting because the existence of a revised version adds a fascinating layer about

Indeed, Greene points out that several biographers and critics either confuse or are unaware of the
different versions; Vera Kreilkamp, for instance, quotes the 1903 text but cites only the 1889 publication
(“Comparison,” 322).
13
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the importance of duality and contradiction in the text. In addition, the 1903 version’s
concessions to changing times strengthens my argument that the novel’s main
preoccupation is the tension and proffered resolution between progress and tradition.
The Deep Heart’s Core: Modernity and Tradition in An Irish Cousin
In William Butler Yeats’s 1888 poem, “The Lake Isle of Innisfree,” the speaker
pictures a life lived in the peaceful Irish countryside as an escape from the rush and bustle
of modern life. Yeats later explained that he wrote the poem while in London, homesick
for the rural Irish landscape of his childhood summers. In An Irish Cousin, we find a
similar rejection of chaotic modern life and an argument for a pastoral Irish existence.
The text sets up a binary between modern progress, correlated to the breakdown of a
cohesive self, and the Irish landscape, associated with the establishment of a stable
identity. Throughout the novel, scenes of travel by modern means—steamship and
train—are associated with the dissolution of self and social isolation, while life in the
Irish countryside—where travel is by foot or horse—leads to the establishment of a stable
routine, increased self-knowledge, and social connection. In other words, the authors use
modern travel to articulate the emptiness of a transnational existence without any fixed
home, and Theo’s experience of the Irish landscape points to what the authors valued
about aspects of traditional Ascendancy life in a rapidly changing world.
Julie Ann Steven’s brilliant work on the Irish countryside in Somerville and Ross’s
work is key, and I rely upon her definition of landscape as “a cultural construct, as a
manifestation of certain ideologies and traditions . . . [l]andscape may thus refer not only
to concrete reality but also to an imagined vision of place” (Stevens 4). Somerville and
Ross’s depictions of landscape signal what they valued about traditional Big House life: a
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deeply personal connection to a land that was at times unstable and mysterious, but
always beautiful and compelling. Through characters’ interactions, or lack thereof, with
the landscape, the text both indicts cases of Ascendancy mismanagement, and suggests
that what makes one Irish from an Ascendancy standpoint—e.g. what gives a person the
right to be a landlord and caretaker of Irish land—are two things: the landowner must
have an Anglicized education combined with an intimate knowledge of
the Irish landscape and inhabitants, and must maintain proper boundaries of race,
religion, and class. In other words, a proper Ascendancy landowner avoids overfamiliarity with Roman Catholic tenants and farmers.
The opening of this novel is distinct from the opening narratives of the other texts,
which all begin with their female heroines firmly in place—Uncle Silas’s Maud in the
drawing room at Knowl and The Last September’s Lois on the steps of Danielstown. In
contrast, we first meet Theo at sea on the steamship S.S. Alaska, and this opening
frames the novel in terms of a journey from an unstable existence to a—literally—
grounded future. Theo is at sea both literally and metaphorically, and the language of the
opening paragraphs reflects this lack of solid ground. Theo has just spent the six days of
her journey in both a mental and physical fog, suffering from seasickness in “thick murky
weather,” enduring “a passive existence, parceled out to me by
the uncomprehended clanging of bells, and the, [sic] to me, still
more incomprehensible clatter [of meals] . . .” (Sommerville and Ross 1, italics mine).
The thick shroud of blindness, Theo’s infant-like inability to move or comprehend her
surroundings, and the unending monotony of the water finally shift on the seventh day,
when sunlight, and notably land, appear. In addition to the unmistakable gestational
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imagery, Theo’s description of her six-day journey through an opaque, endless ocean,
with its monotonous “heaving ridges of gray water” (Somerville and Ross 1) connotes
the six-day creation myth in Genesis, where “the earth was without form and void, and
darkness was upon the face of the deep” (King James Version, Gen. 1:2). Likewise, it is
on the seventh day, the day on which creation is declared complete in the Genesis myth,
that Theo emerges from the enclosure of the cabin into clarity, or like an infant, emerges
from the womb-like enclosure of the cabin into light and life. Once the shore of Ireland
appears, the narrative shift from unconsciousness to alertness, from ignorance to
knowledge, from darkness to light. The opening, then, frames Theo’s entrance to Ireland
in terms of creation and prepares the reader for Theo’s re-birth as an Irish girl.
The opening focus on water, with its connotations of flux, uncertainty, and
transition, becomes especially important when contrasted with the role that the Irish
countryside plays in the novel. Theo emerges into consciousness once land appears, and
clearly associates the land with her emerging identity: “My future was no longer in my
own control, and its secret was, perhaps, hidden among those blue Irish hills, which were
waiting for me to come and prove what they had in store for me” (Somerville and Ross
2). Theo sees herself in relationship with the Irish countryside before she sees herself in
relationship with her uncle and cousin; in fact, she has not even mentioned her family at
this point. In this passage, therefore, Theo invests the land with the power to unveil her
future and her identity.
The use of “prove” suggests testing and worthiness, and evidence and truth, both of
which will prove key to Theo’s future. Over the course of the novel, it becomes clear that
Dominick and Willy are not the worthy heirs, and the land will not only prove what the
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future holds, but it will also prove the identity and worth of its proper owner (Theo) over
Dominick the false landlord. The image of Theo looking to the land as in control of her
future is strikingly apt for the fin-de-siècle Anglo-Irish, increasingly unsure of what the
Irish land—both literally and metaphorically—would hold for them. The beginning of the
twentieth century in Ireland saw a rapid shift in land ownership as members of the
Ascendancy sold off their failing estates to former tenants. From our contemporary
vantage point, we know now that the future of the Anglo-Irish did indeed depend on the
Irish countryside, with the Gaelic Irish. In 1903, however, these rapid political and
economic shifts had not wholly dislodged the Anglo-Irish from their position of power,
and many could not imagine a future outside of Ireland. As Ascendancy second and third
sons emigrated to Canada and England, it is telling that Somerville and Ross suggest a
Canadian-born emigrant returning to the land of her father. In depicting a Canadian-born
Irish daughter, the authors suggest a future for the Ascendancy that returns lost
emigrants—and their children—to Ireland. Unlike Lois, fearful of the “light, lovely
unloving country” (Bowen 66) around Danielstown in The Last September, Theo looks to
the hills of Ireland with hope, and will quickly grow to feel at home in the fields
of Durrus.
The opening paragraphs of the novel depict Theo’s loss of consciousness and self,
as well as her social isolation, on the large American steamer, and this sets up the binary
between progress and tradition that will preoccupy the novel. Travel by modern means—
steamships and trains—is inevitably linked to unreality and a loss of self in the novel. For
example, when Theo meets her cousin Willy after leaving the ship and boards a train with
him for the second stage of her journey to Durrus, she watches “the grey monotony” of
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fields through her window, and is overcome with “a strange feeling of remoteness and
unreality” to the point that she “began to doubt that such a person as Theo Sarsfield had
ever really existed” (Somerville and Ross 11). Not only does the train journey make her
surroundings seem unreal, but it also causes Theo to become dissociated from herself, to
doubt her own existence, personhood, and social relationships. She continues in a passage
that further suggests the dissolution of self:
Willy, my Uncle Dominick, and my father flitted confusedly through my mind as
inconsequently as people in a dream. I myself seemed to have lost touch with the
world; my past life had slid away from me, and the future I had not yet grasped. I
was a solitary and aimless unit in the dark whirl that surrounded me, and the
sleeping figure [of Willy] at the opposite end of the carriage was a trick of
imagination, and as unreal as I. I became more and more remote from things
actual, and finally fell from all consciousness into a sleep as sound as
Willy’s. (Somerville and Ross 11-12)
As on the steamer, modern transportation is associated with loss of self and social
isolation. Theo cannot observe the countryside through which she passes, as the speed of
travel dissolves it into a colorless blur, and Willy sits sleeping at the other end of the
carriage. The scenes on the steamer ship and the train go a long way toward elucidating
Somerville and Ross’s views of a transnational existence without national roots: it is
socially isolated, chaotic, and unreal.
The cousins ride in sleepy silence, because “the jolting and rattling of the train
were not conducive to conversation” (Somerville and Ross 11), unaware of each other
and their surroundings. Later, as Theo falls asleep on her first night at Durrus, she again
slips into unreality, thanks to technology connected to progress and travel:
I gazed at the dark shapes of the trees in the shrubbery till I lost the sense of their
reality, and they came and went like dreams . . . In my ears was still the throb and
tremor which seven days and nights spent listening to the screw of the Alaska had
imprinted on my brain, and my thoughts and surroundings seemed alike hurrying
on in time to that inveterate pulsation. (Somerville and Ross 44-45)
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The novel suggests that the mechanical nature of unchecked modernity can separate us
from ourselves, other people, and the natural world around us. In contrast to these scenes
of progress and the loss of a cohesive self, Theo begins to connect with her cousin, and
herself, as she explores the Irish countryside. Indeed, the very day of her arrival in
Ireland, she recounts, “[it] seemed to me that the sun shone with a deliberate intention of
welcome and the unfamiliar softness of the Irish air was almost intoxicating” (Somerville
and Ross 6). The atmosphere of Ireland is personified, exerting an emotional and almost
mind-altering influence on Theo. When Theo and Willy arrive in the village near Durrus,
they switch from journey by machine (train) to a horse-drawn carriage, and Theo watches
the past and future confront each other in “the fine shapes of the big brown horses, who
were evincing so lively an interest in the caprices of the engine . . .” (Somerville and
Ross 12). Instead of unconsciousness and isolation, as in the carriage, Willy and Theo
build rapport in conversation, and Theo is able to observe “a great sheet of water all
alight with the misty splendor of a full moon. Black points of land cut their way into the
expanse of mellow silver” (Somerville and Ross 13). In describing the series of squeaks,
huffs, and groans of the steam engine as “caprices,” the authors suggest a link between
the two the team of spirited horses, a mode of transportation associated with the slower
country life, and the train, associated with speed and long journeys. The sentence subtly
animates the engine by endowing it with caprices, e.g. an animate object with desires that
are sometimes at odds with its engineer, just as a horse sometimes strains or bucks at its
reins. The phrasing suggests that technology—which is associated with progress—does
not always run smoothly or according to human management.
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Once Theo climbs into the horse-drawn carriage, she awakens to the countryside
around her. No longer shielded from the land by speed, glass, and
steel, Theo and Willy enjoy an evening ride through the country as Willy introduces his
cousin to the surrounding landscape, naming the bay and “Croagh Keenan,” the
mountain. In this scene, Theo is not merely being introduced to a strange land—the scene
is an uncanny homecoming, in which she is introduced to a place that is both strange and
familiar. This nighttime open-air carriage ride—exposed to the elements and the natural
beauty of her father’s homeland—is when Theo truly arrives in Ireland.
The scene is also important because it begins Theo’s shift from a rootless,
transnational “New World” itinerant to settling in Ireland and becoming an Irish girl.
Theo, with her “school days at Stuttgart . . . various sojournings in Swiss pensions with
my mother . . .[and] two years of ranch life in Canada,” has spent her life as a
transnational traveler (Somerville and Ross 54). She is of the New World (her mother
was Canadian) but has also known the life of a continental sojourner. While others seem
to consider her a “Canadian lady,” Theo herself has the rootless adaptability of a
transnational traveler, never having belonged to any one place for very long, but this
permits her to be a blank slate in terms of nationality, ready to take on an Irish identity.
Indeed, Theo’s very attitude toward Ireland is contradictory: on the one hand, she views it
as an outsider, picturing all Irishmen as “eccentric” (Somerville and Ross 5). On the other
hand, she admits that she has always felt a connection to her Irish identity and wants to be
an Irish girl (Somerville and Ross 21).
This transition, from fluidly transnational to rooted national identity, is the inverse
of what happens in earlier Ascendancy depictions of Anglo-Irish travelers. Karen Steele
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points out how Maria Edgeworth and Sydney Owenson’s characters “pass” as French or
English, building transnational lives through travel in the uncertain period in Ireland after
the Union (96). Like many of these characters, Theo is a somewhat “rootless traveler”
(Steele 104); however, rather than continuing to negotiate her identity across several
cultures, she finds herself adopting Irish customs in order to gain a national identity. Her
Canadian nationality clings lightly to her, and when Nugent references it, she
hotly defends her individuality and how she does not fit his idea of “Canadian ladies”
(Somerville and Ross 86). Rather, Theo quickly feels an affinity with Ireland and begins
to identify herself as Irish. Expressing that she has always tried to live up to her idea of
an Irish girl, she searches for her past and future in Ireland. We read for two reasons: to
discover more about Theo, and to discover Ireland. As we shall see, the two undertakings
are inextricably linked. Somerville and Ross suggest that the countryside, the land itself,
takes on the parental role of providing identity and a home: in other words, it supplies
Theo with a sense of belonging. On the one hand, Theo’s paternal genealogy is the reason
for her presence at Durrus; she belongs there because she is her father’s daughter. On the
other hand, the authors take pains to establish that Theo’s relationship to the land is active
and immediate, not mediated by any male relations. Her connection to Durrus is
portrayed as being natural, the right way of things, suggested not only by her strong
resemblance to her father but by her own intimate delight in the landscape
around Durrus.
Though her status as her father’s daughter—highlighted by the physical
resemblance and the way the servants adore her—does mark her as the rightful heir,
Theo’s relationship with the landscape does much more to emphasize Theo’s innate
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connection with her ancestral estate. The moments in which we see Theo most at home—
in herself, and in her surroundings—are when she is alone in the countryside. From the
beginning, she gives almost as much space to describing her surroundings as she does to
describing her uncle and cousin. Over and over, she describes her surroundings with care
and vivid detail: “I had never, even in Canada, seen anything like the glow of the yellow
leaves against the blue sky—a blue so intense that it seemed to press through the halfstripped branches” (Somerville and Ross 52). Against this backdrop, “the keen scent of
the sea came to me across the heathery expanse, mingled with the pure perfume of the
peat” (52-53). The passages notably highlight Ireland’s exceptional beauty, in exceeding
even the majestic grandeur and crystalline purity of the North American wilderness.
Theo also feels immediately at home in the Irish countryside. In one of the earlier
chapters, she accompanies Willy on a fox hunt. Somerville and Ross were both greats
sportswomen and would later excel in their depictions of hunting culture, and they use
this passage to depict Theo, a woman, participating (and thriving) in a tradition that is
both masculine-coded and strongly associated with the Ascendancy.14 In this passage,
Theo again loses track of time, describing the run as “an indefinite period of delirious
happiness” (Somerville and Ross 83), but this time due to delight and physical and
mental stimulation, not the somnolent, passive beat of machinery: “I was suddenly
possessed by a frenzy of excitement that deprived me of all power of speech . . . I was
only conscious of the thud of the big bay horse’s hoofs . . . and the rushing of wind in my
ears” (Somerville and Ross 83). Rather than lulling her into self-forgetfulness through

See Julian Moynahan for a more in-depth discussion of gender, Ascendancy society, and hunting in both
Somerville and Ross’s writing and personal lives.
14
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dulling her senses, as the machinery does, the horseback ride exhilarates and stimulates
her.
The contrast between modernity, as represented by steam-powered travel, and the
peaceful clarity of Big House life is made explicit in the passage where Theo gathers
foliage to prepare for the O’Neills’ visit. She sits and watches “one of the big American
steamers” on the ocean: “a narrow black line stole from behind . . . leaving a dark stain
on the sky as it went, and from where I sat I could hear the beat of machinery”
(Somerville and Ross 93). The sight prompts her recognition that she does not want to
return to Canada, recognizing that although she has only been in the country for a week,
“already the idea of leaving [Ireland] was akin to emigration” (Somerville and Ross 93).
She already feels Irish enough to claim it as her home, and asks herself, “was this subtle
familiarity and satisfaction with my new life merely the result of aesthetic interest, or had
it the depth of an inherited instinct?” (Somerville and Ross 93). While Theo has no
answer for this question, the text begins to answer it in the next few lines. Theo turns
from the expanse of ocean—with its possibilities of travel and a life in North America—
and gazes into “a sluggish little stream . . . watching a little procession of withered beech
leaves making their slow way down the stream, and studying my own dark reflection in
the water” (Somerville and Ross 94). The comparison is clear: North America, with its
“beat of machinery” and steamers “steal[ing]” and “stain[ing],” signifies sleek modernity,
but also an impersonal world of speed and pollution. Rather than the churning ocean, she
prefers the slow stream that represents a quieter and slower way of life in Ireland, with its
“soft clear morning[s]” and “grave radiance” (Somerville and Ross 32). The fact that she
gazes at herself in the stream is suggestive: it is in these moments—Theo alone with the
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landscape—that she comes closest to seeing and knowing herself. Even in this passage,
her reflection is “dark,” and her watery mirror makes this reflection tenuous and
vulnerable to dissolution. The reflection suggests what we already know: that unlike the
other characters in the books, who have strongly defined identities, Theo’s identity is not
fixed, but rather a shadowy idea that shifts to reflect her surroundings. However, as Theo
studies her image, she also searches for herself in Ireland.
A key part of this process happens as Theo begins to see Ireland through Willy’s
eyes. She is a fascinated observer as Willy shows her around her new home: “He took me
down to the cover to see the seaweed carried up the rocks on donkeys’ backs to be spread
on the land; or I watched with deep interest while the great turf-house was slowly packed
for the winter with the rough brown sods” (Somerville and Ross 59). Crucially, in these
scenes the Roman Catholic tenants and peasants are pictured as part of the landscape, not
developed characters with motives or agency. The lack of distinction reveals that
Somerville and Ross view the Gaelic Irish as a resource to be managed and mined, or
viewed for aesthetic entertainment—just as they view the landscape. The Roman
Catholic are either presented as interesting cultural studies or depicted as backwards. For
instance, when Theo and Willie take shelter from the rain with a tenant, Theo’s key
impressions are of a friendly but slovenly and superstitious family: the hut has a mud
floor, is full of children playing among chickens, and the inhabitants are almost slavishly
loyal to the Sarsfields. The elderly patriarch recognizes Theo in her resemblance to her
father, Owen, and begins to tell stories about him, speaking of how Owen left for North
America after he quarreled with Theodore Sarsfield, Theo’s grandfather. The old man in
the hut regretfully says of Owen, “there was manny a one of the Durrus tinants would
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rather ‘twas their own son was goin’ to Ameriky than him when he went; and manny a
one too that’d have walked to Cork to go to his funeral” (Somerville and Ross 143). This
blind loyalty also appears in Old Roche, the butler and former stable boy who loved
Theo’s father, shows Theo favoritism, and at the end of the novel is the sole
person (along with Theo) who withholds alcohol from a sick Dominick and follows the
suicidal man into the bog to try to prevent his death.
The scene also portrays the tenant family as resistant to the well-meaning
landlord’s strategies for improvement. Willie had paid for a doctor to attend a sick child
in the family but finds that the mother would not give her the medicine prescribed
because it had a disagreeable taste. The mother throws the medicine into the fire
and interprets the subsequent burst in flames as proof that the medicine is harmful: “Sure,
if it done that in the fire, what’d it do in her inside”? (Somerville and Ross 139). This
uninformed logic is played for laughs in the scene, but also reifies the idealized
relationship between paternalistic landlord and childlike tenants. While the authors
portray the Roman Catholic tenants as hospitable, loyal, and comic, the tenants are
also maddeningly resistant to science and progress. Other scenes of tenant and laborer
life in the novel are always conscious of the intersection of race, class, and religion that
separated Ascendancy from the Roman Catholics. As Theo observes Willy’s interactions
with tenants, she gives her opinion that Willy was popular with his tenants because of
“invincible shrewdness,” and “subsequent observation” was enough to convince her “that
nothing so much compels the respect and admiration of the Irish peasant as the rare
astuteness that can outwit him” (Somerville and Ross 60). This appraisal sounds less like
the intellectual Henrietta O’Neill, with her argument that a tenant’s “degradation is
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merely the result of injustice,” and more like Dominick’s declaration that, “[i]t is absurd
to suppose that the natural arrangement of things can be tampered with” (Somerville and
Ross 102, 103). While Theo certainly resists her uncle’s patriarchal attempts to
control her life, her observations of the Durrus tenants depict them as sly children who
need the strict but benevolent paternalism of Ascendancy landlords.
As Theo watches an Irish Catholic funeral, she describes it in the terms which a
Victorian travel writer might employ: “the women . . . raised a sustained, penetrating cry .
. . I thought I had never heard so terrible a cry. I had often been told of the Irish custom of
‘keening’ at funerals but was not prepared for anything so barbaric and despairing”
(Somerville and Ross 208). She further describes “the women clapping their hands and
beating their breasts, their chant rising and swelling like the howl of the wind on a wild
night” (Somerville and Ross 208). Theo’s entire impression of the Gaelic Catholic Irish is
of a people entirely strange, primitive, and Other. The repetition of “cry,” the use of the
words “custom” and “barbaric” all suggest the word “savage” or “savages,” an epithet
which Edith Somerville did not hesitate to use in private conversation when discussing
the Irish Catholic laborer class15. These observations and interactions with the Irish
laborer serve to establish Theo firmly as Anglo-Irish. She becomes Irish through her
growing knowledge of the landscape, including its inhabitants and their customs. The
authors make clear that a good landlord—or mistress of the estate—is one who knows,
cares for, and is respected by his tenants. Theo is unknowingly being prepared to take
over Durrus through her interactions with and increasing knowledge of the tenants and

Stevens notes that in the mid-1890s Edith complained to her brother that she and other educated women
lacked the right to vote while “illiterate savages” (e.g. Irish Catholic men) did (76).
15
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demesne of Durrus. The recency of her arrival has also shielded her from the overfamiliarity which is Willy’s downfall when he begins a relationship with Anstice, a tenant
girl at Durrus. Theo walks the Ascendancy line which at least one of the
authors, Violet Martin, embodied: “At the level of anecdotage she knew all there was to
know about the country people, especially Cork people, but she knew first and last that
they were of a different, inferior species to herself, her family, and her class”
(Moynahan 169). Due to her mother’s influence over her education, Theo is aware of the
societal necessity of maintaining distance between herself and her tenants, and where she
is lacking in knowledge of her Irish home, Willy becomes her guide.
The novel’s glowing, picturesque view of the Irish countryside contrasts quite
sharply with Bowen’s The Last September (1928), which represents Anglo-Irish life as
existing within the generous but confined demesne of Danielstown. An Irish
Cousin, however, represents the landscape as an enchanting, if mysterious, wonderland
for exploration. Theo covers miles of country on horseback in a traditional hunt, wanders
solitary through the woods gathering flora and fauna, sprints across fields, and observes
Roman Catholic rites from a sea-side cliff. Her experience of the countryside is
expansive, intimate, and full of delight.
It is important to remember, however, that while the novel critiques Ascendancy
flaws, this vision of the Irish countryside is still a prosperous Protestant landowner’s
view. Contrast Somerville and Ross’s picturesque depictions to George Moore’s
contemporaneous short story, “Homesickness” (1903), where an emigrant to America
returns to his Irish home village to convalesce. The story brings into sharp relief the
contrast between the idealized Irish landscape of songs and story, and reality:
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He remembered the woods thick and well-forested; now they were windworn, the
drains were choked, and the bridge leading across the lake inlet was falling away.
Their way led between long fields where herds of cattle were grazing; the road
was broken . . . His eyes fell on the bleak country, on the little fields divided by
bleak walls . . . . (Moore 11, 13)
It is also worth noting that in this story, the roads are in such terrible repair because the
landlord does not have funds to repair them, but, in his vanity and last vestiges of power,
refuses to allow the government to help. Accepting tax money would make the road
public land, and the master of the Big House cannot accept his own inability to care for
the people in his demesne.
The difference between these two landscapes—those of an Ascendancy landlord
and a Roman Catholic tenant—highlights that Sommerville and Ross’s Ascendancy
experience of the landscape is somewhat dissociated from the hard labor, impoverished
lives, and haunting loneliness. In Somerville and Ross’s vision, the hard realities of life
are transformed into the picturesque and comical. It is important to point out that the
authors’ vision of the landscape, largely associated with outdoor leisure activity and
agricultural management, embodies Ascendancy values and traditions. Its limitations are
also its value: their view of Irish countryside articulates an Ascendancy identity that
privileges intimate knowledge of the land and paternalistic responsibility for its
inhabitants.
This not to say that Somerville and Ross articulated a stable, unambiguous
definition of Ascendancy identity. Stevens notes, “Somerville and Ross’s landscapes are
unsteady, full of dangerous holes . . . The literary terrain of Somerville and Ross’s fiction
also shifts as the authors stage a tradition and then subvert it. This process demands that
we ask, what is the real Ireland?” (3-4). As Stevens explains, Irish national identity is
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linked to the Irish countryside, and in Somerville and Ross’s depictions of the Irish
landscape their “interest in the land delves deeper than its surface. They are fascinated by
Ireland’s subterranean depths . . .[t]he landscape, in both a literal and literary sense,
possesses a ‘shifting’ or ‘shaking’ surface” (3-4). In a novel where two of the strongest
themes are the countryside and the heroine’s uncertain identity, this interest in “the boggy
depths” of Ireland (Stevens 4) extends to the psychological.
The landscape does not only welcome home its rightful owner, as it does Theo,
however; the countryside also can seem to hinder and confuse people. The
authors suggest that the countryside operates according to a harsh but legitimate code of
justice. For example, in the scene where Theo is helping search for Dominick in his
drunken madness, the land becomes a labyrinthine nightmare and prevents Theo from
rescuing her uncle:
[L]ast year’s briars grew thick and strong in the woods, fencing the drenched
thickets of dead bracken . . . The paths were slippery with mud, the deep stillness
was full of secrecy and hopelessness. Fallen trees, victims of the storm of two
days ago, barred my aimless rangings with their prone branches, and the muddy
pits from which their roots had been torn had, in many places, swallowed up the
paths. I do not know how long or how far I wandered in the delusive network of
tracks. (Somerville and Ross 299)
She is physically blocked from easy progress in this nightmare forest, by the “fallen
trees” as well as “last year’s briars,” suggesting the sins of the past have created a tangled
mess which cannot be redeemed. The woods are both secret and hopeless, as the forest
“deludes” her. In this passage, roots are torn up and make “muddy pits” which
“swallowed up” a clear passage, just as Dominick’s line at Durrus has been uprooted with
Willy’s marriage and exodus to Australia. After all, in the end it is the unstable
landscape which claims its own justice, as Dominick Sarsfield plunges to his death in the
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same bog where he hid his brother’s body. The land, literally unfathomable, has resolved
the Sarsfield tragedy outside the realms of human law.
The land, in other words, is an active participant in the lives of its inhabitants and
shapes their lives even as they shape the land. When Theo tries to write a letter that will
confirm her return to Canada, she must do so under “the cheerless glare from the sheet of
grey sea” (Somerville and Ross 249). In Somerville and Ross’s depictions, the landscape
has its own purposes of justice to satisfy.
This preoccupation with the landscape centers back to Theo’s existential
dilemma: not whether she will exist, but where. After rejecting Willy’s proposal, her first
concern is not even Willy’s feelings, but whether she will be able to stay at Durrus, which
she desperately wants. This dilemma reflects the positions of the Ascendancy of the
time. As land changed owners from landlord to tenants and Ascendancy families moved
to England, the Continent, or North America, the Ascendancy who remained in Ireland
sought to establish a place in Ireland that did not rely solely on the Big House model. It
also reflects the authors’ own positions as unmarried women living with their families
between Paris, London, and family homes in Ireland. To be an Irish Ascendancy woman
was to be doubly dependent; after all, while the Ascendancy was powerful in Ireland,
they depended on Britain for reinforce that power. Theo, just like Somerville and Ross,
lives as a woman within a nation (Ireland) that has been feminized in relation to another
nation (England). While an English heroine might be cast out of her home, imprisoned, or
otherwise threatened, as in Wilkie Collins’ The Woman in White or Charlotte
Bronte’s Jane Eyre, she does not find her existence in England threatened. Jane Eyre
suffers at leaving Rochester and Thornfield Hall, but she has the power to reject St. John
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and India and stay in England. Theo, meanwhile, depends on her uncle and cousin’s
hospitality for her presence in Ireland, just as the Anglo-Irish depended on the British
military and London Parliament for their continued existence in Ireland.
There is a clear link here between Theo’s lack of self, the connection of land to
national identity, and the performance of Irishness that many critics (such as Stevens)
reference. When Theo offers such comments as, “I have always tried to live up to my
idea of an Irish girl” (Somerville and Ross 21) and searches for stereotypes of Irishness in
other characters, she is seeking performed Irishness, both in an effort to grasp a kind of
national essence, and it, seems, in an imitative effort: Theo desires to perform Irishness
herself, to play the role of the Irish girl. Yet she offers no suggestion of what she even
means by an Irish girl, beyond physical appearance (the combination of dark hair and
violet eyes, which she lacks). When she expresses her desire to “live up” to her idea of an
Irish girl, she tells us something important: her attachment to Irish identity is strong, but
her ideas of Irish identity are based in popular stereotypes. Willy quickly points out that
these popular ideas are based not in reality, but in books (Somerville and Ross 21).
Stevens elaborates on the connection between the landscape and this kind of identity
performance:
The ‘quaking sod’ of Irish national consciousness inevitably forces one to
question the nature of identity in a search for some essential quality which
distinguishes a people. [Somerville and Ross’s] fiction deals with the resulting
self-consciousness of national awareness, the process of acting Irish and being
aware of the fact that one is doing so. (Stevens 5)
As she lives in Ireland, Theo comes face to face with the disparity between her
ideas of Ireland and Irishness and the more complex reality of fin-de-siècle Ireland and its
inhabitants. For example, Theo looks for that “essential quality” of national identity in
her first meeting with Willy, but her cousin challenges her expectations of a “typical”
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Irishman; instead of “the picturesque and vivacious creature” she had imagined her Irish
cousin, she finds instead a “well-dressed, rather awkward young man” (Sommerville and
Ross 7). Just as Theo searches for signs of national identity in her cousin, she also begins
to search within herself for an “essential quality” of Irishness and finds it in her affinity
for the Irish landscape.
Despite the uncertainty surrounding who she is and will become, it is important to
Theo that she has a direct relationship with Ireland that is separate from her relationship
with Irish friends and family. When she wonders about the cause for her quick affinity
with Ireland, decides that “on one point my mind was clear. My liking for Durrus was in
no perceptible degree influenced by my feeling for my uncle and cousin” (Somerville and
Ross 94). She insists on having a direct relationship with Durrus and its surroundings.
This insistence is important because she feels “that my existence had hitherto been
nothing but a preface, and that I was now on the threshold of what was to be, for good or
evil, my real life” (Somerville and Ross 93). This odd sentiment, including the metaphor
of her life as a book, points to the little we know about Theo preceding her arrival in
Ireland. The bald facts of her life—a Continental education, her mother’s death, two
years of Canadian ranch life with her aunt and uncle—are presented as two-dimensional
set pieces because it is necessary for Theo to have some sort of background, but she
displays little personal identification with or actual evidence of her past life.
Vera Kreilkamp recognize that Theo’s status as “a complexly connected outsider . . .
[b]oth like (by nature) and different from (by nurture) the other Anglo-Irish characters”
permits her to be a “reliable judge” of the Anglo-Irish characters (Kreilkamp 116). As a
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book written primarily for an English market, this formal device is useful for readers
unfamiliar with Ascendancy culture.
What Kreilkamp fails to note, though, is that Theo’s outsider status is remarkably
hollow. She displays no characteristics that are particularly Canadian and might just as
well be a well-educated English girl. Her voice within the narrative is fully characterized:
confident, independent, and often with a bent toward the humorous. This makes sense,
given that she is supposedly writing the account from the vantage point of several years
distance, after making her life in Ireland for some years. But when she mentions her life
before Ireland, it is in almost clinical terms. In terms of her former life, she is emotionally
amnesiac: she gives us facts, but little evidence, and sometimes the assertions she makes
about her past life contradict what we know about her in the present. She claims to take
pride in “being a singularly practical, unimaginative person,” but has already disproved
that by telling us previously, “for weeks this arrival at my father’s old home had been
constantly in my mind, staged and acted by myself with a vast outlay of enthusiasm and
hope” (Somerville and Ross 57, 17). Theo is a reliably keen observer of others,
but Ireland shows her to the ways she has failed to know herself. In other words,
Ireland awakens her to aspects of self-knowledge which she is just discovering, such as
romantic attraction and love as well as a burgeoning sense of nationality and connection
to homeland.
She rarely connects her past life to her present at Durrus, but the disarray of Durrus
housekeeping prompts one of the few mentions of her mother: “by force of contrast my
thoughts travelled back to my mother’s orderly household . . . beset by poignant
recollections of a time when life without my mother seemed an impossibility, and
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when Durrus was no more to me than a place in a fairy tale” (Somerville and Ross 44).
The striking thing about this brief recollection, if it can even be called that, is that
her former life now has the quality of a fairy tale, as Ireland becomes “her real life,” or in
other words—reality. She does not give us any details about her former life, no sense of
her mother’s personality (other than being an organized housekeeper) or their
relationship. While she references “poignant recollections,” this phrase has no emotional
resonance and does nothing to build an image for the reader of Theo’s life before
Ireland. Her previous life has no function in the narrative except as placeholder.
However, this total lack of personal connection to her former life has an important
function in the text: it allows her to be a blank slate, ready to absorb Ireland and perform
an Irish identity. Her life before—first with her mother and then her maternal aunt and
uncle in the Canadian frontier—becomes nothing more than a “preface.” The ease with
which Theo distances herself from her former life and family signals the rootless
transnational’s thirst for a national identity grounded in family tradition and natural
affinity.
Through her passage across the ocean and entry into her family home, she has
been re-born, or perhaps comes to exist fully for the first time. Through her sibling-like
friendship with Willy, the glories of the hunt, her first thrill and heartbreak in love, and
most of all her strange, instant attachment to Durrus and its lands, Ireland is framed as the
reason and place of a personal awakening for Theo, an evolution of consciousness for
her. When she thinks that she has to leave Ireland and writes to her aunt, she feels, “I had
done something akin to making my will. The best part of my life was over; into these past
three months had been crushed its keenest happiness and unhappiness” (Somerville and
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Ross 231). Ireland forms her, and to leave it would be to grow formless again. In the
novel, Ireland functions as a safe harbor in the chaotic ocean of transnational existence,
the unmoving bestower of personhood contrasted to the trains and boats, the icons of
technological progress that have the power to erase even one’s own name.
After she enters Ireland, it quickly becomes impossible for her to access her
former life or communicate with those outside its borders. When she sits down to write a
letter to her Canadian aunt, for example, she finds herself unable to write:
There was something in the air of Durrus antagonistic to letter-writing; or perhaps
it was the impossibility of writing about a place which was so different from
anything that I or my correspondents had been accustomed to, and that was at the
same time so devoid of interest for them. (Somerville and Ross 62)
This short passage establishes that Theo already thinks of herself an “insider” and those
outside Ireland as “outsiders,” who are incapable of understanding her new life or her
enthralled interest in her new home. In describing her difficulty in writing about
Ireland, Theo’s language depicts Ireland as wholly alien and impenetrable to those
outside it. In this passage, Theo at once recognizes how absolutely foreign her new home
is to those on the outside, and her own attachment to Durrus—and signals that she is
already becoming an “insider.” What is more, not only has Theo entered the alien world
of Ireland, she is doubly enclosed by entering the isolation of Durrus. In the first
sentence of the passage above, Durrus itself takes on the role of fairy tale castle,
shrouding itself from the world and prohibiting communication with the outside world—
Theo is not alarmed, but rather is already thinking of herself as an insider, and her
maternal family in Canada as being on the outside. It is also worth noting that Theo is, in
a sense, stricken mute in this scene by Durrus, unable to find the language to portray her
surroundings. This recalls the mute Moll Hourihane, whose guilt has buried her secrets
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deep within her. Muteness, whether of the voice or writing, seems to indicate ancient
secrecy. In this case, the way in which Durrus has robbed Theo of a “voice” that reaches
outside Ireland points to the estates undiscovered secrets, long hidden in silence. This
silence and shrouding is not necessarily a bad thing, however. Theo does not resist the
isolation of Durrus or the way it silences her transnational voice; rather, she relishes the
feeling of belonging she finds in her family home. The implication is that Ireland is a
self-contained, independent world, which is impenetrable to those who do not belong.
This insider-outsider view reflects, to a large degree, the position of the
authors. They saw themselves as primarily British—not English (Lewis 108). As David
Clare points out, “Many Irish Protestants even heralded anti-English sentiment,” a
sentiment which Somerville, at the least, sometimes articulated (Clare 92). There was
often a feeling among the Anglo-Irish that the English did not understand the Irish
situation, and sometimes actively undermined the Ascendancy (as in the 1800 Act of
Union and Catholic Emancipation movements of 1829 and 1832, which many AngloIrish rightly perceived as a threat to their power because of the decreased autonomy from
England and voting power allotted to Roman Catholic men, respectively).
Julian Moynahan explains, “[w]ith Union then, the Anglo-Irish, far from becoming fully
British, became unfortunately Irish, in the old brooding unhappy sense of the term (9).
This “distant English rule and misrule” (Moynahan 9) of a people who had previously
been accustomed to governing themselves naturally led to some resentment among
certain members of the Ascendancy, even as they held deep loyalty to the British Empire.
The consequence of that, Moynahan says, is that by the end of the nineteenth century,
“the idea of the [Anglo-Irish] culture owes so very little by now to the English side of the
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loyalty. The Anglo component in the Anglo-Irish oxymoron has nearly melted away, or
rather, has become absorbed” (197). After centuries of building, ruling, and living in
Ireland, the Ascendancy considered themselves Irish who were loyal to the British
crown (though of course, a different type of Irish than the Gaelic Roman Catholic). This
hybrid national identity leads us to our next section: examining how the tension between
modernity and tradition we have so far examined (as evident in technology and the Irish
landscape) correlates to the authors’ hybrid national identities and resulting ambivalence
and contradictions in their ideas. The hybrid nature of the political, religious, and national
identities held by the authors were often in conflict, both in their writing partnership as
they debated and negotiated, and within each woman. This tension between inevitable
march of progress and the traditions of countryside reflect the contemporary socialpolitical changes and resulting tensions and ambivalences in the positions held by the
authors. Julie Ann Stevens argues, “they seem to write as one, and yet collaboration—the
fact of two voices and two points of view—always disturbs the unity of purpose their
works are meant to convey. One author can hide behind the other so that no absolute
authority exists, no single ideological purpose stands” (2). This is exactly the quandary
we encounter when reading An Irish Cousin. The voice of education, intelligence and
progress speaks for class reparations and tenants’ rights, contrasted against the “villain”
figure who speaks for strict class boundaries—yet the actual plot of the book seems to
firmly endorse those class boundaries and even warn against crossing them. An Irish
Cousin embodies the gap between intention and action, between meaning and language.
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Tensions in the Text: Hybrid Identities, Dual Authorship, and the Push and Pull of
Progress and Tradition in An Irish Cousin
An Irish Cousin is particularly interesting in the way that it recognizes progress
and appears or pretends to support that progress (such as class equality), but often
stringently resists the rapid changes of industrialization and the subsequent shifts in social
classes and groupings. For example, the novel acknowledges some criticism of the
traditional class system, such as Dominick’s scandalous affair with servant Moll
Hourihane and even the probable history of such potentially coercive landlord-tenant
sexual relationships in the Sarsfield family. But the authors’ exposure of Ascendancy
scandals is notably not a critique of the system itself, but rather a critique of how the
system has been abused by irresponsible and/or morally degenerate landlords. David
Clare recognizes this tendency, explaining that while the authors are “merciless” about
the follies and mismanagement of Anglo-Irish, they also “share with many Protestant
Revivalists a (seemingly contradictory) sadness over the decline of the Anglo-Irish"
(Clare 98). Moynahan even argues that Ross’s “idea of the estate up to about midcentury
was feudal if not edenic” (165).
Nonetheless this should not imply that the authors viewed the Ascendancy only
with judgement and wistful nostalgia; they belonged to a class that still held considerable
power and influence, and in their partnered authorship, they wrote contemporary novels,
not elegies. While they might critique past Ascendancy abuses and neglect of power and
appreciate the history of Ascendancy culture at its height, Somerville and Ross still lived
as active members of their class, a class that was vibrantly engaged in politics, arts, and
culture. Nicole Pepinster Greene highlights “the progressive tendency in the cousins’
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ideology, whatever contradictions may also be present with regards to the national
question, as was often characteristic of the Anglo-Irish” (“Demystifying” 209). Both
women, especially Edith, were thoughtfully engaged in political and social issues, and as
professional female writers, they came under criticism from their own class and even
families. Nor were they ideological clones; Greene points out the political and cultural
differences between the cousins and points out how Edith emphasized the critical role
that argument played in the cousins’ writing process (“Demystifying” 201, 204). This
section explores the theme of conflict in An Irish Cousin, particularly the
conflict of progressive and traditional ideas and ideology that is unavoidable in the
authors’ canon of work. Jamison explains further:
Somerville and Ross’ depiction of Ireland in the text as a shifting locus of
national loyalties and hybridised local identities becomes knitted to . . . an
appreciation of the dual narrative voice and its ability to hold in constant tension
the multiplicity of an otherwise static and singular authorial subjectivity. (10)
Of all their texts, An Irish Cousin constitutes one of the most interesting examples of this
embodiment of this “constant tension” as the authors held up the prism of “Irish identity”
to the light and displayed the full rainbow of different positions, of different ways of
being Irish. This section examines the authors’ progressive position toward female
equality, especially as they participated in the fin-de-siècle New
Woman phenomenon and shows how Theo embodies a new kind of independent Gothic
heroine. The revised 1903 text which I am working from also differs from the 1889
version in its much more progressive stance toward class and religious boundaries. This
text undercuts this seemingly progressive stance toward Roman Catholic and
tenant equality, and how this conservatism is rooted in anxiety over the future of the
Ascendancy’s role in Ireland becomes apparent. The authors’ use of technology such as
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trains and steam boats in the text is a way of embodying their ambivalence toward the
social and cultural currents of change in fin-de-siècle Ireland.
Somerville and Ross undertook the writing of An Irish Cousin in 1888, as young
women in their twenties. While they referred to their project as “the Shocker,” this lighthearted name minimized their main ambition in writing the novel: they wanted to make
money.16 The idea of women as financially successful professionals was not endorsed by
their families, which may have been why they discussed their first project in tones of
near-mockery. But finances motivated the initial collaboration, as it did the 1903
revision, and this move toward female independence is clearly seen in how Theo differs
from typical neurotic Gothic heroines. Unlike introspective Maud, who deprecates herself
throughout Le Fanu’s Uncle Silas as overly-nervous and imaginative, Theo is
independent, careful to cultivate her own opinions apart from the influence of male
relatives, and confident in shutting down Willy’s sentimental overtures with blunt humor.
In contrast to quiet and sheltered Maud, Theo is well-traveled and social; she enjoys
hunting on horseback and dancing at balls, while Maud prefers sketching in the woods or
sharing a cup of tea beside a roaring fire. While the heroines share a similar situation as
dependent orphans living with isolated, sinister uncles, Somerville and Ross went out of
their way to make Theo cheerfully unreflective, as different from Maud as possible. Theo
describes herself as, “[v]ery deficient in the power of self-analysis. I had always taken my
life as it came, without much introspective thought of its effect upon me … I had never
found the need for searchings of heart to discover if the germs of any unsuspected
feelings were there” (Somerville and Ross 224). She is also not romantic; she thinks of
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See Jamison (3) and Greene (“A Comparison” 331).
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herself as “hard-headed, hard-hearted,” whose role at school was to offer “the coldblooded counsels of common sense” to love-stricken friends (Somerville and Ross 224).
Somerville and Ross’s departure from Le Fanu’s model in creating a spunky
heroine indicates the authors’ own positions as women struggling to make a living
against the strictures of society and their own families. Neither woman’s family was
financially well-off, and both felt pressure to make money to support their families. This
does not mean, however, that their families accepted such support without judgment. As
women who lived with their families and made the gradual transition from depending on
their families for financial support to becoming the main source of financial support, they
embodied the point of tension between traditional societal values and progressive ideas
about gender equality. As Anglo-Irish women, their cultural position and constraints also
differed from that of the English New Woman. In her study of several other Irish female
writers in The Irish New Woman, Tina O’Toole explains how Irish New Woman
writers differ from the English “New Woman”:
[They deploy their] ‘Irishness’ as a disruptive sign, a means to express a dissident
stance in relation to the dominant social and political formations of the late
nineteenth century. Irish identities in their fiction are used to disrupt the fixed
ideological markers of nationality, ethnicity, and class, and also to subvert gender
and sexual norms. (5)
The strength of familial expectations and judgment is most clearly seen in Willy’s
romantic attachment to Theo. Both Dominick and Willy pressure her vertically (as the
patriarchal authority figure) and laterally (as Theo’s close friend and male peer in the
family). Even though Theo has a negative relationship with Dominick, and a largely
positive relationship with Willy, both male relatives engage in emotional manipulation,
gaslighting, intimidation, and constant unwanted attention in an attempt to persuade Theo
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to marry Willy. The difference between Maud and Theo, however, is that Theo is able
to recognize these techniques and deflect them, for the most part.
Theo starts to receive pressure to marry Willy almost immediately on her arrival
to Durrus. On her first day, Willy asks her to name his new horse, “with an insinuating
glance . . . from under his black eyelashes” (Somerville and Ross 49). Theo recognizes
the attempt at flirtation “with extreme annoyance,” and deflects it by pretending not to
understand the insinuation. This intentional misunderstanding, along with dry humor, will
become her constant weapon against the unrelenting suggestions of her uncle and cousin
that attempt to couple her with Willy.
Even though Theo quickly grows close to Willy, appreciating his thoughtfulness,
cheerful conversation, and easy companionship, a shadow soon creeps into their
friendship. As Willy notices Nugent’s attention to Theo, he quickly becomes jealous and
uses negative behavior as a way to punish Theo for receiving his rival’s attentions
(Somerville and Ross 105-107). He ignores his responsibilities as host, acts rudely to
others, and becomes possessive toward Theo at social gatherings, attempting to
monopolize her attention. His behavior is detrimental to Theo: it embarrasses her,
burdens her with the onus of conversation in hosting, and prevents her from exercising
her own agency at social functions. Willy’s jealousy of Nugent becomes so severe that
she avoids mentioning his rival’s name and must constantly cajole and flatter him into a
good mood. This conflict causes Theo to be deeply ambivalent about Willy. On the one
hand, Theo deeply appreciates and enjoys her cousin’s company: “Willy and I were now
on terms of the most absolute intimacy. His daily companionship had become second
nature to me . . . [it] gave me no trouble, and was in all ways pleasant” (Somerville and
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Ross 132-133). On the other hand, Willy’s possessiveness and unwanted romantic
attention cast a shade of danger: “But for all that, I had begun to find out that in some
occult way I was a little afraid of him. He was unexpectedly and minutely observant, and,
where I was concerned, appeared to be able to take in my doings with the back of his
head” (Somerville and Ross 133). The latter sentence, with its the suggestion of
supernatural knowledge, Theo’s seemingly unfounded fear, and her cousin’s controlling
and possessive attention, sounds more like a description of Maud’s Uncle Silas than of
Theo’s light-hearted cousin. In this suggestion of Silas’s frightening knowledge and overattention, the authors expose the danger of the patriarchy in Willy’s character. It may
look attractive and innocuous in some lights and still pose a danger to a vulnerable
woman.
In Theo’s relationship with her Uncle Dominick, however, she is less trusting and
more clear-sighted than Maud. Maud’s judgment is clouded by both her childhood
adoration of Silas’s portrait and her trust in her father’s decision to make Silas her
guardian, while Theo was raised by a widowed mother and harbors no such blinders of
patriarchal hero-worship. While Theo does desire a positive relationship with Dominick,
she does not excuse his odd behavior, as Maud does Silas’s. She is immediately put off
by his cold greeting, but thoughts of her dead father motivate several attempts at
establishing an affectionate relationship (Somerville and Ross 15-17). As Theo puts it,
she finds it difficult to give up “the romantic notion of winning the heart of my father’s
only brother” (Somerville and Ross 61). But Theo, who never knew her father, does not
have her bias influenced or her independence cowed from an early age by the force of a
dominant male authority. Indeed, contrary to Maud’s romantic idealization of
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her Uncle Silas, Theo almost immediately dislikes and distrusts her Uncle Dominick. At
her first dinner at Durrus, she recognizes that he is pompous and arrogant; instead of
asking her questions about her Canadian ranch life, he proceeds to give her “a
dissertation on the trade and agriculture of Canada” (Somerville and Ross 22-23). Theo,
as the actual resident expert, notes, “I soon found he had all the desire to impart
information which characterises those whose knowledge of a subject is taken from
pamphlets; but I listened with all politeness to his description of the country in which I
had spent the past two years” (Somerville and Ross 22-23). In an episode that we can
anachronistically diagnose as a prime example of mansplaining, he ignores the fact that
the woman in the room has firsthand experience and greater knowledge of the subject he
seeks to declaim. Theo also trusts her instincts when it comes to reading Dominick’s
appearance and body language. After a careful examination of his features, she decides
that despite Dominick being “decidedly a handsome man . . . his face was one I should
never care for” (Somerville and Ross 22). She goes on to describe his appearance:
His thick dark eyebrows lay like a bar across his high forehead. A long
hooked nose dropped over an iron-grey moustache, which, when he smiled, lifted
in a peculiar way, and showed long and slightly prominent yellow teeth. His
unwholesomely pallid skin was deeply lined, and hung in folds under the dark
sunken eyes, giving a look of age which was further contributed to by the stoop in
his square shoulders. (Somerville and Ross 22).
Theo’s careful description of Dominick’s appearance demonstrate her keen observation
and well-placed intuitive judgment. The strained smile, yellowed teeth, unhealthy
complexion, sunken eyes, and hunched body language all signal the secrets of buried
guilt, neglect of self and others, and entrenched alcoholism that Theo will later discover.
Unlike Maud, who cannot fully recognize Silas’s substance abuse and scheming, Theo is
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able to read the symptoms of psychological trouble and self-inflicted bad health before
she knows the causes.
Although Dominick never argues with or harangues her as he does Willy, Theo
intuits that his welcoming speeches belie his true feelings. While he continually
compliments her, she does not buy the attempts to cajole her into marrying Willy:
The compliments which he never lost an opportunity of making, and his evident
desire that Willy should do all in his power to make my visit agreeable to me,
were not, I felt sure, any real indications of his feelings . . . Often I surprised in
his cold eyes a still scrutiny, a watchful appraising glance that suggested mistrust,
if not dislike. (Somerville and Ross 61)
While Theo does not yet know the reason for her suspicion that her uncle dislikes and
distrusts her, she reads the situation correctly. Dominick does watch her with dislike and
suspicion because of her striking resemblance to her father, which the servants and family
friends comment on—but which Dominick never mentions. In fact, Dominick never
mentions his brother, despite evidence Theo discovers that the two men were once
close. She finds a sporting book inscribed with her father’s signature, a gift from
Dominick to Owen when the two men were young: “Owen Sarsfield, the gift of his
affectionate Brother, D.S.” (Somerville and Ross 64). While looking at the sporting
prints with Theo, Dominick had “[become] unexpectedly interesting and friendly in his
reminiscences of his own sporting days,” but his manner changes abruptly when the
pages slip to the inscription. Dominick “look[s] at the inscription for half an instant, and,
drawing a quick breath, closed the book” and reverts to his coldly formal
manner (Somerville and Ross 64).
Theo’s resemblance to his murdered brother, along with the knowledge
that Durrus rightfully belongs to his niece, drive Dominick’s coldness toward her. If he
were to allow himself to feel any kind of affection for her, he would have to acknowledge
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his duplicity the death of his brother –a brother whom, by his own admission, he was
close to: “I loved [Owen] very dearly; we were always together” (Somerville and Ross
65). This is not the only scene in which the authors suggest that Dominick might have
been a different man once. Theo, at the end of the first dinner, sees her uncle looking
“haggard and troubled,” and moved by pity, makes an affectionate gesture toward him: “a
sudden pity and sense of kinship impelled me to raise my cheek towards him as he took
my hand to say good-night. He stooped his head as if to kiss me, but he checked himself”
(Somerville and Ross 29). The small tableau suggests that Dominick’s affectionate
instincts (like Willy’s intellect) are strong but stunted and twisted by disuse. But
Dominick continues to pressure Theo into taking a romantic interest in Willy, to the point
that Theo, tired of “the way in which I was forever bracketed with Willy” begins to push
back (Somerville and Ross 216)
In an irony of ironies, Dominick attempts to blame Theo for Willy’s fate,
suggesting that it is in her power alone to save him, and that she pushed him to the
precipice of catastrophe. He accuses her of toying with Willy’s emotions and says that
she will “ruin his whole life without stretching out a hand to stop him” (Somerville and
Ross 226). He sets up a binary equating independence with shame, and family duty with
honor: “Of course I know you are a very independent young lady, but I have belief
enough in you to think that you would not desert your friends” (Somerville and Ross
236). The irony is that Dominick is largely to blame for his son’s fate. It is he who has
deserted his own son by isolating Willy and depriving him of an education appropriate to
his social position and intellectual capabilities.
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How is Theo able to resist the triple family pressure of uncle, cousin, and
household? Not the same way that Maud resisted an unwanted marriage to Dudley. After
all, marriage to Willy, with whom she shares an affectionate friendship, is—outwardly—
nowhere near as repugnant and impossible as the prospect of Maud marrying the brutal
Dudley. Marriage to Willy would also provide a practical solution to Theo’s desire to
stay at Durrus. While Maud’s horror at the idea of marriage to Dudley has clear external
reasons—he is mean, physically violent, and of an entirely different class—Theo’s deep
horror at the thought of marrying Willy has less obvious causes. Theo’s hesitation has
less to do with external factors, and more with a visceral revulsion, not to Willy himself
(as Maud felt towards Dudley), but to the idea of a romance (especially romantic
physicality) with him. Without strong class markers and the threat of physical danger to
repel her, Theo is still able to resist an unwanted cousin marriage by strength of her own
will. Even though she does at one point propose marriage to Willy, it is out of a desperate
desire to save him after she finds him in the depths of despair: “I felt almost as great a
shock as if I had seen him lying dead there; if he had been dead, his whole look could
hardly be more changed than it was now” (Somerville and Ross 273). She lamely
proposes marriage, but even as she does so, she feels “as if I were listening to some
one else speaking . . .” and her own words sound as if “another person was speaking for
me” (Somerville and Ross 276).
Theo is able to resist the patriarchal pressure of an unwanted marriage to Willy
because of some innate resistance to mixed-class marriages. The authors make Dominick
the mouthpiece of ideas that even in 1903 were viewed as conservative, narrow minded
and tyrannical—for example, in his conversation with Nugent’s sister Miss O’Neill. But
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it is a very odd conversation, because the arc of the entire novel actually
supports Dominick’s point of view. Dominick’s disapproval of Willy’s relationship with
Anstice Brian, a tenant girl, takes on a different, more protective aspect when viewed in
light of Dominick’s personal and family history. Dominick had a romantic relationship
with Moll Hourihane before his marriage, and again after the death of his wife. As one
tenant woman cryptically tells Theo that when Moll was a young woman in her right
mind, Moll “cried more for [Mrs. Sarsfield] whin she was alive than whin she was
dead” because Moll was “turn[ed] . . . out of the big house . . . ‘Twas there she was til the
young misthriss came” (Somerville and Ross 210). When Theo inquires after the
woman’s meaning, asking if Moll was a servant who was dismissed when Dominick
married, the woman laughs:
[T]wasn’t thrusting to being a servant at all she was! She was in it ever and
always till Misther Dominick got marri’d, and then, faith, she had to quit . . .she
never came next or nigh the house till after Mrs. Dominick was dyin’, and thin
she was took back to mind the owld masther and Mather Willy. (Somerville and
Ross 211)
Theo does not understand the implications of a romantic relationship between Moll and
Dominick until later in the book, when she discovers that not only was Moll a paramour
of her uncle’s, Moll was also likely Dominick’s cousin. Theo finds an unsent letter
written by her father Owen in the days before his death, and in it discovers that Moll
claimed to be the illegitimate daughter of Dick Sarsfield, Theo’s great-uncle, and thus her
father and uncle’s supposed cousin. In the letter, Owen writes of Moll:
She has always asserted herself to be the daughter of my Uncle Dick, and my
father, whether rightly or no, has always believed her to have a claim on the
family, and has let her live in the house as a sort of housekeeper, a mistaken
kindness, as I have always held. She has always been devoted to D. and my
father, but has never liked me, nor I her, and as an attendant I find her neglectful
and dirty. (Somerville and Ross 295)
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In her father’s letters and diary entries, Theo discovers that Owen Sarsfield did not die in
Cork en route to reconcile with his dying father, as she and her mother had always
believed. Her father Owen arrived at Durrus after his father’s death to find himself the
sole heir to Durrus, but he was ill and found the house “strangely deserted” of anyone
except Dominick and Moll (Somerville and Ross 295). Reading the letters, Theo
discovers that Moll and Dominick withheld care from Owen as his illness worsened and
concealed the true date of her father’s death so that Dominick could inherit Durrus.
Thus, Theo’s father Owen died as a direct result of “inappropriate” class relations,
in a chain of blame that involved Dominick Sarsfield, Theo’s grandfather Theodore
Sarsfield who permitted Moll to live in the house without clear class boundaries, and
Theo’s great uncle, the purported father of Moll. This chain of events destroyed not only
Owen, but also has devastating effects for Willy—though he began a relationship with
tenant girl Anstice Brian, meeting Theo makes him realize he cannot be happy in a
marriage with someone so far out of his class. But while Theo makes him conscious of
his station, she also makes him conscious of his lack of cultural polish. The criticism
Theo offers of Willy most often is She his lack of culture, noting that “he could not be
said to be either very cultured or refined” (Somerville and Ross 94). Willy loses his
home, which never legally belonged to him, and is forced into exile in Australia as a
result of his father’s inappropriate relationship with Moll.
In Theo, the authors manage to resist patriarchal family pressure, and preserve the
class system of fin-de-siècle Ireland. The plot of the book subtly supports Dominick’s
views on class, while also endorsing female independence. Theo does not give in to her
male relatives’ wishes, but she also makes an appropriate marriage: Nugent is an
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exogamous partner (not of the sullied Durrus line which includes alcoholism, adultery,
and probable incest) who also possesses the cultural refinement that Willy
lacks. Somerville and Ross were deeply progressive in some ways: they were unmarried,
suffragists, working women, and financially independent, all unusual for the time. They
were, in many ways, representative of the “New Woman” of the fin-de-siècle, and this
attention to women’s rights and a developing class consciousness is reflected in Theo’s
practicality and independence, and in the considerable space given to discussing class
differences between tenant and landlord. However, there is a deeply conservative strain in
the novel that resists progress even as it purports to support it. The novel effectively
erases Theo’s fluid transnational past and rebirths her as an Irish girl, rooted firmly in
place, class, and family history, and uses her independence and courage to envision a new
place for educated women within the Irish Ascendancy society that was re-forming
around the challenges of growing Irish Nationalist movements, financial challenges and
the breakup and sale of estates, and the Home Rule debate.
An Irish Cousin, An Anglo-Irish Husband: The Love Triangle as a Resolution to
Changing Times for Anglo-Irish
The shift from a relationship focused on the uncle to one focused on the male
cousin also reflects this growing sense of gender equality. In Uncle Silas, Maud’s two
most important relationships are with her father and uncle, e.g., they are focused on a
hierarchical patriarchy. In An Irish Cousin, Theo’s primary relationships are with her
male cousin and lover. The patriarchal system is still centered, but it is focused on
gendered power imbalances within the same generation. The power dynamic of
generational hierarchy (Theo’s relationship with Dominick) is in the background, and
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considerably weaker than in Uncle Silas. In other words, while Uncle Silas focuses on the
power dynamics of paternal authority, An Irish Cousin centers the power dynamics of
heteronormative relationships, especially romance. Theo’s conflicted relationships with
both Nugent and Willy not only reflect the fin-de-siècle’s preoccupation with the “New
Woman,” an identity which arguably both authors identified with to some degree, but
also the authors’ exposition of gender inequality within the Ascendancy. The love
triangle that drives the plot has three main purposes: to show multiple kinds of AngloIrish identities, to critique the failures of the Ascendancy, and to demonstrate the
importance of women to the Ascendancy’s future in Ireland.
Irish/English Binaries: The Love Triangle and National Stereotypes
The first thing worth noting about the love triangle is that it is consistently
unbalanced. Theo quickly develops an affinity with Willy, but as his romantic attention to
her increases, she grows increasingly uncomfortable and even fearful. The inverse
movement takes place in her relationship with Nugent, as she moves from strong
dislike of the initially cold, proud man to increasing intimacy in a relationship strongly
reminiscent of Jane Austen’s Elizabeth and Darcy. These inverse movements—from
intimacy to conflict and conflict to intimacy are important because they point to an
important binary between the two men: passionate, friendly Willy is associated with
Ireland, and the reserved and rational Nugent with England, in keeping with Matthew
Arnold’s binary between Celtic culture and Saxon culture in “On Celtic Literature.” We
see this binary in how Willy’s passion and openness are both what makes him a close
friend and an inappropriate romantic partner. Meanwhile, it is Nugent’s English
characteristics—namely his coldness and reserve—that initially repulse Theo, and it is
only as he reveals his (carefully controlled) Irish characteristics that Theo finds intimacy
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with him. This binary is reinforced through the contrast of Willy and Nugent as vying
lovers for Theo’s hand. In this binary, England is aligned with culture, education, and
refinement, and Dionysian Ireland is aligned with physical vitality, pragmatism, and
openness, heavily drawing on Matthew Arnold’s “On the Study of Celtic Literature.”
Where Willy is passionate and open—quick to declare love and openly sulk in anger—
Nugent’s anger is expressed as cold disdain, and he is reserved to the point of rudeness
(with echoes of Austen’s Mr. Darcy). Nugent plays violin duets in drawing rooms, and
Willy dances jigs around the bonfire with his tenants. As we explore this binary, I shall
reveal what makes Willy “too Irish” for marriage to Theo, and the slow revelation of
Irishness that marks Nugent as an appropriate Anglo-Irish husband.
The first place we see this binary is Willy’s casual reference to the arrogance
Nugent gained in England. Willy clearly sees a difference between himself and his
former friend. He tells Theo that Nugent “used to be a great pal of mine—at least, he was
till he went to Cambridge, and came back thinking no one fit to speak to but himself”
(Somerville and Ross 10). Unlike Nugent and even his own father, who went
to Oxford, Willy is not sent to England for school. Rather than gaining the polish of an
(English) university, instead he spends his time gaining a different type of education,
among his tenants and the local farm holders. Willy is clearly intelligent, and as Theo
says, “know[s] more than any one I ever met—about practical things” (Somerville and
Ross 130). But if England is the civilizing force in Ireland—which it is clearly viewed to
be, as Anglo-Irish landlords are English descended and send their sons to English
universities—then Willy’s education belongs to the “wilderness” of Ireland.
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Other than his lack of formal education, two other characteristics strongly mark
Willy as more Irish than Anglo-Irish (as Somerville and Ross see it): his friendly, open
manner, and his distinctly feminine-gendered qualities—including volatile emotions.
Theo is quickly drawn to Willy’s warm personality. On her first morning at Durrus, Theo
shares breakfast with Willy, and as her cousin “[talks] all the time with unaffected zest
and vigor,” she begins “to feel as if the time I had known him could be reckoned in
months instead of hours” (Somerville and Ross 33). She soon comes to enjoy “a sibling’s
companionship” (Laird 106) with him and describes him as “the trusty comrade of many
a day’s careless pleasuring” (Somerville and Ross 286). He is talkative, open, and
engaging; in fact, Theo find herself describing him in feminine terms. She describes him
as “an excellent host” and finds “there was something to me half amusing and half
touching in the anxiety of his little housewifely attentions to me. He was really
unusually thoughtful for others” (Somerville and Ross 33-34). Later, she admits her
cousin “possessed in a high degree the feminine faculty of sitting over a fire and talking
about nothing” and that “he always had plenty to talk about, and was one of the few men
I have met who were good listeners” (Somerville and Ross 43, 59).
In other words, Willy’s communication is depicted as feminine: his looks are
expressive and easily readable, and he is an attentive conversation partner. At first, these
qualities compare favorably with Nugent, whose reserve and inscrutability exasperate
Theo. But this openness and expressiveness have a dark side, as examined in the previous
section: the same ready emotion that makes Willy a close friend also makes him
susceptible to the consequences of unchecked passion. This depiction draws heavily from
Arnold’s description of the Celt’s nature as “sentimental . . . quick to feel impressions,
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and feeling them very strongly; a lively personality therefore, keenly sensitive to joy and
to sorrow . . .” (Arnold). Arnold goes on to say is that the “danger” of this temperament is
not that Celts are over emotional, but that they haven’t mastered their emotions:
“balance, measure, and patience are just what the Celt has never had” (Arnold). This
essentialist depiction is largely applicable to Willy. His jealousy makes him behave
immaturely and damages his relationship with Theo; it is also his unconstrained passion
that leads to his harmful (and to Theo, horrifying) relationship with a girl in a different
social class. Not only is Theo horrified by the class difference, but also by Willy’s
changeable emotions. She rightly questions, “[h]ow could Willy be in love with me, with
any sincerity . . . when only a month before he had, by his own admission, been in love
with a country girl?” (Somerville and Ross 226). In other words, according to Arnold,
Willy’s “pronounced feminine qualities” (Laird 106)—his unchecked emotionality, his
sympathetic personality—are also his Irish qualities.
Meanwhile, Nugent is initially too English for Theo’s liking. He is cold,
reserved, and intentionally dull, thwarting Theo’s attempts at intelligent conversation.
Theo complains, “[n]ever had I met anyone who was so difficult to talk to” and wonders
at “the composure with which he allowed the whole stress of discourse to rest on my
shoulders” (Somerville and Ross 84, 85). He is Willy’s opposite in terms of personality
as well as education. Compared to Willy’s thoughtfulness, Nugent is inconsiderate and
even rude. While Theo is repulsed by this coldness, she is also drawn to him due to his
education: “It was certainly provoking that the one Irishman I had hitherto met who
seemed to have a few ideas beyond horses and farming was either too uninterested or too
distrustful to expend them upon me” (Somerville and Ross 114). Nugent’s English
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education clearly carries some of the blame for his pretentious manners, as Willy’s sad
aside reveals, telling Theo that Nugent “used to be a great pal of mine—at least, he was
until he went to Cambridge and came back thinking no one fit to speak to but himself”
(Somerville and Ross 10). In terms of Arnold, Nugent carries the Saxon and Norman
defects of dullness and “hardness and insolence.”
Still Nugent is not wholly Anglicized. When Theo mentions music, Nugent
reveals his enthusiasm for the violin as he momentarily drops his guard and becomes
friendly toward Theo. It is in these duets that Nugent’s Celtic “love of beauty, charm, and
spirituality” (Arnold) comes to light and he and Theo establish rapport. When Theo
is so caught up in Nugent’s music that she forgets her hostessing duties, the scene
establishes her and Nugent as compatible romantic partners. It is important to note that
Nugent is primarily attractive to Theo not because of his personality, but because of the
markers of culture and education that he exhibits. Music becomes a language that he and
Theo can speak fluently together – it is through music, Nugent’s Irish-influenced side,
that the couple establish intimacy, connection, and friendship. As Theo and Nugent play
duets and engage in witty banter, Willy’s overly passionate and sentimental attempts at
courtship look boyish and unschooled.
The Ascendancy Woman as a Civilizing Force
Willy’s downfall—his Irishness unchecked by English influence—is something
that he himself recognizes. After having his fortune told, he reports back to Theo:
She said my line of fate was broken . . . She told me I had a very good line of
intellect, but it wasn’t properly developed . . . I never got a chance to learn
anything when I was a boy, if my mother had lived it would have been different.
The governor sent me from one dirty little school to another for a couple or three
years, and then the National School master had a go at me, and that’s about all the
education I ever had. (Somerville and Ross 129)
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What’s striking here is the importance placed on his mother; if his “line of fate” is indeed
“broken,” then it broke when his mother, Dominick’s wife, died. If Dominick’s wife
(unnamed but of equal class status) had lived, not only would Willy have had the
education appropriate to his class—and the social connections to prevent his isolation and
subsequent love affair with Anstice—but Theo’s own father would have survived. Moll,
Dominick’s tenant paramour, was only taken back into the house at Durrus after Willy’s
mother died; if the lady of the house had lived, or if Dominick had remarried within his
own class, Dominick and Moll would have been much less likely to conspire in Owen’s
manslaughter. The incestuous, or nearly incestuous, element of the relationships between
the Durrus men and Gaelic women also signals decay and the need for a woman within
the same class, not the same family. In her book Family Likeness, Mary Jean Corbett
explains that in the Victorian context, “The practice of incest becomes a key sociological
sign of developmental backwardness,” which “signified a permanent crisis in the social
body, an index of the persistence of savagery at the dark heart of civilization” (15-16).
Edith Somerville later claimed that the inspiration for An Irish Cousin stemmed from a
visit to an elderly relative, in which she and Violet Ross saw a ghostly face at the
window. Having been “warned of certain subjects not to be approached” (Somerville
130) the cousins realize they have seen the descendant of generations of “illicit relations”
between Ascendancy men and Gaelic servant women, the result of increasingly
“incestuous combinations” as the illegitimate progeny of such unions subsequently
became the sexual partners of their half-brothers, and so on (Moynahan 180-181). If
Moll’s claim to be the half-daughter of Theo’s great-grandfather is true—and family
patterns suggest it is—then Dominick and Moll are cousins. Furthermore, at least
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one critic suggests the strong possibility that Dominick fathered Anstice, making Willy
and Anstice half-siblings.17 Moll is let into the house only through the absence of
Ascendancy women: she is allowed entry after the death of Owen and Dominick’s
mother, cast out at Dominick’s marriage, and permitted re-entry after the death of his
young wife. The horror of incest and ruin of Durrus could have been averted only by the
presence of an Ascendancy woman. Ascendancy men, the authors suggest, ruin
themselves and their families through illicit sexual relationships with women of the Irish
Catholic tenant class. The men in the next generation of the landlord class needs wives
like Theo: independent but feminine, educated and cultured, able both to verbally spar
with their husbands and to run an orderly household.
Throughout the text, the decay of Durrus and the string of preventable strategies
subtly insist on the importance of women to the Ascendancy in other ways, as well. The
absence of the mother in An Irish Cousin is felt in the lack of cultured civilization. At her
mother’s death, Theo literally goes to live in the wilderness—first a Canadian ranch, and
then a dilapidated isolated Irish house. Theo is reminded of her mother for the first time
in the novel when she notices the improvised housekeeping at Durrus, with a hairbrush
holding up a broken window, and “by force of contrast” is reminded of her “mother’s
orderly household” (Somerville and Ross 44). Her uncle compares her to her beautiful
great-grandmother, Kate, and mentions the shame of her husband “Dick the Drinker,”
whose eponymous weakness became family lore. Later, Theo sits in the garden by a
dilapidated shed which Dominick reveals was his mother’s peach hothouse (Somerville
and Ross 232-233). The contrast is unmistakable: women at Durrus bring cultivation,
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See Laird for this argument and further exploration of potential incest in the text (104-106).
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fruitfulness, and order. Not just any women, however: Moll’s presence in the house
speeds its downfall. In a letter that Theo finds from her father to her mother, Owen
disapproves of Moll, as he finds her “neglectful and dirty” (Somerville and Ross 295).
The presence of a lower-class woman brings disorder, decay, and death. In the world
of An Irish Cousin, Ascendancy women are the only thing that stand between order and
ruin.
This contrast in the text between the life-giving order of Ascendancy women and
the destruction wrought by lower class women who develop “ideas above their station,”
is reflected in the authors’ views during this period, especially Edith Somerville’s
political opinions: she considered her status as an educated, upper class Anglo-Irish
woman to be much more equipped to handle the responsibilities of engaged citizenship
than a lower class Irish man. The authors’ focus on the importance of Ascendancy
women makes sense in light of their passionate support for women’s suffrage in Ireland
and their own keen sense of class difference. Tina O’Toole explains that the Great
Famine in Ireland had “produced a society characterized by the regulation of sexuality
and reproduction,” with motherhood and the mother figure ascendant not only in society
at large but in the Irish Literary Revival (88). While the writers of the Irish Literary
Revival deployed the Celtic (and largely Roman Catholic) mother figure of
Kathleen ni Houlihane (suggestively similar to Hourihane, Moll’s surname), Nugent and
Theo’s marriage suggests a different type of woman and mother as savior of Ireland: the
cultured Ascendancy woman.
A New Allegory of Union
In Nugent and Theo’s marriage, the authors create a new model of family for the
Ascendancy. In a romance that echoes important elements of Horatio and Glorvina’s
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relationship in The Wild Irish Girl, which was explored in the introduction, Nugent and
Theo establish a union that creates a new framework for the Ascendancy, incorporating
both tradition and progress. In Theo’s choice of Nugent, the authors suggest a third way
between the ruin and stasis of previous landlords, associated with Willy and Dominick,
and the transience of a transnational existence associated with Theo's previous life.
Likewise, the over-Anglicized Nugent’s choice of Theo—who has been transformed into
an “Irish girl”—signals his renunciation of his absentee landlord behavior, and echoes
Horatio’s discovery of Ireland and unexpected romance with a girl he considers to be
Other. As Corbett explains, “the heroes of both The Absentee (1812) and The Wild Irish
Girl (1806) must themselves undergo or undertake in some transformative work before
they can become fit partners for marital/political union” (Allegories 4).
Similar to Horatio, Nugent must become emotionally vulnerable and appreciative
of Ireland. In scenes such as the hunt, the Jackson-Crowley’s typical Irish dance, and
their shared love of music, Nugent sheds the arrogance and coldness instilled by his
Oxford education and re-discovers the “Irish” in his own Anglo-Irish identity. While the
English education is important—after all, the lack of it is key to Willy’s tragedy—Nugent
at the beginning of the book has moved too far in the direction of his Anglo identity.
After the Irish countryside shapes Theo and reveals her inherent Irishness, as the first
section explains, and Nugent accesses his Irishness, they are ready to make a life
at Durrus in a new kind of allegory of union. As Corbett notes, “the marriage plot
allegorically suggests the ideological need for altering England’s historical relation to
Ireland” (Allegories 4). Though the romance between Nugent and Theo is often
dismissed as an afterthought, it plays an important role in establishing a new model
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for Ascendancy marriage that privileges women’s role in the Irish Ascendancy.18 Their
marriage, in which a cold, arrogant Anglicized man comes to love an independent, feisty
Ascendancy woman, establishes a new allegory of union for the Ascendancy which
centers the woman as vital to the survival of the Anglo-Irish. If Ascendancy men want the
Anglo-Irish to persist, the authors subtly suggest, then men such as Nugent must
stop taking women for granted as Nugent initially does. The companionate, equitable
marriage of Nugent and Theo instructs Anglo-Irish men to view their wives as equally
intelligent companions who are instrumental in educating the next generation to manage
Ascendancy landlord responsibilities.
Fin-de-Siècle Gothic: The Horror of Time and Place in An Irish Cousin
In his fall from inheritance and social stature, Willy both repeats
and completes his father’s and grandfather’s cycle of illicit class relationships. We get
hints, after all, that Dominick himself was once much like Willy. When Theo meets her
uncle, he is blandly courteous, impenetrably uninteresting; he uses boredom as a shield to
guard against intimacy. Willy informs Theo that “I believe he used to be a great
sportsman and fond of society” (Somerville and Ross 11). When Theo asks her uncle
about a book of sporting prints, he becomes “unexpectedly interesting and friendly in his
reminiscences of his own sporting days” and the book’s affectionate inscription from
Owen Sarsfield reveals that the brothers were once close (Somerville and Ross 64). The
text suggests that Dominick used to be, in fact, a different person—one who was Oxfordeducated, and strongly resembled his son in his affinity for sporting and socializing. But
Dominick is not the only one changed almost beyond recognition—Moll has also been
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changed from a “fine, handsome girl, and as sensible as yourself” (Somerville and Ross
41) into a non-verbal, deeply troubled outcast. Of course, Moll and Dominick’s guilt was
the element at work in changing them so drastically. While their children, Anstice and
Willy, do not carry the guilt of murder or manslaughter and theft, they do repeat their
parents’ pattern. Both Moll and Anstice make enormous sacrifices for the men they love,
only to be treated with disgust and anger. Moll sacrificed her innocence by letting Owen
die, but she did so out of her love for Dominick; she does not reap the love and
permanent place by his side that she desires, however. Her act of sacrifice did bind him to
her, but in a way that bred resentment and hate on Dominick’s part. Anstice has her
mother’s tendency to sacrifice herself for love; when Theo hears her pleading with her
lover (later known to be Willy) in the woods, she is struck by the “self-abandonment” in
Anstey’s voice, and how the girl has “lost all power of resistance or resentment”
(Somerville and Ross 95, 96). Willy does marry Anstice, but out of a sense of duty, not
love. In securing Durrus for her lover, and securing her lover in marriage, respectively,
Moll and Anstice get what they want—but they are harshly punished for it. Moll’s life
ends in madness and suicide, and Willy’s despair at marrying Anstice and emigrating to
Australia do not give much hope that he will make an affectionate husband.
This speculation, while not clearly not established by the authors, is readily
available both because of the older characters’ examples and because the novel has taught
us to participate in this kind of speculative future-building through the development of its
protagonist. The novel begins and ends with a young person seeking her/his future in a
new land, and the question that drives the reader to continue the novel is the question of
Theo’s future: what does Ireland hold for her? Who will she marry? Who, indeed, will
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she become? Theo wonders, considers, and imagines different scenarios regarding her
suitors and future, and so trains the reader to participate in such speculation.
She seems strangely stunted regarding her future in many ways; as Greene points
out, she is emotionally disengaged from her suitors. She is not particularly interested in
marriage but does not seem able to imagine a future without it. Somerville and Ross
could not allow Theo to imagine an alternative; while Maud escaped a violent death
in Uncle Silas and Theo escaped a horrifying marriage and losing her family
home, the genre and the audience did not permit a heroine to escape unmarried. For
themselves, though, they did imagine—and achieve—such an escape.
The palpable sense of dread in An Irish Cousin revolves not around an actual
threat to life, as in Uncle Silas, or even the end of way of life, as in The Last
September, but rather around how place has the power to change us into people who our
past selves would not recognize. The places we inhabit both create and erase us and will
endure long after we have ceased to exist. The underlying terror of An Irish Cousin, then,
is that the person we are this moment is not the person we shall be in ten years, that there
is no fixed identity beneath the ones we perform. At the end of the novel, Theo,
presumably married to Nugent and established in Ireland, does not correspond with her
once-close cousin. Willy’s absence alone at the end of the novel invites the reader’s
speculation about his end, and the examples of Dominick and Moll are suggestive. In
Australia, his gay good nature as a boy might now be eroded by the loss of home, an
unhappy marriage, and hard physical labor into a quiet and morose manhood; perhaps he
also follows in his father’s footsteps by finding consolation in drink. Though light and
humorous at many points, the authors’ “Shocker” is a tragedy. In Le Fanu’s Uncle
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Silas, the ruin and death of the titular character reads not as tragedy, but as justice: Silas
has attempted a horrendous murder, has murdered in the past, and the old man meets a
just fate in his opium overdose. The other villain, Maud’s odious cousin Dudley, escapes
to a hard life in Australia with his wife. In Somerville and Ross’s An Irish Cousin, Theo’s
cousin Willy meets the same fate as Dudley. However, the reader does not take
satisfaction in his fate. Willy Sarsfield is likeable, young and attractive, and a close friend
to the main character, Theo and his tragedy overshadows Theo’s triumph of romance at
the end. In Willy’s self-imposed exile, Theo loses a close companion, her only living
paternal family member, and from a practical standpoint, someone who knows a great
deal about running the estate of Durrus. The message for Ascendancy men is clear: the
old way of illicit sexual relationships with tenant women will no longer be rewarded. The
most radical move of the novel is not Henrietta O’Neal’s views on equal class
relationships, but in the replacement of a male heir with a female heiress. Theo, educated,
cultured, and a woman, is rightfully restored to the helm of Durrus, just in time for the
new century to dawn. The authors’ message—that Ascendancy women are vital to the
future of the Irish Ascendancy—could not be clearer.
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CHAPTER 4 “Hospitably Open”: Gender and Hospitality in Elizabeth Bowen’s The Last
September
In the dramatic ending of Elizabeth Bowen’s The Last September (1929), Sir
Richard and Lady Myra Naylor silently watch flames consume Danielstown, their
beautiful home, as the front doors to the eighteenth-century house stand “hospitably open
on a furnace” (Bowen 240). Danielstown is a fictional representation of many such “Big
House” casualties in the Irish War for Independence, or Anglo-Irish War (1919-1921),
which saw members of the Irish Republican Army (IRA) pitted against British military
forces. It is that curious picture of Danielstown’s doors standing open “hospitably,” with
its keenly ironic suggestion of the invading IRA soldiers as guests, which frames this
chapter’s examination of hospitality and daughters of the house. After all, the events of
the novel are composed primarily of hospitable events: tennis parties and afternoon teas,
extended visits and unexpected guests, officers’ dances and formal dinners. On one level,
this is an accurate depiction of Ascendancy country life. But my reading of how
hospitality is extended, withheld, and received reveals that in The Last September,
Bowen uses hospitality to critique the roles that Anglo-Irish women played, and the
limitations that confined them, in the Big House system and colonial structure in general.
Hospitality in The Last September is always gendered. Women are the initiators, hosts,
and active participants in giving—and receiving—hospitality, while men play a passive,
background role. Not only is hospitality in the text associated with women, but it is also
specifically connected to mothers (and daughters). Lois’s unsatisfactory practice of
hospitality constantly invites comparison to her mother, Laura’s, neglect of hospitality.
Instead of centering fathers, uncles, and potentially sexually aggressive male cousins, as
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in Uncle Silas and An Irish Cousin, Bowen’s novel subverts the usual Gothic focus on the
tyranny of the father and focuses explicitly on maternal haunting. In The Last September,
the absent mother both signifies the fate of women in the patriarchal Big House,
and warns the daughter to escape.
Maternal Haunting
In both Uncle Silas and An Irish Cousin, the mothers’ absence imperils the
heroines because the girls must negotiate within the patriarchal code before they have
sufficiently learned its language from their maternal teachers. These same themes
continue in The Last September, but with a distinct shift: Laura, the dead mother, still
haunts the text. This is a stark departure from the previous novels, in which the fathers—
dead or alive—occupy much more space in the text and in the psyches of their daughters
than the mothers are afforded. In contrast, The Last September mentions Walter
Farquhar’s name once, and refers to him only twice; he occupies the place usually
reserved for the erased mother in Gothic texts. We never see Lois think of or discuss her
father, while Laura is repeatedly mentioned and remembered by most of the main
characters in the book, even though her death occurred at least five years earlier. While
the narrator informs us through close third person in Hugo Montmorency’s voice that five
years previously, Laura had died unexpectedly, “without giving anyone notice of her
intention” (Bowen 21), her death is only referenced in conversation by the other
characters calling her “poor Laura.” Five years after her death, she is still heavily present
in the imaginations of Danielstown’s inhabitants: her daughter Lois, her former lover
Hugo and his wife Francie, and her nephew by marriage Laurence. The characters
continually recall, analyze, and imagine alternative stories for Laura. Whereas in previous
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novels this imaginative function was fulfilled by strong paternal and avuncular figures
(Austin and Silas Ruthyn, Owen and Dominick Sarsfield), The Last September centers
the mother and aunt in Laura’s haunting presence and Lady Naylor’s dominant
personality. In addition, the lines of inheritance differ: instead of a daughter inheriting
through the father’s line, Lois’s claim to Danielstown, her family’s Big House
estate, comes through her mother and her aunt is the one who thwarts Lois’s purposes. A
close examination of Laura and Lady Naylor—and their relationships with Lois—reveals
a preoccupation with hospitality in the text. Lois’s memories of her mother center around
hospitality, and her relationship with her aunt is continually troubled by Lois’s failures to
meet Lady Naylor’s standards for Danielstown’s hospitable reputation.
This shift to the maternal lineage and focus on hospitality, within the context of
1920s Anglo-Irish history, reflects both the loss of British imperial power in Ireland
which supported the “Big House” Ascendancy and the Ascendancy’s resulting
uncertainty about their social, political, and cultural presence in Ireland. In the area which
became the Republic of Ireland, the Anglo-Irish within this period saw the last remnants
of British government withdraw, and indeed the number of Protestants in the Republic
of Ireland—and their political power—significantly reduced after the Irish War for
Independence (1919-1921)19.
Whether they stayed or left, the Anglo-Irish in the south still had to grapple with
their own strong sense of being Irish—not English—an identity founded on centuries

See F.S.L. Lyons for further elaboration: “The formal partition of the island in 1920-1 thus ensured that
the Anglo-Irish in the twenty-six counties would be a tiny and impotent minority where before they had
been part of a large and powerful minority" (104).
19
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of family presence in Ireland.20 This focus on maternal genealogy in The Last
September is an Anglo-Irish grappling with the meaning of Irish identity when the legal
and political (read: patriarchal) power that institutionalized that identity was gone, but the
relationship and history with Ireland—figured in allegories of union and British Imperial
rhetoric as the wife, and therefore mother—still remains.
As in the previous novels, the patriarchal code poses significant challenges and
threats to the orphaned heiress; however, in The Last September, we see how
women deploy hospitality to participate in and uphold both imperial and gender power
imbalances, such as Ascendancy landlord power, class structure, and the limited
options for women’s financial independence and careers. In Bowen’s novel, these
imbalances are examined through the practice of hospitality. The female relationships,
especially between mothers (or mother-figures) and daughters in The Last
September unearth a preoccupation with how the practice of hospitality not
only provides a way for women to participate in property ownership and social strategy,
but also points to the unsustainable position of both the Big House society and women
within that imperial society.21 While men are the property owners in the novel, hospitality
in The Last September is gendered as specifically female, and women use hospitality to

Lyons explains: “[The Anglo-Irish] had always thought of themselves as Irishmen, though it was also
true that simply to be Irish had never been enough for them. They had seen Ireland always in the context of
the Empire which so many of them served. The essence of their tragedy was that that Empire was now
about to repudiate them at the very moment when they had spent their blood so prodigally on its behalf”
(102).
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See Shannon Wells-Lassagne for a reading of Gerald and Lois’s relationship in terms of colonizer and
colonized: “[T]he female character is associated with the mother country, both of whom are subject to the
patriarchic nature of a blatantly male Imperialism. In fact, the novel makes it clear that though Gerald is
attracted to Lois, he sees both the future of their relationship and the future of the Irish nation as a
metamorphosis into purely English norms” (“Colonial Concerns” 457).
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uphold—or passively challenge—the very social system which constrains them. In the
text and historical context, household management, and accordingly, hospitality, is one of
the few avenues of possession and vocational purpose open to women. Good hostesses
build a reputation, and that reputation is a form of social capital and influence at a time
when options for female professions and financial independence are limited.22 In the
text, extending—or withholding—hospitality is used as a means of manipulation, passive
aggressive resistance, and to reinforce social hierarchy. Female guests also enact
entitlement to hospitality along class lines that signify colonial occupation of Ireland.
Big House Hospitality in The Last September
The very structure of The Last September points to the centrality of hospitality in
the Big House tradition. The novel is divided into three parts: “The Arrival of Mr. and
Mrs. Montmorency,” “The Visit of Miss Norton,” and “The Departure of Gerald.”
Centered on the comings and goings of guests, the text structure calls attention to how
hospitable events structure the rhythm of life at an Irish Big House such as Danielstown,
where time is measured not by the work week, but by extended visits, lawn parties, and
formal dinners. Hospitality is also inherently based on possession, an important
connection in a book whose backdrop is essentially a land war. Many of the most
important characters in the book are poised on the brink of possession, or its
loss: Lois lives as a guest in the house she will one day inherit; Hugo and Francie
Montmorency have sold their home and, thus dispossessed, have become itinerant guests;
Sir Richard and Lady Myra Naylor take the ownership of Danielstown for granted,
having forgotten that the Gaelic Irish have an older claim to the land; Laurence waits
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to write the brilliant novel which will secure his financial independence; Marda, having
secured an engagement, waits for the marriage which will ensure her a home and
financial stability; Gerald, the English soldier, strives (in vain) to secure the Irish
countryside for England and Lois for himself; and Danielstown itself, the ever-present,
oft-personified figure of the house, calls attention to the ways in which possession is both
desperately important and immanently fragile. The characters are formed by what they
own, or do not own: as Ruth Frehner keenly observes, people like the Naylors “have for
generations invested physical and psychological energy in the making of the house . . . in
turn the house makes them” (53). Each of the previously cited characters is in some way
made or unmade by Danielstown, and all through the negotiations of hospitality.
The text thus invites an investigation of hospitality, and the way characters in the
book fulfill and fail its culturally specific standards. The tradition of Big
House hospitality is directly related to sixteenth and seventeenth century ideals
surrounding paternal benevolence and gracious hospitality of the English country house;
indeed, Vera Kreilkamp recognizes the similarities in genre between English Country
House poems and Big House novels, in particular their preoccupation with the “idealized
ethos of the hierarchical world of rural estate” (16). For example, Ben Jonson’s
“To Penshurst” (1616), often cited as a model of the Country House poem, imagines a
harmonious landlord-tenant relationship between the lord and lady of Penshurst and the
surrounding tenant farmers, and a generous host of all visitors.
[Penshurst], . . . whose liberal board doth flow
With all that hospitality doth know;
Where comes no guest but is allowed to eat,
Without his fear, and of thy lord’s own meat;
Where the same beer and bread, and selfsame wine,
This is his lordship’s shall be also mine . . .
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The tables hoard not up for the next day;
Nor, when I take my lodging, need I pray
For fire, or lights, or livery; all is there,
As if thou then wert mine, or I reigned here:
There’s nothing I can wish, for which I stay. (Jonson 69-74, 81-85)
This seventeenth century vision of lavish hospitality still dictates Danielstown’s
practices: it is a hospitality which makes the guest feel as if she belongs, as if she
“reigned here.” At the center of this exemplary practice of traditional Big House
hospitality is Lady Naylor (Myra), who “personifies the traditions, security, and opulence
stereotyping her social group” (Ruiz 102). The estate hosts a near-constant stream of
long-term guests, dinner parties, tennis parties, and teas, all carefully managed down to
the last detail by Lady Naylor. When she shows Francie to the Montmorencys’ room, for
example, she disapproves of Lois’s choice of reading material left for the guests—“a
technical book on rubber”—noting that she likes for the reading to be matched to her
guests’ interests; she trims the lamp wicks at Danielstown herself, because she is the only
one who can do it to her liking and produce a “clear, steady light,” and shows detailed
concern for her guests, reminding her niece at the end of a party to have the butler pack
peaches for a pair of guests who especially like the fruit (Bowen 17, 245, 72).
The tennis party, a key event early in the novel, demonstrates how Lady
Naylor’s detailed approach to hospitality is focused on power and maintaining control: of
her guests, their experience, and her own and Danielstown’s reputation for
hospitality. The tennis matches, we learn, are a mere excuse for a social event. Livvy, a
friend of Lois’s, explains, “Lady Naylor doesn’t much notice the tennis so long as the
party goes off all right” (Bowen 51-52). Judging by Lady Naylor’s preoccupations during
the event, her idea of the party “going off all right” means fluent conversation between
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guests, ensuring that (the right) guests have access to Danielstown’s resources
(raspberries, in this instance), and hosting guests of appropriate social stature. For
example, she directs Gerald to talk to the older, unmarried Hartigan sisters, who are
sitting neglected under a tree; she worries about having enough raspberries to “go round”;
and she boasts to her guests that Colonel and Mrs. Boatley will attend, noting that
Mrs. Boatley “was a Vere Scott, a Fermanagh Vere Scott” (Bowen 47).
Lady Naylor’s careful, even obsessive, supervision of this hospitality—down to
what books are placed in the guestroom and whether cake or biscuits are served at tea—
denotes not only her awareness of the tradition of Anglo-Irish Big House hospitality and
Danielstown’s reputation, but also how the management of Danielstown—especially
managing its hospitality—serves the role of a profession in her life. When Lady Naylor
insists on Lois’s going to a school of drawing because “girls [need] interests . . . music or
drawing, or writing a little, or organization of some kind . . .” (Bowen 226), she reveals
that she is aware of the need for an occupation that gives shape and purpose to one’s
life. Later she tells Lois, “When I was your age I never thought of marriage at all. I didn’t
intend to marry. I remember, when I was nineteen I was reading Schiller . . . I was
intensely interested in art” (Bowen 245). Given that in Laurence’s revisioning of the past,
he imagines his aunt enjoying “a vigorous celibacy” (Bowen 154), the novel indicates
that Myra’s intellect and energy are not entirely satisfied by the options of her time. Myra
has found what intellectual and professional satisfaction she has in the responsibilities of
being Lady Naylor; though her husband is the legal owner of Danielstown, it is Myra
who truly manages the estate. In another life, Myra would have been a hyper-competent
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CEO or department chair; instead, she finds professional fulfillment in maintaining
Danielstown’s reputation for hospitality.
An important part of maintaining that reputation involves enforcing strict social
boundaries, and one of the key forces of drama in the tennis party is the arrival of guests
who are not only unexpected, but not of the proper social class. While this emphasis on
social hierarchy is clearly not confined to the Anglo-Irish—after all, Jonson’s
“Penshurst” in previous stanzas recognizes the difference between the tenant farmer and
lord and lady—the important of hospitable exclusivity is doubled in Ireland, where
“class” also indicates religion and often national allegiance. Hospitality’s role in
“communal bonding” (Brewster 62) and its basis in ownership make it—paradoxically—
inherently exclusive, and this is reflected in Danielstown’s carefully bestowed
hospitality.
The different classes of visitors to Danielstown—English officers, enlisted
soldiers, fellow gentry, officers’ wives—are accorded different levels of access to the
house according to their social rank. Lady Naylor bars her nephew Laurence’s Oxford
friends from visiting Danielstown because they are “all wrong” in their political opinions
(Bowen 24). The suggestion is that they are aligned with leftist ideology, such as
communism or even anarchy, and also in support of Irish independence. The long-term
guests—Hugo, Francie, and Marda, who visit for weeks at a time—are permitted
entrance to the upper floors (bedrooms, studies, and sitting rooms), a more intimate
experience of Danielstown, because of their social position as fellow members of the
Ascendancy. Lady Naylor deigns to invite English officers because of their rank and
unmarried soldiers (usually middle-class, such as Lois’s suitor Gerald) only because men
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are needed at social gatherings. Lady Naylor clearly views their inclusion in Ascendancy
social life as temporary, much as she views the very presence of the English military as
temporary. Yet the English soldiers are oblivious to the way they are
not wholly welcome, just as the Naylors ignore any sign that their Irish Catholic tenants
and neighbors might not welcome their presence.
The paradoxical Ascendancy hospitality Lady Naylor practices, which excludes as
it seems to invite, recalls the coded and contradictory communication of Silas Ruthyn and
Dominick Sarsfield, the “evil uncles” in Uncle Silas and An Irish Cousin. In The Last
September, it is not the uncle but the aunt who assumes the role of manipulating relative.
Bowen had read Uncle Silas, and while Myra’s motives are nowhere near as nefarious as
Silas’s, she uses similar sinister communication techniques to control others and deny
certain realities. This is especially evident in three of her dialogues: with Francie, with
Lois, and with Gerald.
In Myra and Francie’s conversation after the tennis party, Francie attempts to
discuss Gerald and Lois’s obvious courtship— “isn’t that young Mr. Lesworth very
devoted?” she comments—and Myra intentionally misunderstands it as praise for
Gerald’s helpfulness as a guest: “Yes, he has charming manners . . . so helpful with chairs
and rugs” (Bowen 77). When Francie clarifies her point, Myra responds by silencing her
(“Sssh!”), implying the very idea is inappropriate (“I wouldn’t want her to pick up ideas
like Livvy’s”), gaslighting Francie by trying to make her doubt her own experience (“are
you sure . . . you’re not thinking of Mr. Armstrong?”) and then simply denying that there
is any evidence at all (“I really don’t know what you mean”). Francie attempts to offer
more evidence for the romance, and Myra persists in conscious
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misunderstanding: “I suppose, however, you must have gathered that as I don’t
understand what you do mean what you mean cannot really be so” (Bowen 78). This
insidious move is reminiscent of Uncle Silas in the way it bends reality by refusing to
acknowledge another person’s point of view and denying its validity on the basis of
misunderstanding. Lady Naylor’s rhetorical move places the fault on the other person,
Francie in this case, and undermines not only Francie’s point but her very perception of
reality, just as Silas questions Maud’s sanity when she confronts his murderous plan.
Lady Naylor takes on the role of performing the patriarchy here toward the more
traditionally feminine Francie, undermining, denying, and ultimately silencing her.
Francie recognizes this pattern later in the book, telling Hugo, “I don’t trust Myra
sometimes. She says things aren’t, and then she turns and makes these curious little dabs
at them” (Bowen 270). By the time Francie recognizes this, it is too late for Gerald and
Lois’s relationship to survive, as Myra uses the same tactics to intervene and thwart the
young couple’s uncertain progression toward marriage. This is evident in her silencing of
Lois in their conversation after the barracks dance, when Lois has agreed to marry
Gerald. Myra asks Lois three times to tell her about the dance, but each time as Lois
attempts to announce her engagement, Myra interrupts with trivial matters, reminding her
to unpack, criticizing Lois’s choice of studying German (rather than Italian), and
interrupting her niece to tell her about a letter from Marda, and referring to
Gerald only as “the young man who was here to lunch, who talked so much—in
the armoured car—oh—Lesworth” (Bowen 240). Lois is suspicious, rightly
acknowledging that “this zigzag approach to Gerald, this ultimate vagueness, were
sinister” (Bowen 240).
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Indeed, Myra’s intentions are sinister. After the conversation with her niece, Lady
Naylor arranges to meet with Gerald, but in the town of Clonmore, not at Danielstown.
This is the only time we see the lady of Danielstown venture from her estate, and it is a
strategic choice. For their meeting place, she chooses the drawing room of Mrs. Fogarty,
an Irish Catholic woman. The narrator informs us that Lady Naylor has appropriated the
private space as her own, using it, “as a kind of Ladies Club, dropping in there at all times
to leave parcels, wash her hands, or meet friends . . .” (Bowen 261). This detail points to
Bowen’s keen awareness that Ascendancy hospitality as practiced by the Naylors is based
fundamentally on an invasion, on the seizure of property. This possession of an Irish
Catholic woman’s house by a member of the Ascendancy is a blatant reference to colonial
occupation, the very reason for Danielstown’s existence, and becomes even more pointed
in the next sentence, as Lady Naylor “enters the little drawing-room, even when empty,
with her queenliness at its full” (Bowen 261). The reference to “queenliness,” with its
suggestion of Queen Victoria’s empire-building, makes the British imperial reference
unmistakable. This choice of meeting place is highly strategic; on the one hand, it keeps
Gerald distanced from Danielstown and Lois. However, because of Lady Naylor’s
established habit of usurping Mrs. Fogarty’s house, the meeting still takes place on Lady
Naylor’s territory, rather than neutral ground. In a kind of hostile hospitality, she still
retains the power of the host, and Gerald is still relegated to the deference of guest. Lady
Naylor’s purpose in calling the meeting is specifically to reinforce social boundaries: to
make clear to Gerald that, due to his class, he cannot marry Lois. While the scheming
aunt talks round the issue, Gerald confronts it plainly: “You’re going to stop it because
I’m too young and too poor, and not ‘county’ enough—or whatever I ought to be?”
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(Bowen 266). Lady Naylor, in a Silas-like parry, demurs, “Now my dear Mr. Lesworth,
do think: would I ever try to ‘stop’ anything?” (Bowen 266). In her refusal to directly
confront the truth and dismissal of the opposing party’s claims to truth, Lady Naylor uses
the same tactics of the manipulative hostess that she applied to Lois and Francie in order
to convince Gerald that Lois does not love him.
In short, for Lady Naylor, extending hospitality is deploying power: the
power accrued in social capital from a reputation of hospitality, power to enforce social
boundaries, power to manipulate and manage her guests, and the power to create an outlet
for her intelligence and efficiency through hospitality. When women manage households
and hospitality, they uphold social structures; they create spaces in which to socialize,
therefore strengthening and solidifying social bonds, group identity, values and
beliefs. Lady Naylor’s hospitality shows how Anglo-Irish women, the least privileged
members of a privileged class, both support and are disenfranchised by the system in
which they live.
Myra’s hospitality also plays an important role in understanding Lois, Laura, and
the relationship between mother and daughter. The text continually uses Lady Naylor’s
deft deployment of hospitality to highlight gaps and failures in Lois and Laura’s
hospitality. This contrast sharply delineates how Lois and Laura simply do not fit into the
Ascendancy social structure, with its male-privileged inheritance rights and limitations on
women’s vocation and earning options.
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Daughters of the House: Lois and Laura
Early on, the text connects failures in hospitality to Lois and Laura. After
the Montmorencys arrive, Lady Naylor shows Francie to the prepared guest room and
immediately criticizes Lois’s preparation of the room:
‘Lois has not changed the books!’ she exclaimed. ‘You know how I like them to
be appropriate. Here’s a technical book on rubber a man left behind last
summer—it looks ridiculous. She’s a girl who never forgets the same thing twice:
always, something different . . . .’ (Bowen 17)
Lady Naylor’s rigorous attention to the details of hospitality underscores Lois’s habit of
inattention. Francie’s response to this criticism is telling: she immediately compares Lois
to Laura, the girl’s deceased mother (and former sweetheart of Francie’s husband, Hugo):
“She looks sweet, I think” Francie defends, “And surely the image of Laura” (Bowen 17).
This indicates that something about Lois’s absent-mindedness in hospitality suggests
Laura to Francie. One of Francie’s memories later in the text confirms this: Francie had
never met Lois, and she recalls that this is due to Laura’s forgetfulness.
The Montmorencys visited Laura in England when Lois was a schoolgirl, but “Laura had
forgotten which day the Montmorencys were coming” and Lois was at school during the
visit (Bowen 30).
This suggestion of a link between hospitality and the mother-daughter pair is
reiterated in the scene directly preceding Lady Naylor and Francie’s discussion of Lois.
After preparing a guest room for the Montmorencys, Lois prattles to Laurence and shares
a memory of Laura's neglect of hospitality. Lois recounts a long-ago visit from Mr.
Montmorency, when she and her mother were living in England:
He came to stay with my mother and me when we were at Leamington. After
dinner . . . Mother walked out of the house and left us. We were trying chickens at
that time and I daresay she went out to shut them up and then simply stayed in the
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garden. Mr. Montmorency and I talked for some time, then he got solemn and
went to sleep all in a moment . . . Then my mother came back, very much
refreshed at having been away from us, and said I was rather a bad hostess and
woke Mr. Montmorency up. I have thought since, anyone might have said she was
rather a bad hostess. (Bowen 8)
Lois’s memory reveals Laura’s failures as a hostess, and—importantly—her attempts to
project this failure on to her daughter. This scene is important in establishing the two
women as doubles: Laura shoulders her own burden of hospitality onto her young
daughter, and Laura and Lois both assign each other the pejorative of “bad hostess.”
Laura’s projection, in which she assigns her own shortcomings to Lois, signals the
doubling of the characters: she ascribes to Lois what she refuses to see in herself, but
what Lois (and the reader) can recognize. By ascribing her own qualities to her daughter,
Laura also links the two women; her projection dissolves the boundaries of self between
them by enfolding Lois into her own shortcomings. Further, in recounting the story, Lois
also does not deny that she herself is a bad hostess, but rather with the passing of time she
is able to recognize that Laura herself also embodied those same qualities, thus
establishing a fundamental similarity between mother and daughter. Their shared quality
of “bad hostess” suggests a failing in their performance of gender, in particular; neither
Laura nor Lois meet the gendered standards of the time for domesticity, and thus are not
satisfactory women.
But the distinct ways in which they fail are also important: Laura fails through
her abnegation of hostess duties, and Lois fails through her inattention. These differences
reveal that the mother and daughter have different perceptions of home, especially as it
relates to Danielstown; after all, hospitality is based on sharing one’s home, and Laura
and Lois have inverse relationships to Danielstown: Laura was born at Danielstown but
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had to leave due to her brother’s right of inheritance, and Lois was born away
from Danielstown but will one day own it due to her uncle and aunt’s failure to produce
an heir. These situations fundamentally shape the women’s approaches to hospitality.
Laura views herself as homeless, in the sense of being away from her home and thus
without a home to host, because she cannot live at Danielstown due to her brother
inheriting the estate and marrying. In her reprimand of Lois’s hosting of Hugo, Laura
indicates that she knows the difference between a good hostess and a bad hostess. This is
because she was born and raised at Danielstown and would have been familiar with the
management of a Big House. But her life at Danielstown prepared her to be the lady
of another Big House—due to her older brother’s existence, she could not stay
at Danielstown, her home. There are several indications in the text that this situation—the
finality of her eventual exile from Danielstown—was the tragedy of her life. Laura, as
Hugo remembers her, was “never happy at all, not even here [at Danielstown]. She never
knew what she wanted—she was very vital” (Bowen 19). But unlike Hugo, Laura knew
exactly what she wanted: to stay at Danielstown. The problem is that she could not have
that. The novel is filled with markers that she left on the house and its inhabitants, all
indications of her reluctance to leave a place she evidently loved. While daydreaming,
Laurence notices a suggestive detail in a window, a “flawed pane, across which Laura
Naylor had scratched her name with a diamond” (Bowen 234). The fact that it was a
diamond suggests an engagement ring, but we do know whether the jewel came from
Hugo or from her eventual husband, Walter. What is fascinating is that she uses the
ring—very possibly a sign of her betrothal and commitment to leave Danielstown—to
permanently inscribe herself on Danielstown, with her maiden name. This suggests that
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Laura was preoccupied not with the man who gave her the ring, but rather with the life—
and identity—she would soon have to leave. The etching indicates a deep desire to
mark Danielstown as hers, at least partly, before she has to leave her home. As a woman
with an older brother, Laura could not inherit her family home, no matter how strongly
she loved it or how competently she might have managed it (compared to the passive
Richard). Her options for vocation and financial independence were limited, leaving her
with the choices to marry or rely on her brother’s support.
One of Laurence’s memories—or memories of family lore—about Laura strongly
suggests her frustration at having been born into a home she could not possess and a
society which insisted on such limited options for her life. Laurence lies awake at night in
Laura’s old room and imagines her emotions still filling the space like a heavy scent:
Her confusion had clotted up in the air of the room and seemed, in that closest
darkness under the ceiling, to be still impending. Here, choked in the sweep of the
bed curtains, she had writhed in those epic rages; against Hugo, against Richard,
against any prospect in life at all; biting the fat resistant pillows until once she had
risen, fluttered at her reflection, dabbed at her eyes, buttoned a tight sleek dress of
that day’s elegance over her heaving bosom, packed her dresses in arched trunks
(that had come back since to rot in the attics) and driven off, averting from
the stare of the house an angry profile. Hotly, she went up north to attract and
marry Mr. Farquar. (Bowen 154)
Note that Laura’s anger is directed against the men in her life, who thwart her desires.
Richard by his very existence stands in her way of remaining in her own home, and
Hugo, her hesitant suitor, refuses to court her with the passion she desires; as Lady
Naylor notes, “he has just that way of avoiding things. Look at how he didn’t marry
Laura” (Bowen 166). She even grows angry at the thought of “any prospect in life at
all”—because none of those prospects could see her as the owner of Danielstown. It is
also telling that when she leaves, her anger is juxtaposed in relation to the house, not any
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one person. Choosing action rather than passivity, Laura makes her “unwise” marriage to
Walter Farquar; Laurence, wondering and writhing about in his own rage thinking of it,
cannot “think why Laura should have married Mr. Farquar. The rudest man in Ulster he
was, with a disagreeably fresh complexion and an eye like a horse” (Bowen 153).
Laurence cannot puzzle out the reason for the marriage, but it is because
Mr. Farquar represented the opposite of Danielstown and what was expected of Laura: he
was from Ulster, usually associated with Scots-Presbyterians who were of a different
class and religious group than Church of Ireland Ascendancy to which
the Naylors presumably belonged, an unattractive man unequal to Laura’s famed beauty,
whose coarse manners were likely not well received at Danielstown.23 The marriage is
best read as a gesture of defiance to the impossibility of her circumstances: if she could
not have Danielstown, she could at least attempt to choose her own type of unhappiness,
and a husband who would significantly upset the heavily classed expectations of her
family at Danielstown. Walter dies early, and Laura goes to England with her young
daughter, living in different villas and bungalows in small English towns such
as Leamington. It is no surprise that she neglects hospitality living in such places. After
all, she learned the hospitality of Danielstown, a Big House, not that of a villa or
bungalow. Laura’s hospitable failings strongly indicate that she does not feel at home in
her life away from Danielstown.
As Laura’s hospitable failings pile up in characters’ memories, the failures
establish Laura’s strong tie to Danielstown and her inability to thrive apart from
it. Hospitality, as we have seen, is intimately connected to place, and Laura, migrating
See Alvin Jackson 59-65 for an explanation of the political, cultural, religious and class differences
between Ulster Presbyterians and the Church of Ireland Ascendancy.
23
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between English cottages, has no permanent home. Laura’s forgetfulness in hospitality
stems from her detachment from the places she lives; to her, the succession of villas and
bungalows are not her home, and therefore she cannot practice hospitality. It is not that
she forgets hospitality, she forgets she is even a host, detached as she is
from Danielstown, her home and therefore the source of hospitality. Hugo says, “I don’t
believe things ever really mattered to Laura. Nothing got close to her; she was very
remote” (Bowen 21). There is a good reason for this remoteness, and Laura’s subsequent
neglect of domestic duties. Like Hugo, who is homeless and “feels it keenly,” Laura also
has no home. Laura’s story highlights the “highly ambiguous” position of daughters of
the Big House (Frehner 11). Belonging to the dominant class, they are in a privileged
position in relation to Irish society as a whole. At the same time, however, they are the
most powerless members of their own class” (Frehner 11).
Laura transmits her sense of homelessness to Lois, a legacy that begins to emerge
in Lois’s ghostly night scene in the Danielstown gardens. After the first dinner of
the Montmorencys’ visit, which Lois spent seated beside her mother’s former lover
Hugo, she walks the same gardens where her mother and Hugo Montmorency courted
and quarreled:
Laurels breathed coldly and close: on her bare arms the tips of the leaves were
timid and dank, like tongues of dead animals. Her fear of the shrubberies tugged
at its chain, fear behind reason, fear before her birth; fear like the earliest germ of
her life that had stirred in Laura . . . she was indeed clairvoyant, exposed to
horror, going to see a ghost. (Bowen 49).
As Hermione Lee points out, this unsettling passage borrows from Sheridan Le Fanu in
its “talent for expressing unease, a constant sense of peril” (48). The laurels are breathing,
“coldly and close”–cold suggest death, and the uneasy “close” suggestive of the uncanny,
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the unsettling familiar. It also subtly suggests Laura’s presence, with the near-homophone
pairing of “laurels” and “Laura,” and Lois’s expectation of seeing a ghost at any
moment. In addition, the laurels at Danielstown, so prominent in this passage, are
consistently mentioned in passing by the other characters and narrator—often personified
as in the above passage—and this personification, combined with the similarity to
Laura’s name, also evokes the dead woman’s persistent presence at Danielstown.
The idea of something being too close is brought up again in the next sentence,
when Lois thinks of her own “germ of life” beginning in her mother, the most primal
closeness, and links it to “fear.” The phrase “fear like the earliest germ of her life that had
stirred in Laura” suggests two points. First, Lois associates her own existence—Laura’s
pregnancy—with fear, presumably Laura’s fear at being pregnant and the prospect of
becoming a mother. Lois seems to intuit that her mother was hesitant about and even
afraid of motherhood. This makes sense, as motherhood can be viewed in one sense as
the ultimate act of hospitality, the literal hosting of another life in one’s own body. Given
Laura’s clear sense of hesitation about anything to do with leaving Danielstown—her
own home—and given that hospitality requires a home, the act of maternal “hospitality”
in pregnancy would no doubt disturb Laura. This suspicion is borne out by Laura’s
maternal presence—or lack thereof—in the text. Although Laura is more present in the
book than any of the mothers in previous novels, as a mother she is still distinctly
absent. Not one character in the book refers to Laura as a mother, but only to Lois as
Laura’s daughter. Lois herself thinks of her mother by her given name, “Laura,” not
“Mother.” In addition, Lois has no memories of just herself and her mother: all of her
memories of Laura involve a triangulation in the relationship between mother and
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daughter. For example, Lois remembers the dinner scene with herself, Laura, and
Hugo, or the governess she had who “loved [Laura] embarrassingly” (Bowen 88). In
these memories, other characters always separate Lois from Laura. The other characters
often seem surprised to remember that Lois is “poor Laura’s own child, in fact” (Bowen
85). No one mentions the fact that the reason Lois lives at Danielstown, with her
mother’s brother Richard and his wife Myra, is because of Laura’s death, and only one
character—Lois’s suitor, the English soldier Gerald—acknowledges Lois as
“motherless.”
Lois’s own beginnings within her mother may have been as a guest of reluctant
hospitality on her mother’s part. Her life with her mother—moving between different
villages in England—meant that her mother was also the only permanent “home” she
knew. However, if she was unwanted, even this home—her mother—would not feel
hospitable, leading to a feeling of homelessness. The same childhood experiences also
explain Lois’s failings in hospitality, and why Lois and Laura’s gaps and failures in
hospitality are shown to be complementary. While Laura’s failures as a hostess stem from
the loss of her home and her detachment from subsequent houses as unhomely, Lois’s
hospitality failures arise from the fact that Danielstown is both home and not home. Her
permanent residence at the estate began with the death of her mother (her only permanent
sense of home in her short life) and although she will one day inherit the property, her
uncle is still living and his wife manages the house and estate. This
liminal relationship with Danielstown, as guest and future owner, affects
how Lois manages the estate’s resources. Where Laura fails at hospitality precisely
because of her attachment to Danielstown as home, Lois fails because she does not feel
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that Danielstown is wholly home. Lois has little sense of Danielstown as hers, both as a
resource to be managed and an emotional shelter.
While both Laura and Lois fail to live up to a standard of hospitality, Laura fails
through her abnegation of hostess duties, and Lois fails through her inattention. Both
women are absent in some way, but Laura’s absence is physical, while Lois is absentminded. In this comparison, each woman possesses what the other lacks, and their
complementary failures also describe their relationship to Danielstown. Laura leaves her
home, but her thoughts remain with the estate; Lois lives at Danielstown, but her status as
future owner/current guest means that she does not think of Danielstown as belonging to
her, and therefore hers to host. Her mind is literally on other things, as shown in the first
chapter where she surveys her hospitable handiwork in the Blue Room after preparing
it for the Montmorencys’ arrival:
Lois had put a vase of geraniums on the dressing-table . . . [a]nd there was the
festival air of those candles, virgin, with long white wicks. Two armchairs faced
round intently into the empty grate . . . in them Mr. and Mrs. Montmorency would
sit perhaps, to discuss the experiences of the day. More probably, they would talk
in bed. One of the things Lois chiefly wanted to know about marriage was—how
long it took one, sleeping with the same person every night, to outlive the
temptation to talk well into the morning? There would be nothing illicit about
nocturnal talking, as there had been at school . . . Would conversation, in the
absence of these prohibitions, cease to interest? (Bowen 10)
The scene is telling: instead of checking the room as a hostess, Lois’s imagination is
caught by the relationship between Hugo and Francie, as she wonders about the
companionship and private domestic life of married couples. In fact, the scene suggests
her own sense of being homeless, and how she associates the domestic arrangements
of marriage with a sense of permanent “home.” This is later reinforced when she dances
with Gerald and feels “she [i]s home again safe from deserted rooms, the penetration of
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silences, rain, homelessness” (Bowen 221). Lois is absent-minded about the duties of
hospitality because she is preoccupied with finding her own home in the world, and
marriage is a direct road to such a home, in her understanding. Her failures in hospitality
signal her essential homelessness.
This shared failure in hospitality (due to different causes) frames the women as
each other’s double. Just as Laura disappeared after hosting Hugo for dinner, at the
opening of the tennis party Lois is described as being “nowhere,” and again later in the
chapter, “nowhere” to be found, leaving her friend Livvy to organize tennis sets (just as
Laura left Lois to host Hugo). The reader sees that Lois has been sent to the garden by
Lady Naylor to find more raspberries, because unexpected guests have arrived—guests
which Lois invited, and then forgot, just as Laura forgot about years earlier about
the Montmorencys’ visit.
The way that hospitality reveals Lois and Laura as doubles in the novel prompts
the reader to compare the mother and daughter further, and the other characters also
engage in this behavior. Neil Corcoran’s careful reading points out that The Last
September is explicitly intertextual with Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night in the characters of
Viola and Olivia, Lois’s English and Irish friends, respectively; in addition to exploring
sexual ambivalence, as Corcoran points out, this doubling also highlights the ambiguities
of Anglo-Irish identity in the text. Furthermore, Bowen’s sly reference to the play about
lost twins, role-playing, and the worship of a dead or impossible love has further clear
resonances in the novel and points readers to finding more twins and doubles in the cast
of The Last September. Edwina Keown goes so far as to claim that "the plot hinges on
Bowen’s Gothic treatment of a series of relationships or pairings/doublings,”
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citing Danielstown and the surrounding country, Lois and Danielstown’s relationship,
and Lois and Marda (5). To this collection of doubles, we can add Laura and Lois.
Lois and Laura function as doubles to the point that sometimes they are
indistinguishable to other characters; Richard worries, for example, that Lois might have
told Gerald about the guns hidden on the grounds of Danielstown because “she was just
like Laura, poor Laura’s own child in fact” (Bowen 84). Laura and Lois’s resemblance
invites comparison, and these comparisons reveal their role as doubled daughters of the
Big House. The women are not interchangeable, but they both play the role of daughter
of the Big House—daughters associated with large estates—and as such they mirror and
refract each other.
This doubling—particularly Lois’s consciousness of her similarities to her
mother--underlies the hopes she harbors regarding Hugo Montmorency. In the very first
chapter, she observes to Laurence, “I once rather had illusions about Mr. Montmorency”
(Bowen 8). While he disappoints her romantic hopes, he does often compare the two
women. One of the most striking passages is when Hugo rides in the dogcart with Lois:
Next to Laura, she was the most fidgety person from whom he had suffered. But
Laura’s unrepose had been irradiation, a quiver of personality. She was indefinite
definitely, like a tree shining, shaking away outlines; a bay, a poplar in wind and
sunshine. Her impulses . . . had had, like movements of branches, a wild kind of
certainty. (Bowen 87)
The comparisons—and similarities—that Hugo notes are striking. Hugo describes Laura
as a tree, which both suggests rootedness and further links Laura to the ever-present
laurels of Danielstown, which suggest Laura by their very name and consistent presence
throughout the book. Laura is thus linked with the timelessness and tradition
of Danielstown, while Lois, in her bright sweater, seems to Hugo an “outrageous”
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modern intrusion. The language of the passage suggests that Laura is Hugo’s sublime,
his Burkean encounter with the divine ineffable. Inversely, for Hugo, Lois both
calls Laura to mind and jarringly reminds him that she is not Laura. For him, Lois’s very
similarities to the woman that he loved starkly defines all the ways that Lois is different;
Lois is the uncanny, the negative sublime, evoking what is familiar only to reject it.
Francie Montmorency, who married Hugo after Laura rejected his
proposal, searches almost hungrily to find Laura, her dead rival, in Lois. When
the Montmorencys arrive, Hugo insists he does not recognize Lois from the child she
was, while Francie insist “she’s the image of Laura” (Bowen 4). When Francie
interrogates Hugo about Laura, she seems to be searching for traces of the dead woman in
the daughter. Hugo muses over Laura, “Nothing got close to her: she was very remote,”
and Francie responds, “I wonder if Lois is remote?” (Bowen 21). Later, when Francie
sees Lois at dinner, she exclaims, “No, you are not like Laura—I don’t know who you’re
like” (Bowen 23). Francie knows her husband still worships at the temple of his dead
lover, and her eager search to find Laura in Lois—or not—is perhaps based in
establishing what kind of romantic competition Lois might pose. But Francie’s
comparisons are based in a kind of hospitality in regard to her other women’s claims on
her husband: “She gave hospitality to the ever-living Laura, she invited claims from Mrs.
Archie Trent, she would have endowed Lois” (Bowen 115). The willingness of Francie, a
chronic invalid, to “endow” Lois with a marriage to the future widowed Hugo, explains
part of her search for “the ever-living Laura” in Lois.
But Francie’s uncertainty about how much Lois resembles her mother—in
character and appearance—mirror Lois’s own uncertainty and self-consciousness. Lois is
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aware of her mother’s still-legendary beauty and popularity, and both alternately resists
and embraces these comparisons, craving connection to Laura through their similarities,
but wanting to be distinct from her mother. This ambivalence is further reflected in
hosting situations such as the tennis party:
She had been looking down at the party deployed in all its promise with greed and
eagerness, as at a box of chocolates; eyes like a thumb and finger hovering to
selection. Now, engaged by their look, she became all profile; her steps flattened,
she would have liked to crawl. She was, as Mr. Montmorency had noticed, very
self-conscious. (Bowen 53)
Lois’s ambivalence towards the party reflects her liminal position within the Big
House. Of course she is self-conscious under the gaze of guests who view her as a
hostess; after all, she is partial hostess, as the only heir to Danielstown and under her
uncle’s guardianship. She thinks of herself as hostess enough to extend an invitation to
Betty Vermont—but is not hostess enough to fulfill the obligations of that invitation (e.g.,
remembering and making accommodations for guests, such as extra raspberries). The
way that she is drawn to the party but recedes under the gaze of her guests—e.g. her
hosting responsibilities—mirrors her role at Danielstown as that of both hostess and
guest.
Lois and Laura’s failures in hospitality, and their doubling in general, point to
their essential homelessness and displacement, which in turn anticipates the coming
displacement of the Anglo-Irish as their homes are literally destroyed. The doubling of
the women fractures the typical orphaned heiress trope by splitting it between
two characters and is resonant of the typical fragmentation of the Modernist novel. In
turn, this fragmentation also reflects the increasingly fragile and uncertain state of AngloIrish identity, and their position in Ireland in 1920s Ireland. The aftermath of the 1916
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Easter Rising further threatened the Anglo-Irish position, with “Catholic and nationalist
opinion in the south” leaving the Protestant Ascendancy “in dangerous isolation” (Lyons
100-101).
The rising threat to the Ascendancy way of life became real as violence erupted
during the years after the 1916 Easter Rising. The Irish War for Independence (19191921), a bloody conflict between the Irish Republican Army and the British military
presence in Ireland, is the setting for The Last September. Lyons further describes the
vulnerability of the Ascendancy landowners (located primarily in southern Ireland),
“harassed by succession problems, by rising taxation, by the inexorable pressure of the
land laws which left them little more than their home-farms and demesne lands,” but still
“[clinging] obstinately to what they had” (102). As the title of the novel implies, and the
story demonstrates, their grip on power was quickly slipping away and would soon
disappear.
Strained Hospitality: Submissive and Disruptive Guests
If the hostesses—Lady Naylor, Laura, and Lois—reveal the gender and imperial
imbalances of power at work in the Ascendancy system, then the female visitors
to Danielstown also play an important role in how they are subjugated—or not—by Lady
Naylor’s dominant hospitality. Francie Montmorency and Marda Norton, both
Ascendancy women, respectively receive and react to the hospitality of Danielstown in
ways that not only show certain differences between the older and younger generation of
Ascendancy women, but also women’s difficulty in finding or creating a home within the
patriarchal system.
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Francie Montmorency is the same age as Richard and Myra Naylor, her hosts,
which means that she is also ten years older than her husband Hugo, the one-time lover of
Richard’s sister, Laura. The first time she visits Danielstown and meets the Naylors is
with Hugo on her bridal trip, twelve years previous to the novel’s time frame. Despite the
awkward potential of such a visit to people who are practically strangers, she feels an
immediate kinship with them and a sense of Edenic homecoming:
Then, of course, they had known each other always; there had been no beginning.
She knew she had never in all her life been so happy as on that first visit . . . time,
loose-textured, had had a shining undertone, happiness glittered between the
moments. She had had, too, very strongly a sense of return, of having been
awaited. Rooms, doorways had framed a kind of expectancy of her; some trees in
the distance, the stairs, a part of the garden seemed always to have been lying
secretly at the back of her mind. (Bowen 13)
The passage underscores both the sense of Danielstown as home, and the sense of
timelessness, almost eternity, that dominates the passage. The structure of the very first
phrase— “Then, of course, they had known each other always”—plays with this sense of
timelessness, but weaves in nostalgia as well. The phrase is book-ended by words that
indicate time—“then” and “always”—that contradict each other. “Then” refers to a
specific time frame, while “always,” of course, implies a loop of eternity without
beginning or end. Indeed, Francie’s experience of time at Danielstown is distorted, as it
grows “loose-textured” with “a shining undertone,” and “happiness glitter[ing] between
the moments.” The language suggests timelessness by the way time seems to expand and
slow. The way that Francie feels her visit is a return, that the house itself had been
waiting for her, that it has some “always . . . been lying secretly at the back of her mind”
continues this depiction of Francie’s relationship with Danielstown as eternal. For
Francie, Danielstown’s hospitality gives the illusion of home. But it is, after all, an
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illusion. “Then,” which begins the passage, and the past tense verbs, set the entire
memory firmly in the past. Francie’s perception of her time at Danielstown as “timeless,”
of her visit being a return home, is quickly shattered by her second visit to Danielstown, a
full twelve years later, when something about the place is different, and the spell shatters
for her.
This seeming withdrawal of Danielstown’s hospitality, however, is actually just
an accurate readjustment. Danielstown is not Francie’s home, and this visit reminds her
that she is a guest, not a member of the family. This reality is especially devastating for
Francie, who herself is homeless. When she married Hugo, she was devastated that he
stated his preference for Danielstown over his own home; having spent months there as a
boy, he “knew the place as well as his own house, he told Francie, and certainly liked it
better. He had expressed this preference, which had come as a shock to her, when they
were first engaged. She was pained as by an expression of irreligion” (Bowen 13).
Francie’s shock at Hugo’s preference highlights her own strong attachment to the idea of
home and “family life,” as she calls it; in her view, loyalty to a family home is on par
with religious devotion. But Francie’s intention “to make up to him for the deficiencies of
his childhood”—e.g. his having a stepfather instead of a biological father—fails when
Hugo sells his childhood home, Rockriver, “almost immediately after their marriage”
(Bowen 13). The mention of timing is significant: in selling his family home directly
after his wedding, Hugo implicitly declares his intention to live an itinerant life—or in
other words, he declares his refusal to make a permanent, traditional home with Francie.
Hugo dabbles with the prospect of emigrating to Canada, but “when the idea of
Canada failed they had no home, and she, after all, no vocation” (Bowen 13). Francie is
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left homeless, and, more important from the standpoint of the sentence structure, without
a vocation. The sentence implies that home management, particularly of a Big House
such as Rockriver, is a vocation, and the only one that most women of the time could
expect. Instead, Francie becomes a permanent guest, ordered abroad for her health during
Irish winters, and returning to an itinerant life with Hugo in between. Because Hugo
refused to travel with Francie on her doctor-ordered travels, “going for consolation, of
course, to Danielstown” (Bowen 15).
Twelve years of such a lifestyle have made Francie a permanent guest, dependent
on her hosts—and their hospitality—for survival. This explains, at least partially, her
submissive manner as a guest. She comes to Danielstown expecting to find the Edenic
sense of home she found before but finds instead that her previous visit did not imprint
on Danielstown the way it imprinted on her. Going up the stairs with Lady Naylor
directly after her arrival, she looks for evidence of a memory, and finds it erased:
Francie looked down at the top step to see if the marks were still there—becoming
much excited in the course of an argument about Robert Hugh Benson she had
waved her candle and scattered a rain of hot grease. But there was a new staircarpet. Myra looked down also, but in surprise; she did not remember. She had
argued with so many people in twelve years—nowadays she argued about
Galsworthy. (Bowen 16)
The scene demonstrates that the visit was much more important to Francie than to Lady
Naylor or the life of Danielstown, that the illusive “homeyness” of Danielstown was
really hospitality masquerading as home. Over a decade has elapsed between the visits,
and despite the intimacy she felt with Lady Naylor during their “long remarkable talks
about almost everything” (Bowen 14), during the first visit, it becomes clear that Lady
Naylor was not similarly affected by their friendship—like Danielstown, she gives the
appearance of intimacy that makes a guest feel “at home,” but this is simply an aspect of
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hospitality, not deep friendship. Most visitors make no more impression on the rhythm
of Danielstown than different fads in novelists, as shown by the Benson-Galsworthy
comparison.
The sharp reminder that Francie is a guest continues when Francie “turn[s] to the
right instinctively, to her old door” and is directed by Lady Naylor to the Blue Room
instead, as the Montmorencys’ former room is now occupied by Lois—significantly, a
member of the family (Bowen 16). As a guest Francie shows the limits
of Danielstown’s hospitality: despite its generosity, its inclusivity, it is ultimately built on
the boundary of owner and visitor, of insider and outsider. She cannot hope to
mark Danielstown with her presence precisely because she is a dependent guest who
survives by visiting. Lady Naylor manages and manipulates Francie as easily as
she manages Danielstown. At the end of the women’s argument over whether Gerald is a
suitor of Lois, Lady Naylor firmly ends the discussion on her terms:
In fact, if you don’t mind, I expect we had better not talk any more. You must go
and lie down—you’re looking as fresh as a rose but I know how Hugo insists
upon it.”
They rose, she took Francie’s arm and led her as far as her door. Francie felt like
something being put back in its box. (Bowen 81-82)
Lady Naylor silences Francie and gaslights her, acting as if it is her concern for Francie’s
health that dictates her orders. Francie as a guest shows how the hospitality of
Danielstown stifles, silences, and manipulates its visitors.
In contrast to Francie, Marda, the eponymous visitor of the second section “The
Visit of Miss Norton,” disrupts hospitality and signals the insufficiency of the Big House
structure for the younger generation. A decade older than Lois, Marda is an Anglo-Irish
aristocrat without a home; she is “an experienced fellow visitor” alongside the homeless
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Hugo (Bowen 115). However, unlike Laura and Hugo, she neither neglects
hospitality nor resigns herself to the role of passive guest. Lois says that Marda “annoys
[Lady Naylor] by being unfortunate in ways that are far more trying for other people than
for herself” (Bowen 107), but a more accurate description would be that
Marda disrupts the carefully controlled patterns of Danielstown’s hospitality. In doing so,
Marda fulfills the role of the Gothic “guest who distorts … who has the power to disrupt
the home from the inside” (Watkiss 524).
Marda as a disruptive guest who makes the home “unhomely” anticipates the
coming homelessness of the Ascendancy and Danielstown becoming permanently
“unhomely” as it burns. Marda’s disruptions point to the cycle of colonization and postcolonialism: the forces of colonization made Ireland unhomely for its Catholic
inhabitants, and then the colonizing Ascendancy are dispossessed of their homes in turn
by the ones they dispossessed.
The three examples of how Marda’s visits have disrupted Danielstown’s
hospitality in the past each indicate a significant failure on the part of the Anglo-Irish
aristocracy: respectively, they point to violence, politics, and marriage, or the failure
of marital arrangements. In her first disruption, “[w]hen she was very little she came over
to Danielstown to a children’s party: she fell down at once on the scraper and cut her knee
and there was a great deal of fuss and bloodiness” (Bowen 107). In her first disruption
at Danielstown, then, Marda brought the sharp inevitability of accident and violence,
which foreshadows the violence of Marda being shot in the hand by an IRA soldier.
The second time, Marda disrupts Danielstown’s hospitality by bringing up
politics, starting a political argument and prompting other guests to ignore the rules of
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social conduct (“they all stayed past eight o’clock in the library taking down the
Encylopaedia Britannica while other people who were coming to dinner kept arriving”
(Bowen 107). Marda’s confrontation of Irish politics is especially unwelcome to hosts
who “prefer not to listen” to the realities of political violence at their doorstep. The third
transgression occurs when Marda loses her engagement ring at a tennis party; again,
though, while the Naylors “were all very much upset,” Marda herself is unperturbed
(Bowen 107). Her loss of the ring foreshadows how she will later break the engagement,
a break-up which bothers others much more than herself. These incidents
which disrupt Danielstown’s hospitality not only associate Marda with breaks and
disruptions but point to the disruption of the Anglo-Irish pattern of life in Ireland, to the
next generation of Anglo-Irish who cannot make a life in Ireland according to the old
pattern. Marda herself realizes that she disrupts Danielstown by her very presence:
‘But I really should not have come back here,’ she said. ‘There is something in
Lady Naylor’s eye: a despairing optimism. I feel that suitcase won’t be the end of
me here. There will be a raid and I shall be shot on the avenue, not even fatally, or
Laurence will take me out and upset that car. Then really she will never forgive
me . . .’ (Bowen 116)
Marda’s unintentionally disruptive presence signals that there is no place for young
women in Ascendancy society any longer. This idea is further augmented by Marda’s
engagement to an English man, and their plans to settle in London. This plan possesses its
own ambivalences; as Ruiz notes, Marda “does not appear to be the best example to
imitate as her engagement will introduce her into the patriarchal society she dissuades
Lois from accessing . . . [in Marda Lois finds] a confessor, an adult figure filling her
mother’s absence” (107). Marda’s role as a mother figure to Lois is key, though; Marda
becomes another double for both Lois and Laura, mirroring Laura and Lois’s failures as
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hostess with her own failure to act as a proper guest. And although Marda does marry for
financial stability, she provides Lois an alternative to the romantic marriage of emotional
fulfillment that Lois seeks in Gerald. Instead of seeking a home in emotional fulfillment
through romantic marriage, the older woman views marriage in terms of financial
stability, exchanging her lifestyle as an “incorrigible visitor” for the relative
independence of running her own home. Marda also views marriage as a means to
establishing a home, but at twenty-nine years old, she is more concerned with the
pragmatic, material benefits of the arrangement: a household of her own and financial
security. To achieve this goal, she has to submit to living in England—she must leave her
homeland in order to gain a home of her own. While Francie is diminished and silenced
by the heavy tradition of Big House hospitality, Marda, through her disruptions of
hospitality and her clear-eyed view of marriage as a commercial exchange, demonstrates
the limitations of the Big House system for even independent, modern women.
Consuming Hospitality: English and Irish Catholic Hospitality
Clearly, then, the practice (or neglect) of Ascendancy hospitality traditions in the
novel point to the increasingly fragile position of the Anglo-Irish society in Ireland.
Wells-Lassagne suggests, “the frivolous nature of the events of the novel, which consist
mostly of Anglo-Irish parties, dances, dinners and visits are intrinsically linked—are
indeed in reaction to—the rebellion fomenting outside the demesne walls” (“Colonial
Concerns” 451). But the Ascendancy social events are not the only examples of
hospitality in the novel. While the first section opens with its titular event—
the Montmorencys’ arrival—the other two sections actually open with scenes of
hospitality away from Danielstown: the second section opens with an afternoon in
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town at the home of Irish Catholic Mrs. Fogarty, and the third section opens with the
excitement of the English officers’ dance. Thus, the three sections commence with scenes
of Anglo-Irish, Irish Catholic, and English hospitality. In such a carefully structured
novel, this division invites comparison between the three different cultural groups. The
ways in which the Catholic Irish and English characters—particularly women—offer and
partake in hospitality illuminate Ascendancy values and anxieties over transgression of
class boundaries. This section examines Irish Catholic hosts and English guests, and what
is revealed is a complex relationship of hosts and guests which centers around class and
is often figured in terms of spectatorship and consumption.
In the social events where the English are guests, they are distinguished from their
Anglo-Irish hosts not only by cultural differences, but by class markers as well. These
markers are painfully evident in the scene where the novel introduces the occupying
English at the tennis party. Notably, though they have a putative invitation per Lois, their
attendance is experienced by the hostess as an unwelcome invasion. Lois forgot to tell
Lady Naylor that she invited “people from the Clonmore club,” and Lady Naylor is not
prepared for their visit. Betty Vermont, an officer’s wife, arrives with other members of
the barracks and creates anxiety for her hostess (Myra worries about having enough
raspberries for all the guests), as well as causing small moments of awkwardness
throughout the party. Though Lady Naylor blames Lois for the unexpected visit (and the
resulting failure of the raspberries “to go round”), Bowen directs the reader to lay the
blame not on Lois—as does Lady Naylor—but on Betty Vermont herself. She attends the
party even though she openly admits that she is not sure she is expected, a social faux pas
that reveals her class that she is expected because she treats Ireland as a spectacle for her
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pleasure, relying on Anglo-Irish traditions of hospitality and courtesy to smooth over her
own shortcomings in status and social breeding:
Betty Vermont was not disappointed in Ireland. She had never before been to so
many large houses with so small a sense of her smallness. Of course they were all
very shabby and not artistic at all. Mrs. Vermont used to say, she longed to be
turned loose in any one of them with a paint-pot—white—and a few hundred
yards of really nice cretonne from Barkers. (Bowen 46)
Betty’s desire to modernize the Big Houses by literally white-washing them and making
them “artistic,” indicates both her social class and her ignorance of history and context;
she wants to erase the “shabbiness,” e.g. the furnishings and decorations of several
centuries, with the aesthetic of modern, middle-class taste. This taste is characterized by a
large department store (Barkers), a hallmark of the rise of middle-class consumerism, and
the novel suggests this is what defines the middle-class English: they are consumers.
Betty distinguishes herself at the tennis party by eating “more hot cakes than she cared to
remember . . . An idea she had had that one should not eat very much when invited out
languished . . .” (Bowen 61). This tendency toward unchecked consumption appears in
the way the officers’ wives interact with Clonmore, as they upset the rhythms of the
village with “a disposition they had to be socially visible before midday” as they insist on
shops, services, and restaurants opening before the appointed time: “these unnatural
practices were a strain on the town’s normality; the streets had a haggard look, ready for
anything. Really, as Lady Naylor said, almost English” (Bowen 284). As outside guests
of the town, they disrupt its hospitality by demanding that their hosts fit their needs,
instead of accommodating themselves to their hosts’ structure and routine.
Not only are the English women viewed as intruders into the property of the town,
unwelcome guests literally forcing open what should be closed, but they invade in order
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to consume large quantities of cheap goods. Bowen further indicates the English
women’s class status in her description of their clothes, with Betty and Denise wearing “a
perfect swirl of furs and red crêpe de Chine. On their knees, two little pairs of hands
curled like loose chrysanthemums on their kid pochettes” (Bowen 286). In contrast to
Lois’s dresses of muted colors and expensive fabric, the English women
wear cheap material and gaudy colors in a cheap imitation of wealth and status. The way
they dissolve into twin images, with their matching purses, identical hands, blurred
together in a “swirl” of excess material, points to their over-consumption of massproduced goods and the resulting lack of individuality.
The women take this tendency to an unbearable extreme, however, when they
attempt to force their way into Danielstown with no invitation. Betty shows up
unannounced with a friend, claiming that she does not want to be a bother, but she “did
want Denise to see a lovely old Irish home” (Bowen 286). The women have come not as
visitors, paying a social call, but as spectators. When the Danielstown family blocks their
access to the house, Betty becomes angry—This was not at all what she had led Denise to
expect” (Bowen 287)—and the rationale for the women’s uninvited appearance becomes
clear:
‘Really . . . when one thinks these are the people we are defending! I wonder if
they’ll offer us any coffee. What I think about Irish hospitality: either they almost
knock you down or they don’t look at you. Or I tell you what, we might go out to
the garden and get some plums. Only I would like you to see the drawing room . .
.’ (Bowen 287)
The passage, with her desire to plunder the resources of Danielstown (including its
plums), reveals her proprietary, indeed colonial, attitude toward the hospitality of the
Irish aristocracy: she sees it as a source of entertainment, of spectacle, that is hers to
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take. As savagely as Bowen treats Betty Vermont, she does not forget that this tendency
toward consumption—of food, goods, and hospitality—mirrors the way English
colonizers, e.g. the Ascendancy, consume the resources of the colonized. Mrs. Vermont’s
behavior throughout the scene points to the proprietary consumption of Ireland by the
English, and the class and cultural differences which make the English unfit to manage
Ireland. She treats Ireland as a spectacle and uses her status as occupier to gain admission
to places from which she would otherwise be excluded. Just as the English military
constitutes an unwelcome occupying force in the Irish countryside, so Betty Vermont
navigates her way into places where she is not wholly welcome. When she is provoked to
an outburst at the tennis party—“We’re here to defend you!”—she references an
uncomfortable truth: though the English may be not wholly welcome guests in the
Ascendancy world, their presence is a reminder that the Anglo-Irish world was founded
and relies on English rule. Like Betty, the founders of the Ascendancy came uninvited to
Ireland, and like the Gothic hostile guest, they “dominate [the] space” (Watkiss 524). The
current English occupation points to the occupying position of the Anglo-Irish, and how
they are “both colonisers and colonised,” and as such, “the personification and the locus
of the tension created by the phenomenon of Empire” (Wells-Lassagne “Colonial
Concerns” 452). Betty Vermont’s proprietary, consuming use of Big House culture is
distinguished from Lady Naylor’s occupation of Mrs. Fogarty’s drawing room only by
class and nationality; the colonizing assumption of ownership is the same.
However, this colonial invasion does not go unchecked. Mrs. Fogarty’s Irish
Catholic hospitality shows how the colonized imitates the colonizer’s patterns of
consumptions. The second section of the novel opens with afternoon tea at the Irish
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Catholic home, in which Livvy and Lois have tea with English officers in the Irish
woman’s drawing room. Mrs. Fogarty lives in town, in “one of the narrow houses looking
out on the Square; her windows were screened from outside observation by cubes of
evergreen; between the pane and the evergreens rain fell darkly” (Bowen 101-102). In
contrast to the wide acres and varied landscape of Danielstown, which Bowen takes pains
to describe alight with the colors of early autumn, the Fogartys have unchanging cubes of
evergreens. The narrow house, with its carefully clipped hedge, paints an initial picture of
the inhabitants as blandly middle class.
Inside the house, the main impression is of over-crowding, an excess of the
Victorian collection craze: “Mrs. Fogarty’s drawing room was thronged with photographs
. . . The room was crowded with cushions . . . As more and more people dropped in . . .
The room warmed up, there was just enough air left not to make one aware of discomfort
in breathing” (Bowen 102). This preponderance of overcrowding and nearsuffocation culminates in a description of the cushions in the room:
[C]ushions that slid from the narrow seats of the chairs and tumbled over the back
of the sofa; cushions with pen-painted sprays, with poker-worked kittens; very
futurist cushions with bunches of fruit appliques, dear old cushions with
associations and feathers bursting out at the seams. And there were cushions with
Union Jacks that she wouldn’t, she said, put away. . . . (Bowen 102)
The cushion collection tells us important things about her class and her character,
especially in contrast to Danielstown. While Danielstown has amassed its own
assortment: tiger rugs, regimental portraits, and ebony elephants, the synthesizing
element (apart from the undeniable colonial connections) is family history.24 The
seemingly random collections of items at Danielstown are made coherent by the polish of
See Shannon Wells-Lassagne for a postcolonial reading of the ante-room, in which these objects are
amassed.
24
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time; the items were collected by generations of Naylors, rather than the frantic individual
hoarding of one person, as in the Fogarty home. The sheer number of objects, gathered
only with an eye toward consuming, not curating, mirrors the English women’s tendency
toward excess consumption. Mrs. Fogarty’s “noble” refusal to hide the patriotic
pillows— “not [even] if They came at night and stood in her room with pistols” (Bowen
102)—demonstrates how as a Unionist, she is the colonized imitating the colonizer. Her
collection of photographs, all pictures of dead soldiers, indicates a macabre turn in her
collection:
[A]ll the dear boys who for many years past had been garrisoned at Clonmore,
many of whom, alas, had been killed in that dreadful war. You could not stoop to
put down a cup on one of the little tables without a twinge of regret and
embarrassment, meeting the candid eyes of some dead young man. (Bowen 102)
Because Mrs. Fogarty’s drawing-room cannot always be thronged with the English
soldiers she loves to host, the photographs function as a morbid collection of permanent
visitors. With this predilection to consumption and appetite indicated by her girth, as she
takes up “rather more than half of her own sofa,” it becomes clear that Mrs. Fogarty’s
form of Irish hospitality is predatory in the way that she amasses visitors. Though her
intent may not be malevolent, her claim that “she did not know how she would have lived
at all without the military at Clonmore” (Bowen 103) clearly depicts her as someone who
thrives upon the Irish/English conflict, vampirically feeding off the English military.
With her cushions and tea and chocolate biscuits, Mrs. Fogarty’s drawing-room
resembles the drawing-rooms of the soldiers’ own middle-class English mothers. The
soldiers feel at home among “a smell of wallpaper, tea and teacakes, polished
Sam brownes, … the Nuit d’Amour on Mrs. Vermont’s handkerchief” (Bowen 102)
because, as symbolized by Mrs. Fogarty’s choice of Union Jack pillows, she has made
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her drawing-room a little outpost of English middle-class hospitality, but this imitative
hospitality is also subversive and parasitic. While all may be “harmonious” in her parlor,
the very presence of the military speaks to the deep disharmony in Ireland, and the
photographs remind us that the officers’ lives are in constant danger. This danger is
further suggested when Smith, a fellow officer with Gerald, sings “The Green Eye of the
Little Yellow God.” The popular song is about an English soldier in India and his death in
retribution for stealing from a local god. The soldier steals an emerald from a local
deity’s statue to give to the woman he loves and is killed by a worshiper of the god in
question. The narrative of the song—the story of a British soldier who plunders a
colonized country, and is killed by the robbed inhabitants—foreshadows, of course,
Gerald’s death at the hands of IRA soldiers. While the soldiers consume tea and biscuits
in her drawing-room, feeling “very easy and very Irish,” Mrs. Fogarty consumes and
collects the soldiers themselves, with little regard for their individual lives.
This circular relationship of hospitality in the novel—the English consuming
Anglo-Irish hospitality, the Anglo-Irish consuming Irish hospitality, and the imitative
Irish hospitality consuming the English and Anglo-Irish—culminates in the burning
of Danielstown, that site and symbol of graceful hospitality. In this image, Richard and
Myra stand outside watching their home burn; in a reversal that recalls the invading
Gothic hostile guest, the owners have been dispossessed by the visitors. The irony here is
that Danielstown, an emblem of centuries-old traditions of Ascendancy hospitality, never
extended hospitality to those who lived closest to it. Most of the tenants
surrounding Danielstown would never cross its threshold in their lives—certainly not
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through the “hospitable” front doors. In this closing powerful image, the novel
acknowledges both the beauty and exclusivity of the Big House hospitable traditions.
Denial, Motherless Daughters, and Women in Exile
Danielstown burns in part because of Lady Naylor’s denial of the real danger
afoot. This denial is mirrored in Lady Naylor’s strangely differing attitudes toward Lois
and Livvy. Both girls are members of the Ascendancy, both only children and heirs to
estates, both—importantly—motherless, yet Lady Naylor disapproves of the friendship
between the girls. In a move that is typical of the Anglo-Irish, she expresses disdain for
the English and prefers Lois’s school friends from England. The real reason Lady Naylor
does not like Lois’s friendship with Livvy is because of Livvy’s constant pursuit of the
soldiers at Clonmore; she blames Livvy, in part, for the romantic connection that
develops between Lois and Gerald. But we see something important in Lady Naylor’s
dismissal of Livvy’s actions: repeatedly, Lady Naylor disapproves of Livvy’s behavior,
and blames it on her lack of a mother. Frequently throughout the novel, Lady Naylor
says, “but of course, poor Livvy is motherless” (several times) as a rationale for the girl’s
inappropriate romantic attachment (Bowen 78, 263). She parries Gerald with this point
when he tries to defend his and Lois’s engagement by pointing to Livvy and David’s
plans to wed. Gerald points out the obvious when Lady Naylor states that Livvy is
motherless: “But many people are . . . Lois is” (Bowen 263). Lady Naylor refuses to
acknowledge this point. Throughout the book, by her repeated denigration of Livvy as
motherless and insistence on holding Lois to a different, “higher” standard,
she denies that Lois is motherless.
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This denial is important, because we know that Lady Naylor has a habit of
denying realities she does not wish to see. Because of this habit, her denial of Lois as
motherless is automatically linked to her denial of the war going on outside her own
home, and to her refusal to see the precarity of the Anglo-Irish political position. As we
have seen, the depiction of “Mother Ireland” in nationalist narratives does not include the
Anglo-Irish as children, just as the largely Gaelic, Catholic IRA soldiers do not view the
Anglo-Irish as truly “Irish.” This is a point Lady Naylor refuses to see; her denial of
Lois’s motherless state is linked to her denial of her own “motherlessness” in terms of
national narrative. This denial tragically confronts reality in the burning
of Danielstown. Lady Naylor denies that Lois is motherless—that Laura is dead—and
that Danielstown is in any danger, but most confront both realities at the end of the
novel. Laura put her mark on Danielstown, and Danielstown formed Laura; the estate is
also Lois’s maternal inheritance and itself is associated with maternity.25 As
such, the burning of the house signifies not only the end of Ascendancy life in Ireland,
but also signifies the death of the mother, particularly since the Irish “half” of
Ascendancy identity is linked to the maternal.
If Lady Morgan’s Wild Irish Girl attempts to set up a family metaphor for Ireland
with Father England and Mother Ireland as the parents of the Anglo-Irish, then The Last
September demonstrates the failure of that metaphor. The novel also shows that the
metaphor fails because it is class and religion-exclusive; because of both Glorvina’s class
and her conversion to the Protestant faith, the Anglo-Irish union of Horatio and

Edwina Keown describes how “Bowen gives her big house a female persona and establishes a special
psychic connection between the house and a female guest, the mother-less Lois, that verges on a mother
daughter pairing” (6).
25
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Glorvina does not include the Gaelic, Catholic Irish. Lady Morgan’s metaphor works
only for the Anglo-Irish, a group which is distinguished by religion and class. As such,
the Anglo-Irish are essentially motherless in their own country, unable to partake in the
national narrative of Mother Ireland. Bowen suggests a different image in the fragmented
non-family of Lois’s memory of Laura’s hospitality. Hugo, the almost-father, visits the
impenetrable mother and daughter household, and Laura, the mother, abandons the
domestic confines, leaving the hosting duties to her young daughter. This image—an
absent mother Ireland, a faux father England, and an anxious child as the Anglo-Irish—
are more appropriate to characterize the Ascendancy position of the twentieth
century. Lady Naylor embodies “the tragedy of the Anglo-Irish,” as Bowen saw it, in
particular “their lack of insight into the ambiguity and isolation of their position” (Lee 43).
Though many Anglo-Irish—as embodied by Lady Naylor—continued to insist on their
right as children and heirs, even though their own religion and class exclude them
as children in the Irish narrative of nation-as-mother.
The Last September, with its burning of the maternally-marked Danielstown, both
mourns and confronts this death of the mother. In contrast to Glorvina, the original Irish
heiress—and symbolic mother of the Anglo-Irish—in The Wild Irish Girl, whose home
is restored to her through marriage to an English man, the women of The Last
September are all effectively evicted from their homes in Ireland: Laura dies in
England, Francie will continue her homeless existence as itinerant guest, Lady Naylor
watches her home burn, and Marda and Lois (the latter now deprived of her
inheritance) flee to England and the Continent, respectively. From the perspective
of their Irish identity, the Ascendancy women are indeed motherless, unable to navigate a
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system of power in which they have been both complicit and themselves unfairly
treated.
Lois and Laura’s doubling also continues in Lois’s end. We do not see her at the
end of the novel, but learn that after the death of Gerald, she has been sent away to
France. Like Laura, Lois dissolves into absence within the text: unresisting, ordered
about by her aunt, the reader is unsure of what path she will take. The Irish Gothic
narrative in Bowen’s hands ends not with a marriage and restoration of property
(and with the promise of the daughter moving into motherhood herself) but with the
permanent exile of the daughter from the Big House. While the ambivalent end of The
Last September acknowledges the possibilities of agency in this exile, it also
acknowledges the grief of losing mother, home, and identity, and leaves the reader still
haunted by anxiety over the future of the daughter of the Big House, with Lois’s
desperate question to Laurence—“What do you think I am for?”—hanging in the air,
unanswered.
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CODA
Finally, The Story of Lucy Gault (2002) points out how the figure of an aging
spinster heiress engages with Ascendancy guilt and the tragedy of a culture that is unable
to adapt. The novel chronicles the life of Lucy, the only daughter of a gentry couple in
1920s Ireland. Life for the Gaults and their daughter revolves around idyllic Lahardane,
the modest but lovely Big House. The unrest of the Irish War for Independence
reaches Lahardane late one summer night in 1921, when three boys bring cans of petrol
to the house. Everard, Lucy’s father, fires a warning shot into the air and unintentionally
wounds one of the boys. Everard and his English wife, Heloise, decide that Ireland is not
safe and determine to leave for England with their daughter. Lucy cannot bear the
thought of leaving Lahardane and runs away in an attempt to keep her parents from
leaving the family home. She is presumed drowned due to a few misinterpreted clues, and
her heartbroken parents leave to travel the Continent. Thus begins Lucy's long vigil; she
wears her mother’s dresses, reads her father’s novels, and waits for her parents to return
so that she can atone for her childhood disobedience. Her parents travel continuously to
assuage their grief and no telegrams or letters reach them, and so Lucy waits for decades,
denying herself friendships, marriage, a profession, or anything that resembles an adult
life. After her mother’s death, her father finally returns home, but too late to repair their
relationship. Meanwhile, the Catholic boy who was wounded begins to suffer a mental
breakdown: he becomes convinced that he actually did set fire to Lahardane, and that
Lucy was killed as a child in the blaze. As Lucy ages, still enshrined alone in Lahardane
after her father’s death, she begins to visit the Catholic man in the mental asylum and
finds a kind of peace, if not redemption, exactly. In the final pages of the novel, an
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elderly Lucy pictures Lahardane as it will be after her death: a bed and breakfast, a relic
of former times.
Lucy embodies Trevor’s view of Ascendancy decline in her devotion to her
family home, her guilt, and her inability to disengage from the past. Her refusal to marry
also signifies the decline of the Big House family. The heiresses of Owenson, Le Fanu,
and Somerville and Ross all make happy marriages, and thus provide a way to continue
the families through offspring. There is a definite break in this pattern in The Last
September, in which sterility emerges as a prominent theme. However, while the novel
concludes without Lois making a marriage, she is still young, and there remains the
possibility of her marrying, producing children, and continuing the family line. Lucy is
important in the development of the heiress figure because she remains unmarried and
childless. The novel ends in her old age as she muses on what will happen
to Lahardane after her death, as she has no children to inherit it. She imagines it will
become a hotel, and pictures the house divided into apartments, with strangers walking
through its beloved rooms. The ending of Trevor’s novel is the inverse of The Last
September’s ending. While in Bowen’s novel, the house is destroyed but the family
survives, Lucy Gault ends with the house intact, but the family line dies out. Bowen’s
novel questions what kind of role an Ascendancy family has in Ireland without their Big
House. Trevor, with his ending that pictures the Big House empty of its family, suggests
that the Big Houses are gracious remnants of a dead culture.
Of primary concern here, however, is Lucy’s extended adolescence in the text,
and how it is tied to her relationship with her mother, and to her guilt. Lucy is separated
from her parents when she is nine, right on the cusp of adolescence. She loses her idyllic
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childhood and gains the burden of guilt right at the beginning of her transformation to
sexual maturity—a time associated with the loss of innocence.
Lucy is not alone in bearing a burden of guilt; indeed, the chain of events that lead
to the long separation is tinged with guilt on all sides. Everard feels guilty about
wounding the young Catholic man; Everard and Heloise, her parents, both carry guilt
about making false promises to Lucy of their imminent return to Lahardane, when such a
return was not at all sure. The couple discovers that Lucy was in the habit of
disobeying their instructions by swimming alone in the ocean, and they come believe she
drowned during one of those solo swimming trips—but they blame themselves for her
disobedience. Everard says, “We told her lies” and Heloise thinks “[d]isobedience had
been a child’s defiance, deception the coinage they had offered her themselves” (Trevor
31). They view Lucy’s actions as a natural reaction to their own disingenuity, and thus
they bear the double burden of both guilt and grief.
Henry and Bridget, the Gault’s family servants, suspected that Lucy swam
alone and blame themselves first for not telling her parents earlier, and, after Henry
discovers a starved, lamed Lucy in the woods, for believing so easily that she had
drowned. The Roman Catholic boy who Everard shot is tortured by guilt in his adulthood,
to the point that his mental health breaks down. But Lucy reacts to her guilt in a way
unlike any other character. Her parents try to flee their guilt and grief by distancing
themselves from Ireland with constant travel. Bridget and Henry assuage their guilt by
caring for Lucy as she grows up. The wounded would-be arsonist tries to escape his guilt
by changing occupations, hoping that he will be too busy to dwell on the broke Gault
family. But Lucy both embraces and embodies her guilt. After all, she is lamed in her
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attempt to run away, and walks with a limp ever after: her body is marked by her guilt.
As the years go by and her parents fail to return, she enshrines herself at Lahardane and
maintaining her home as a memorial to its happy past:
Lucy did not wonder much about the nature of exile, accepting, with time, what
had come about, as she did her lameness and the features that were reflected in
her looking-glass . . . [s]he waited, she would have said, and in doing so kept
faith. Each room was dusted clean; each chair, each table, each ornament was as
they were remembered. Her full summer vases, her bees, her footsteps on the
stairs and on the landings, and crossing rooms and in the cobbled yard and on the
gravel, were what she offered. She was not lonely; sometimes she could hardly
remember loneliness . . . in warm evening sunshine, she lay reading in the apple
orchard another of the novels left behind by other generations. Enough of the
world it was for Lucy Gault, at twenty-one, to visit Netherfield. (Trevor 81)
Lucy dresses herself in her mother’s clothes, tends to her father’s beehives, and reads her
way through Lahardane’s library. Many characters remark upon her similarity to her
mother, a similarity she embraces by wearing her mother’s white summer dresses from
twenty years ago. “Do you wonder why I wear white dresses?” she asks her would-be
suitor and before he can answer, says, “It’s my favourite colour. It was my mother’s too”
(Trevor 104). “White your favorite color?” her flabbergasted suitor responds (Trevor
104). When her mother’s dresses wear out, she has similar ones made, even though they
are an outdated style. The color (or lack of color, rather) that she prefers unmistakably
signals her quest to regain her lost innocence, and the insistence on dressing in her
mother’s clothes signifies a kind of refusal to grow up and accept her own adulthood.
This devotion to the past is a Gothic trope, as is Lucy’s isolation in a large house.
Her character recalls a bit of Glorvina: an educated young girl living in an isolated house,
waiting for a suitor to rescue her and give her a life of companionship and love. But when
love does enter Lucy’s life, through a young tutor named Ralph, she chooses penance
over freedom. She continues in her extended adolescence, waiting for her parents to come
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home and forgive her, tragically recalling Yeats’s wish for his daughter: “Oh, may she
live like some green laurel /Rooted in one dear perpetual place” (47-48). Lucy is indeed
rooted to Lahardane, but her “roots” are also chains of the psyche, preventing her from
leaving to live her own life.
There is no redemption for Lucy in this novel, no rescue. There is only a slow,
hard fought-for inner peace which she finds through her odd relationship with the man
whom her father wounded. When they are both old, Lucy begins to visit him and finds
her visits bring him peace, if not sanity. Unlike the other heiresses, who are “rescued”
from the house, Lucy wrestles with the confinement until she makes peace with it. Her
end recalls the penultimate stanza from Yeats’s “A Prayer for My Daughter”:
Considering that, all hatred driven hence,
The soul recovers radical innocence
And learns at last that it is self-delighting,
Self-appeasing, self-affrighting,
And that its own sweet will is heaven's will,
She can, though every face should scowl
And every windy quarter howl
Or every bellows burst, be happy still. (41-48)
If Lucy does not quite find happiness, she does find “radical innocence” through
forgiving her father, the would-be arsonist, and most of all, herself. Confined to
Lahardane by her own guilt, her inner struggles over the decades allow her to release hate
and achieve forgiveness, which Trevor seems to view as the best we can hope for in a
world where all share some degree of guilt. But just as Yeats’s best hopes for his
daughter--that she be not too beautiful, without strong opinions, and safely delivered into
the arms of a husband of the Protestant Ascendancy class—are strongly patriarchal and
classist, Trevor’s ending refuses to acknowledge how the patriarchal, colonial structures
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played a large role in Lucy’s fate. Lucy’s class and gender, particularly, play a large role
in her tragedy.
Trevor wrote the story of Lucy Gault, not Lionel or Willy, because there would
have been no great tragedy if Lucy had been a boy. The reason for Lucy’s tragedy—not
her separation from her parents, but the confined, penitent life she leads afterward—is the
guilt that she carries for running away, and how she blames herself for her parents’
absence and grief. A large part of this guilt, however, is not internally produced, but
external: the villagers judge Lucy, with the other children treating her as if she
untouchable. The adults also judge her; in the chapters after her rescue, Lucy continually
notices that adults (apart from her caretakers, Bridget and Henry) look at her with
“dislike.” Those outside Lahardane treat her as an object of horror, a monster almost, and
they would not treat her the same way if she were a boy. The “unnatural” stubbornness,
and deception that they view with horror in Lucy would have been viewed as “natural”
disobedience in a boy. They would have viewed an Everard Gault, Jr.’s devotion to his
home as admirable and natural, or at the very least, would have seen the willful act as
natural in a boy. Boys are expected to act up, to disrupt, to try to impose their will on the
world. What the villagers judge as horrific disobedience and willfulness in Lucy, is
merely Lucy’s desperate attempt to change her parents’ mind by taking agency. She
refuses to submit, to obey—she tries to impose her own will on the world, and in a
woman, this is the unforgivable sin. Lucy attempts to exert influence in the only way
available to her: by removing her body. No wonder, then, it is her body which is punished
and shaped by her attempt at agency. The villagers seem to view her disobedience as
unnatural, that is, not natural to a woman. She is also judged more harshly than a boy
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would be because her act of disobedience is to run away from home. Boys are expected
to leave home, especially in the early twentieth century, while girls are expected to stay at
home until another man (a husband) comes to claim them.
Lucy’s “unnatural” behavior is to think and act for herself, and to leave the
boundaries of her home. To atone for this sin of self-determination, Lucy spends almost
the rest of her life in chosen passivity. She refuses to go out into the world to try to “make
something of herself,” even when encouraged by others to leave Lahardane and pursue
professional training. The verb used most often of Lucy in the text is “accept”: she
accepts her disability, accepts her isolation, accepts her fate. In her passive acceptance of
her life, and her refusal to leave Lahardane, she tries to correct what the world judged as
her former sins: an active attempt to change her life and leaving her home. She confines
herself to the domestic sphere (beekeeping, gardening, housekeeping, reading in the
drawing room). If Lucy had been a boy, the grown son would have been made to get a
profession, and also have been free to bring a wife home to live with him. A man would
not have felt the same compulsion to stay, because a man would not have felt the same
guilt. So, in trying to correct her “unnatural” behavior as a child with the “natural”
womanly attributes of domesticity and submission, Lucy builds a life that is “unnatural” isolated, without family or friends, locked in the past.
In The Wild Irish Girl, the Irish half of Ascendancy identity is associated with
music, art, culture, and most of all, beauty. But if Lucy is another wild Irish girl—for she
acts “wild,” as in uncontrollable or domesticated, in her attempt to keep her home – then
no Horatio comes to save her from her sacrifice (Glorvina almost marries Horatio’s father
in an attempt to keep her father out of debtor’s prison and save her home). Trevor
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suggests that fate and circumstance are more important than any individual or even
corporate guilt in Ireland’s history. While Trevor explicitly recognizes the role of
nationality, hybrid identity, political power, religious institutions, the global currents of
war and social, technological, and cultural progress, what stands out most strongly in the
text is how Lucy’s tragedy is amplified by her gender. Lucy is trapped in the past by the
weight of her guilt, and she carries such heavy guilt because she is a woman. In the end,
in Lucy’s peaceful acceptance of her life and death, Trevor suggests that we absolve each
other of guilt because we are all guilty, to some degree, beyond our control—due to the
circumstances of our birth (Roman Catholic or Protestant, cottage or Big House, tenant or
landlord). But this ending is unsatisfying because it does not recognize how gender—and
thus, sexism—are at play in the tragedies and injustices, big and small, of our lives.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation traces the intersectionality of gender and postcolonial theory in
the figure of the motherless heiress in Anglo-Irish novels. I have examined a particular,
quite obscure, genre of literature, because I wanted to know what connected these
heiresses and tell their stories in a unifying narrative. This dissertation calls attention to
young women growing up in patriarchal societies that both privilege them for their class
and religion, and yet limit them because of their gender. I did not understand this impulse
at the time, even though it seems clear now: after all, I grew up white, middle-class,
evangelical Christian, and female in rural Alabama. In other words, I grew up in a
patriarchal society that proscribed limitations according to my gender and also privileged
me for my race, class, and religion. The professional is always personal, much more than
we often permit, and writing this dissertation has encompassed both a journey of
intellectual and scholarly development as well as an intense time of personal growth.
The lessons learned from these heiresses are simple but powerful: first, even
seemingly benevolent patriarchy is harmful. Societies that prioritize men in power will
always endanger women, even when that power is claimed as “protection.” Second,
women need other women—we need mothers, sisters, grandmothers, and aunts to share
their stories, advise, and support us. As a graduate student, I have been fortunate to
greatly benefit from the experience, guidance, and mentorship of other women, and to be
able to offer some of that some mentorship to my own women and nonbinary students.
All of these novels, either by their presence or absence, insist on the absolute importance
of positive female relationships as a way to validate each other’s truth. Third, studying
Irish heiresses has concretized the truth that the oppression we experience is never one-
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dimensional, but always intersectional. The often submerged, but always present, parallel
stories in these novels of women from different class, religious, and ethnic backgrounds
have been a constant reminder that, to paraphrase Rebecca Traister, white women—or in
the case of these novels, Ascendancy women—are often the foot soldiers of the
patriarchy. From Meg in Uncle Silas, to Moll Hourihane in An Irish Cousin, and Betty
Vermont in The Last September, women of the working and/or lower classes are seen as
rough creatures in need of guidance and domestication at best and scheming criminals at
worst. A follow-up project to this dissertation would tell the shadow stories of these
women and show how they are doubly oppressed, blamed, abused, and limited by other
women within the patriarchal and class structures.
Uncertain Inheritance: The Motherless Heiress in the Big House Novel shows
how the Anglo-Irish motherless heiress in Big House novels claims important distinctions
from her sisters in English Gothic texts. The figure of the vulnerable heiress—vulnerable
because of her motherlessness and dependent on the men around her—speaks directly to
the Ascendancy situation, powerful in Ireland but dependent on Great Britain to bolster
that power and facing increasing resistance from Irish nationalists over land ownership,
political rights, and the right to even occupy space in Ireland. Gender and colonialism,
and indeed gender and nationalism, are always intersectional, because they both rely on
the limitation of the “Other’s” power in order to protect, guide, and preserve. This
discussion shows a slice of that intersection in the way the particular Gothic trope of
motherless heiress is deployed to speak to the particular Ascendancy situation in
nineteenth and early twentieth century Ireland.
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